ENGLISH
Unit I Sec - 2 Packing
I. Synonyms:
1. mess
disorder
2. contribution
offering
3. frustration
the feeling of being upset or annoyed
4. pretend
behave so as to make it appear
5. squashed
squeezed
6. slammed
shut/close with force
7. wrapped
cover or enclose
8. nuisance
causing inconvenience
9. mysterious
impossible to understand
10. stumble
to trip over.
II. Opposites:
1. pack
x unpack
2. energetic x lazy
3. trivial
x precious
4. uncanny x normal
III. Answer the following with reference to context:
1. “I didn’t encourage him. A dog like that doesn’t want any
encouragement. It’s the natural, original sin that is born in him that
makes him do things like that”
a. What is referred as natural sin that is born with the dog?
It refers to the natural instinct of the dog which is born along with him
b. Give the synonym for the word “Encourage”
Encourage means to motivate.
2. “This was hardly what I intend. I should boss the job.”
a. Who does “I” refer to here?
“I” refers to the author Jerome K Jerome
b. What did the author desire to do?
The author desired to boss over George and Harris while packing.
IV. Answer in paragraph:
1. Of the three friends, Jerome, George and Harris, who in your
opinion is the worst packer?
Jerome desired to boss over Harris and George but finally he
began to pack. Harris and George were lazy to pack. Jerome spent a
long time to pack and strap the bag. When Jerome finished packing,
Harris reminded him of boots. Jerome realized that he had forgotten
about it. So he opened the bag to pack the boots. When he was about
to close, Jerome was constantly disturbed by the thoughts of
forgetting his tooth brush. He went to the extent of dreaming that he
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had not packed it. He rummaged the bag in search of the tooth brush
but he could find only George’s and Harris’s.
From the above described event, we know that Jerome is the
worst packer of all.
2. The whole story revolved around packing. Give reasons.
This story is about the three friends who are to go travelling and
trying to pack their bag for it. The list they made was a pretty lengthy
one. They got them all together and piled everything in a heap. They
started to pack with much frustration that they made a mess. They
made foolish and funny things while packing such as breaking a
cup, squashing tomatoes and trod on the butter. They prolonged
their packing time to 12.50 and became very tired. In this way the
whole story revolved around packing.
V. Answer in Detail:
1. Do you find the story interesting? List three episodes in order of
your preference that you enjoyed reading.
Yes, this story is funny and interesting to read. Jerome’s awful
dream of forgetting the toothbrush, hunting for it and after having
found, finally wrapping it in a pocket-handkerchief depicts Jerome to
be funny and crazy while packing.
George and Harris’s contributions towards packing turned out to
be a mess. Harris broke the cup. He packed the strawberry jam on
top of tomatoes and squashed it. George walked on a pack of butter.
Harris sat on it and it got stuck to him. They were unaware of it and
were looking for it all over the room.
Montmorency pretended lemons were rats. He chased the
lemons and tried to kill it. He put his legs into the jam and hopped all
around the room creating endless chaos.
These episodes describe how funny the whole packing
experience was for the author and his friends.
2. List the characteristics of three friends.
George and Harris always irritated the narrator; they sat about doing
nothing when the narrator was working hours together. Harris
packed the strawberry jam on top of tomatoes and squashed it.
Jerome thought himself a best packer. He thought to boss both
George and Harris and they would work according to his
instructions. He put in great deal of effort in packing things at last
realized that many things had been left out. He was sure of what was
packed and repacked it again. All the three friends made a complete
mess in packing. This shows that they were not delighted and had
great frustration.
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UNIT - 2 SEC: 1 THE DIARY OF ANNE FRANK
I. Synonyms:
1. brooding
worrying
2. adorable
lovable
3. incorrigible
hopeless, irreformable
4. ramble
wander
5. curiosity
a strong desire to know something
6. bouquet
bunch of flowers
7. terrific
huge
8. prompted
resulted in
9. quaking
shaking
10. unpredictable uncertain
11. convincing
causing some one to believe
12. assigned
allocated
13. plunge
jump or dive quickly
14. ridiculous
silly
II. Antonyms:
1. witty
x boring
2. extrovert
x introvert
3. fortunate
x unfortunate
4. emigrate
x immigrate
5. predictable x unpredictable
III. Explain with reference to the context:
1. “I don’t want to jot down facts in this diary the way most people
would do, but I want the diary to be my friend and I’m going to call this
friend kitty”
a. What did Anne Frank not want to write in her diary?
Anne did not want to mention facts as many people do the same.
b. What’s the name of her new friend?
Anne’s diary’s name is kitty. She imagined her dairy to be her friend &
started to write her feelings of everyday life.
2. “ This time it was supposed to be on ‘An Incorrigible Chatterbox.”
a)Who gave a punishment of writing an essay to Anne Frank?
Mr. Keesing punished Anne Frank to write an essay.
b) Give another word which means the same as chatterbox.
Another word for ‘Chatterbox’ is ‘talkative person’.
IV. Answer in Paragraph:
1. Write about the nature and character of Anne Frank.
Anne felt herself completely alone in the world because she did
not have a true friend. Though she had loving parents and a sixteen
year old sister, she did not confide with them. She was ‘An incorrigible
chatter box’ and got several warnings from Mr.Keesing, who teaches
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Maths. Anne was always thoughtful and never expressed her
thoughts to anyone. She argued with Mr.Keesing that talking is a
female trait. She wrote an essay entitled ‘Quack, Quack, Quack’ and
impressed Mr.Keesing. He gave his own comments and allowed
Anne to talk thereafter.
V. Answer in Detail:
1. Give a brief account on Annie Frank’s experiences both at home
and in school.
Anne had a loving family, loving aunts, a good home and also at
least thirty people whom she could call ‘friends’. She was thoughtful
and did not confide things to anyone. She wanted to share her
thoughts and chose a diary to be her best friend. She named it ‘kitty’.
Annie got along well with her teachers in school. Her Maths
teacher ‘Mr.Keesing’ gave her several warnings for talking in the
class. He assigned her to write an essay as a punishment, whenever
she talked. She played a great effort and impressed Mr.Keesing by
her creative writing.
2. Give a brief account of how Anne managed to impress Mr. Keesing
and get away with her extra assignments?
It was Sunday 21 June, 1942, Mr.Keesing was teaching Maths.
He had given many warnings to Anne as she talked too much and
assigned to write an essay on ‘A Chatterbox’. After putting much
thought into it, she came out with a convincing argument that talking is
a female trait. Mr. Keesing had a hearty laugh after reading it and
gave her an essay to write for the second time on ‘An Incorrigible
Chatterbox’. But then for the third time he assigned to write on the
topic entitled ‘Quack, Quack, Quack mistress Chatterback’. This time
Anne wrote a witty poem which impressed Mr. Keesing. In fact, the
poem was taken positively by Mr. Keesing and thus Anne got away
with writing extra assignments. On the contrary, Mr. Keesing began to
make funny jokes from then on.

UNIT:2 SEC:2 SCHOOL BREAKS UP
I. Synonyms:
1. woes
2. albeit
3. strode out
4. gazing
5. declined
6. wistfully
7. exhaustion

-

great sorrows
though
walked out
looking continuously
rejected
longing for, yearning
extreme tiredness
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8. hailed
dropped
9. precise
accurate
10. elaborate
detailed
11. wailing
howling
12. winking
closing and opening eyes quickly
13. parched
dry
14. abstracted
lost in thought
15. blockhead
a very stupid person
16. absolutely
completely
II. Antonyms:
1. protest
x
accept
2. abstract
x
concrete
3. preceding
x
succeeding
4. remember
x
forget
5. comfortable
x
uncomfortable
III. Explain with reference to context:
1. “I too wrote about that length, about half a page”.
a) Who is the speaker?
The speaker is a small boy called Swaminathan.
b) Did Swami speak the truth or not? Why?
No, Swami lied that he had written half a page of an answer. He
said so because he didn’t want others to know that he didn’t know the
answer..
2. “There would have been roars of laughter at anything; the mood
was such?”
a) Why there would be roars of laughter at anything?
There would be roars of laughter on that particular day because it
was the last day of the school and students were happy about the
vacation.
b) What do you mean by the phrase ‘roars of laughter’?
The phrase ‘roars of laughter’ means students were happy and
elated.
IV. Answer in paragraph:
1. Swaminathan is a playful boy and not interested in studies.
Support your answer.
Swaminathan was extremely playful and loved to be in the
company of his friends. He was not interested much in studies. He
wistfully looked out of the window at the Verandah outside. He waited
eagerly to handover the paper wishing that he need not write the
exam for a long time hence forth. He also wished that he could do
whatever he pleased during the vacation. He would roam about the
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town the entire day – throw away the books and command granny to
tell endless tales.
He was not serious about exams too. He felt extremely bored to
write the answers that he began to draw complicated drawing
patterns on the paper.
V. Answer in detail:
1. Do you like Swami? Why or why not? Give reasons.
Yes, I like Swami. Swami is an intelligent boy though he is not very
serious about his studies and exams. He wrote answers which were to
the point. Swami finished writing his paper much before the end of the
exams. He started to revise. He read the first few lines and felt bored. He
kept gazing at the moral of the tiger story till it lost all its meaning to him.
He began improving the little dash in the last line of the question paper
into a complicated drawing pattern. He is intelligent because he
grasped the moral of the story of ‘The Brahmin and the tiger’ correctly
and did not write more than what was needed. He like every other boy
was day dreaming about the upcoming vacation and was planning to
spend it on his own terms. He also liked listening to the stories that
Granny could tell; he was eagerly waiting to hear some soon.

UNIT-2 SEC-3 THE FLOWER SCHOOL [POEM]
Summary:
The poet describes the happiness of flowers when the rain drops
shower on them. The east wind blows heavily on the vast area which
sounds like a bag pipe. When the climate is rainy, the flowers appear
to dance gleefully. It rains on its head and flutters its petals as if the
flowers go to school underground.
During rainy weather, the poet describes the flowers to be
enjoying the holiday. Due to the heavy cool breeze, the branches of
the forest dash to one another and the rustling noise of dry leaves and
branches can be heard. When there is a heavy thunder and cool
breeze blows, the flowers open up in beautiful and bright colours of
pink, yellow and white.
The poet describes that flowers stretch out their petals towards
their mother which is the sky. He compares flowers to a child who
stretches his arms towards his mother out of affection and love.

UNIT-3 SEC-1 THE SUMMIT WITHIN
I. Synonyms:
1. expedition
2. obstacles
3. endurance

-

a Journey to explore
hurdles
stamina
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4. communion
feeling of close relationship
5. defied
frustrated
6. determination
resolution
7. aloof
reserved
8. inspiration
motivation
9. glimpse
catch sight of
10. urge
stimulate
11. immense
huge
12. exhilaration
happiness
13. life at stake
life at risk
14. jubilant
delighted
15. acclaimed
acknowledged
II. Antonyms:
1. fade
x
brighten
2. spiritual
x
material
3. worthwhile
x
worthless
4. rugged
x
smooth
5. overcome
x
subdue
III. Explain with reference to the context:
1. “Why do people climb mountains? It is not easy to answer the
question.
The simplest answer would be ‘Because it is there’. It presents
great difficulties.
a) Why according to the author people climb mountains?
According to the author, when many great personalities are
questioned about their interest to climb mountains, they would just
reply that it presents great challenge to the mountaineers.
b) Give synonyms for the word ‘difficulties’ .
The synonyms for the word ‘difficulties’ are challenges or risks.
2. “I venture I think that my experience as an Everester has provided
me with the inspiration to face life’s ordeal resolutely.’”
a) What has been a great inspiration for the author to face the
challenges of life?
The author’s experience of climbing the summit and overcoming
the obstacles has motivated him to face all the challenges of life.
b) Give a synonym for the word ‘resolutely’.
Resolutely means with determination.
IV. Answer in a Paragraph:
1. Each man carries within himself his own mountain peak. What
does the narrator mean? How can one conquer it?
Each man carries within himself his own mountain peak. By this
the narrator means that each man carries within himself a mountain
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peak of doubts and worries. It is fearful and almost unscalable. One
can conquer it only by oneself. No one can help one to do that. A huge
summit can be climbed up successfully by a team’s effort but the
summits which are present in our minds have to be climbed upon or
conquered only by an individual.
V. Answer in Detail:
1. Describe the narrator’s experience of climbing the huge summit.
What did the narrator learn?
According to the narrator the experience of climbing changed
him completely. He faced two paradoxical emotions as he
conquered the Everest. He learnt to be humble after having climbed
the mightiest and at the same time he felt sad that there was no
higher summit to climb. By seeing its loftiness, ruggedness and
aloofness of the summit, he learnt how small he is in this vast
universe. After having conquered the Everest, the narrator’s view
transformed philosophical divine.
The narrator remarks that climbing the mightiest peak is easy and
possible by a team’s effort, but the particular climb within one’s own
mind is difficult and fearful. Human beings encounter various summits
physically, emotionally and spiritually. It’s the individual’s
determination which could give inner strength to climb it.
2. ‘Climbing the mountain with in’ Is the narrator trying to speak about
Mt. Everest? Give reason if not.
No, the narrator does not speak about Mt. Everest. Here
‘Climbing the mountain with in’ actually refers to one’s own mind. The
impact of both the climb are same physically, emotionally and
spiritually.
Climbing the Everest helped the narrator to gain full knowledge
about himself. The narrator considers that it was not much difficult to
climb Mt. Everest than climbing within the mind, which seems to be
fearful. Now climbing Mt. Everest has given the biggest learning
experiences in life.

LITERATURE READER SUMMARY: 2
THE HAPPY PRINCE
This story brings out an appreciation to the two kind hearts, which
were weary on earth and precious in heaven. The author highlights
the attitudes of men. “One who is rich and has a good out look is
appreciated and kept on the top, but one who is poor and shabby is
thrown on dust.
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When the prince was alive, he did not know unhappiness and he
led a luxurious life, hence his courtiers called him the happy prince.
After his death, he was put on a high pedestal from where he could
see all the miseries of the city and felt unhappy.
One day, as the swallow came to take rest at the feet of the statue,
it felt that happy prince was crying and stated the plight of his citizen to
the swallow. He requested the swallow to do him a favour without
refusing. He first asked the swallow to pluck out the ruby in the hilt of
his sword and give it to the poor seamstress for her sick boy. Next he
asked to pull out a sapphire from one of his eyes to favour a poor
student struggling to write a play. Next day he commanded to pull out
one more sapphire without refusing to help the poor girl who dropped
her matches into the gutter. This made her cry out of fear.
This act of the happy prince made the swallow to stay with him
always and finally died at the prince’s feet. At the same time the
leaden heart of the prince snapped into two. Next morning the mayor
looked up at the statue and thought to melt the shabby statue in a
furnace.
The broken lead heart was thrown into the dust heap where the
swallow lay dead as it did not melt in the furnace.
God who is always monitoring everything orders the angels to
bring the two most precious things in the city they brought him the
leaden heart and the dead bird which was lying unseen in dust. God
made the bird to sing for ever in the paradise and the heart of the
happy prince shall always praise the lord.

SUMMARY 3: THE UMBRELLA MAN
The narrator of the umbrella man describes the ruffled behaviour
of his mother as she has been cheated. She felt restless and moved
to find out what intended him to do that and came to know that he was
a trickster, who very often steals umbrellas from pubs on rainy days
and sells them to strangers without umbrellas. With the money thus
obtained, he would buy himself a mug full of alcohol.
In this story, it shows an own unique way of dealing with
suspicions, such as she followed the golden rule: “The nicer the man
is, the more suspicious one should become”. She initially reacted
more suspicious when the old man asked a favour of one pound for
taxi fare But her suspicions were laid to rest as the old man refused to
get any money and instead, insisted to buy him umbrella.
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Here the narrator brings out two conflicts, whether the umbrella
man is likeable or dislikeable? In this case, he is more likeable
because of his intelligence and resourcefulness in the manner he
dupes unsuspecting strangers and he is dislikeable because of his
habit of selling umbrellas and selling them to people stranded in the
rain for having a drink for himself.

UNIT-3 SEC-2
SOMETHING WONDERFUL HAPPENS WHEN YOU PLANT A SEED
I. Synonyms:
1. applause
appreciation
2. environmentalist
a nature-lover
3. equanimity
composure
4. reverberated
resounded
5. abuse
- misuse
6. astonishing - amazing
7. malnutrition
- undernourishment 8. nuisance - annoyance
9. acknowledged - recognised
10. sustain - undergo
11. conflict
- dispute
12. aesthetic - elegant
13. empowered - authorized
14. typical - particular
15. degrade
- disgrace
II. Antonyms:
1. embrace
x reject
2. earlier
x later
3. harassed
x carefree
4. exclaimed x whisper
5. opportunity
x misfortune
III. Explain with reference to context:
1. ‘First environmentalist and first American woman to be so
honoured’
a) To whom do these words refer?
Ans: These words refer to Wangari Maathai.
b) What was the honour given to her?
Ans: She won the Nobel Prize for her work in promoting the
environment.
2. ‘You’ve seen tough times over the years, but you never gave up.’
a) Who spoke these words to whom?
Ans: These words were spoken by the journalist of Sierra Magazine
to Wangari Maathai.
b) What does this line mean?
Ans: This line depicts the confidence of Wangari and the difficulties
she faced in eradicating poverty and disempowerment in Kenyan
Woman’s life.
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IV. Answer in paragraph:
1. What were the problems of the rural women in Kenya? How did
Wangari Maathai arrive at solution?
Ans: The rural women in Kenya faced the problem of not having
enough energy to run the house. They used firewood from forested
mountains. Hence they were facing the problem of drinking water due
to lack of rain. The farmers stopped growing food crops and started
planting cash crops like coffee and tea. This led to malnutrition in
communities.
Wangari thought that planting trees would solve much of the
problem. It was easy for anyone to plant a tree, so she thought
planting a seed will lead to something wonderful. She started the
Green Belt Movement with rural women of Kenya and afforested the
mountain areas.
2. What are the two major achievements that got Wangari Maathai
world wide recognition?
Ans: The two major events that have earned Wangari Maathai worldwide recognition are – her Green Belt Movement and had been
appointed as the deputy government minister.
1) Green Belt Movement since 1977, contributed herself to the
development and prosperity in Kenyan women. She formed a rural
network of women for planting 30 million trees. This solved much of
the problem such as basic needs of Kenyan women and
environmental degradation and hence in 2004 she got Nobel Peace
Prize for her work.
2) After being appointed as the deputy government minister, she won
her respect and appreciation despite being beaten, harassed and
jailed for her good work. This helped her to change the government
system and assist in healing the wounds of the society.
V. Answer in detail:
1. Wangari Mathai’s efforts solved various problems – environmental
degradation , human health, good governance and peace. How were
all these related?
Ans: Wangari Mathai established the basic link by discussing the
problems of her country people. She found that environmental
degradation was responsible for the needs of the communities which
were not met. She spread the awareness among ‘the people that
saving the environment was actually saving their own rights. Thus
she started afforestation not only for planting trees, but also to explain
how trees disappear.
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Good governance and protecting the environment should go
hand in hand. But Wangari found out that the people blamed the
government for all their problems. She decided to enter the
parliament because she felt that there were things which should be
changed from the inside. A clean and healthy environment can be
attained only by having a democratic government. It is the right of
every citizen to acknowledge their rights and assume their
responsibilities. This will eradicate conflicts and peace will prevail.
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH SAMPLE
VALUE POINTS
Name
: RABINDRANATH TAGORE
Born
: 7th May, 1861 in Bengal
Education
: University College, London
Occupation
: Writer, painter, poet and philosopher.
Notable works
: Gitanjali
Jana Gana Mana, (National Anthem)
Rabindra Sangeet
Achievement
: First Asian to win the Noble Prize in
Literature in 1913.
Died
: 7th August, 1941 in Calcutta.
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH
Rabindranath Tagore was born on 7th May, 1861 in Bengal. He
was educated in the University College of London. He was a writer,
painter, poet and philosopher. Some of his notable works are
Gitanjali, Jana Gana Mana and Rabindra Sangeet. He was the first
Asian to win the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1913. He died on 7th
August, 1941 in Calcutta.
FORMAL LETTER (Format)
Write a letter of complaint to the shop owner seeking immediate
replacement of the faulty watch you bought a week ago from perfect
time watches.
XXXX
23, Garden street,
Ambattur,
Chennai.
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24 August 20XX
The Perfect times watches
King's Market,
Chennai.
Sub: Replacement of faulty watch I bought.
Dear Sir,
I purchased a wrist watch on 22/8/16 [Model No.HPQ 47] from
your shop. Unfortunately the watch stopped working two days back. It
had a years warranty over it.
I would appreciate, if you replace the faulty watch with a new one
of the same model. In case of absence of any action from your side, I
will seek help of a consumer protection agency.
I hope this will be resolved soon. I've enclosed a copy of the
receipt of my purchase.
Thanking you.
Yours faithfully / sincerely / truly
XXXX
NOTICE WRITING (Format)
You are Vimal / Suman, Write a notice to inform the students
about a seminar on the importance of sports in the school
auditorium the coming Saturday. The seminar is to be attended by
all students of class 6 to class 8.
SACRED HEART ACADEMY
NOTICE
SEMINAR ON IMPORTANCE OF SPORTS
26 Aug 2017,
This is to inform all the students of class 6 to class 8 that a seminar
on the importance of sports will be held in the school auditorium on
the coming Saturday, 26 Aug 2017 from 10 a.m to 12 p.m. All the
students are requested to be there on time.
Vimal Suman
SCHOOL PUPIL LEADER
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MATHS

STD : VII

TERM : I

Chapter - 1 - INTEGERS
Integers are a bigger collection of numbers which is formed by whole
numbers and their negatives.

Closure
Property

Addition
a+b=c
(-2)+5=3
Holds good

Subtraction
a-b = c
(-4)-3 = (-7)
Holds good

Multication
axb=c
3 x4 = 12
Holds good

Commutative
Properly

a + b = b+a
3+(-7)= (-7) +3
(-4) = (-4)
Holds good

a-b#b-a
3-4 # 4-3
-1 # 1
Does not hold
good

axb=bxa
3x (-4) = (-4) x3
Holds good

(a+b)+c = a+(b+c)
(-3+4)+6 =
(-3)+(4+6)
1+6 = (-3)+10
Holds good

(a-b)-c#a-(b-c)
(3-4)-6#3-(4-6)
-1-6# 3-(-2)
-7 # 5
Does not hold
good

ax(bxc)=(axb)xc
(-2)x[3x(-4)] =
[(-2)x3] x(-4)
-2 x-12 = -6x-4
Holds good.

Property

Associative
Property

Division
a¸
b=c
11
1¸
(-2) = –2
-2
Does not
does
nothold
hold
good.good
a¸
b#b¸
a
1¸
3#3¸
1
1
#3
3
Does not hold
good
(a¸
b)¸
c#a¸
(b¸
c)
(1¸
2)¸
3#
1¸
(2¸
3)
1
1
2
×
#
1
÷
2
3
3
1
3
#1×
6
2
1
3
#
6
2

Does not hold
good
Property of
Zero

Property of
one

Identity
Property

a + 0 =a
3 + 0 = 0+3 =3
Holds good
a + 1 gives the
successor of a
Ex: 3+1 =4
Zero is the
additive identity
a+0 = a = 0+a
3+0 = 3 = 0+3

a-0=a
4-0=4
does
notgood
hold good
Holds
a - 1 gives the
predecessor of
a (-4)-1 = -5

-

a x 0 =0
4 x 0 =0
Holds good
ax1 = a
(-3)x1= -3 gives
the same
integer
One is the
multiplicative
identity.
a x 1 = a = 1xa
3x1 = 3 = 1x3

0¸
a=0
But a ¸
0= not
defined
a¸
1=a
3¸
1 = 3 gives
the same integer

-
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* Product of a +ve and a -ve integer is a negative integer.
* Product of two negative integers is a positive integer.
* Product of even number of -ve integers is +ve.
* Product of odd number of -ve integer is -ve.
* When a +ve integer is divided by a -ve integer, the quotient obtained is
a -ve integer and vice-versa.
* Division of a -ve integer by another -ve integer gives a +ve integer as quotient.
* Under addition and multiplication, integers show a property called
distributive property. That is a x (b+c) = a x b + a x c for any three integers
a, b and c.

CH -1 INTEGER EXTRA QUESTIONS
1) Where are integers used in real-life situations?
2) ‘All subtraction statements have an equivalent addition statement’
explain with two examples.
3) What will be the sign of the product if we multiply together 15
negative integers and 4 positive integers?
4) An integer divided by (-7) gives 9. Find the integer.

CH- 9 RATIONAL NUMBERS
Definition:
p
A number that can be expressed in the form q , where p and q
are integers and q ¹
0
, is called a rational number.
–2
3
Eg: 7 , 8 3
Standard Form:
A rational number is said to be in the standard form if its
denominator is a positive integer and the numerator and denominator
have no common factor other than 1 (Co primes)
–1
2
Eg: 3 , 7
Classification of Rational Numbers
Rational Numbers
Positive
Rational Number
–1
4
5 , –2

Negative
Rational Number
–8
9
12 , 16

Rational Numbers on a number line:
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Operation of Rational Numbers:
Addition and Subtraction:
Two rational numbers with the same denominator can be
added/subtracted by adding/subtracting numerators, keeping the
denominator same.
Two rational numbers with different denominators are added/
subtracted by first taking the LCM of the two denominators and then
converting both the rational numbers to their equivalent forms having
the LCM as the denominator.
Multiplication of Rational numbers:
p
r
If
and
are two rational numbers, then
q
s
p × r = p × r
q
q x s
s
Product
of numerators
=
product of denominators
Division of Rational Numbers:
p
If
and r are two rational numbers, then
q
s
p ÷ r = p × s
[ r ¹
0]
s
s
r
q
q
= p×s
q×r
Extra Questions:
1. Write down the smallest and greatest rational numbers.
2. Is zero a rational number?
3. Simplify: I) ( 7 × 11 ) ÷ 1
3
3
3
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4. In a basket, there are 27 apples, of which 2 are rotten. How many
3
apples are good?
63
5. If 4 lit of milk was equally poured into 7 small containers, how much
milk will be there in each container?
6. Express ( –3 ) as a rational number with
7
a) denominator (-35)
b) numerator (63)

CHAPTER-12
ALGEBRAIC EXPRESSIONS
* Constant has a fixed numerical value.
* A variable takes various numerical values in different situations.
* Various parts of an algebraic expression separated by (+) or (-) are
called terms of the expression.
* Algebraic expressions are formed from variables and constants.
* A term is a product of factors.
* The coefficient is the numerical factor in the term.
* Terms which have the same algebraic factors are like terms.
* Terms which have different algebraic factors are unlike terms.
Classification
Monomial - Have only one term
Binomial
- Have two terms
Trinomial - Have 3 terms
Polynomial - Any expression with one or more terms.
Like terms of an algebraic expression can be added or subtracted.
The term with the highest power in a polynomial decides the degree
of the polynomial.
4x²+3y+z
degree=2
Rules and Formula in mathematics are written in a concise and general
form using algebraic expressions.
Extra questions:
1. The length of a rectangle is 4 more than twice its width. The perimeter is
28units. Write an expression to find the length of the length of the rectangle.
2. An ant climbs a tree. It moves ‘p’ cm upwards, slips down ‘q’ cm, and then
again moves ‘r’ cm upwards. Write an expression to express the above
situation.
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3. If P=6x³-8x²+4x-2 and Q=5-4x+6x²-8x³. Find P+2Q
4. One side of an equilateral triangle is (3a+4b) metres. Find its
perimeter.

CHAPTER 14 SYMMETRY
·
Symmetry is an important geometrical concept, commonly, exhibited
in nature and is used almost in every field of activity.
·
Artists, professionals, designers of clothing or jewellery, car
manufactures, architects and many others make use of the idea of
symmetry.
·
A figure has a line symmetry, if there is a line about which the figure
may be folded so that the two parts of the figure will coincide.

·
A polygon is said to be regular if all its sides are of equal length and
all its angles are of equal measure.
·
An equilateral triangle is regular because each of its sides has same
length and each of its angles measures 60º
60°
a)

a

a
60°

60°

x
a
·
A square is also regular because all its sides are of equal length and
each of its angles is a right angle.
·
A regular pentagon has all its sides equal & each of its angles measures 108°
·
A regular hexagon has all its sides equal & each of its angles measures 120°
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Rotational Symmetry:
·
The hands of a clock rotate in only one direction, about a fixed
point, the centre of the clock-face.
·
Rotation, like movement of the hands of a clock, is called a
clockwise rotation, otherwise it is said to be anticlockwise.
·
When an object rotates, its shape and size do not change. The rotation
turns an object about a fixed point, is called as centre of rotation.
·
The angle of turning during rotation is called the angle of rotation.
A full turn means a rotation of 360°
·
A half turn means rotation by 180°, a quarter-turn means rotation
by 90°

CHAPTER -4
SIMPLE EQUATIONS
An equation is a condition on a variable such that two expressions in
the variable should have equal value.
The value of the variable for which the equation is satisfied is called
the solution of the equation.
An equation remains the same if the LHS and the RHS are
interchanged.
The value of the LHS remains equal to the value of the RHS in the
following cases:
If we i) add the same number to both the sides (or)
ii) Subtract the same number from both the sides (or)
iii) Multiply both sides by the same number. (or)
iv) Divide both sides by the same number,
the balance remains undisturbed.
The process of shifting a number from one side of the equation to the
other by changing the sign called transposition.
The following steps should be taken to solve a word problem of linear
equations:
1) Read the problem carefully and note down what is given & what is required.
2) Analyse and understand the relationship between different
quantities given.
3) Represent the required quantity by x,y,z etc.
4) State the relationship as an algebraic equation.
5) Solve the equation for the unknown quantity (variable).
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CH -4 SIMPLE EQUATIONS - EXTRA QUESTIONS
1) The sum of two consecutive numbers is 13 find the numbers.
2) Find the three consecutive even numbers whose sum is 96.
3) In a class of 48 students, the number of boys is 3 of the number
5
of girls. Find the number of boys and girls in the class.
4) If 1 is subtracted from a number and the difference is multiplied by
2
4, the result is 5. What is the number?
5) The length of a rectangle is 6m less than 3 times its breadth. If its
perimeter is 148m, find the dimensions of the rectangle.

CHAPTER-5 LINES AND ANGLES
Complementary Angles:
When the sum of the measures of two angles is 90°, the angles are
called complementary angles.
Supplementary Angles:
When the sum of the measures of two angles is 180°, the angles are
called Supplementary Angles.
Adjacent Angles:
Adjacent angles are pairs of angles such that
(i) They have a common vertex
(ii) They have a common ‘arm’ and
(iii) The non-common arms are on either side of common arm.
Linear Pair:
Two adjacent supplementary angles form a linear pair.
Vertically opposite angles:
When two lines intersect each other at a point, the two pairs of
angles formed without any common arm are called vertically opposite
angles.

Ð
1&Ð
3 are vertically opposite angles. Ð
2&Ð
4 are vertically opposite
angles. Vertically opposite angles are equal 1 = 3 ; 2 = 4
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Transversal:
In a given plane, a line which intersects two or more given lines at
different points is called a transversal.

Exterior Angles:
1 , 2 , 7 and 8 are lying outside lines l and m and are called
exterior angles.
Interior angles:
3, 4, 5 and 6 and are lying between lines l and m and are called
Interior angles.
Corresponding angles:
The angles on the same side of a transversal, one of which is an
exterior angle and the other is an interior angle and both of them do not
form a linear pair, are known as corresponding angles.
1 and 5, 3 and 7
2 and 6, 4 and 8
Alternate Angles:
The angles which are on the opposite sides of the transversal and
do not form a linear pair are called alternate angles.
1 and 7, 3 and 5
2 and 8, 4 and 6
Alternate Interior Angles:
3 and 5, 4 and 6
Alternate Exterior Angeles:
1 and 7, 2 and 8
Checking for Parallel Lines:
If any of the 3 conditions are satisfied when two lines are intersected
by a transversal, then the two lines are said to be parallel.
1. The pair of alternate angles is equal
2. The pair of corresponding angles is equal.
3. The interior angles on the same side of the transversal are
supplementary. ie) Their sum is 180°
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Chapter-5 Lines and Angles
Extra Questions:
1. In the following figures,l II m and t is a transversal. Find the unknown
angles.

2. In the following figure, l II m II n and t is a transversal. Find x & y
t
l
m
n
3. Find x

4. Find a:

5. In the figure, DE and AB are
parallel. Find a & b.
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CHAPTER 6 THE TRIANGLE AND ITS PROPERTIES
A triangle is a closed figure with 3 sides & 3 vertices.
Median:A median connects a vertex of a triangle to the mid-point of
the opposite side.
Altitude:
An altitude has one end point at a vertex of the triangle and the
other on the line containing the opposite side. Through each vertex,
an altitude can be drawn.
A triangle has two main elements-its side and its angles.
Classification
On the basis of sides

On the basis of angles

Scalene triangle
(all sides are unequal)

Acute triangle
(all the 3 angles are acute)

Isosceles triangle
(Two sides are equal)
Equilateral triangle
(all sides are equal)

Obtuse triangle
(One angle is obtuse)
Right triangle
(One angle is right angle)

The angle sum property of a Triangle:
The sum of angles of a triangle is 180°
Exterior Angle property:
An exterior angle of a triangle is equal to the sum of its interior
opposite angles.
An exterior angle of a triangle is greater than to each of its interior
opposite angles.
The sum of any two sides of a triangle is always greater than its third side.
Pythagoras theorem:
The Pythagoras theorem, states that the square of the length of the
hypotenuse in a right-angled triangle is equal to the sum of the squares
of the lengths of the other two sides.
h
s
s

h²=s²+s²
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Extra questions:
1. What are the two aspects on the basis of which triangles are classified?
2. Find the unknown side.
P
120°

x

S
Q
3. Find the length of unknown side.

110°
R

T

15 cm
17 cm
4. A man walks 3 km north and then 4km east. Find how far he is now
from the starting position.
5. In ABC, line segment DE is parallel to BC. Find x, y and z.

Ñ

6. Three angles of a triangle are in the ratio 4 : 3 : 2. Find the measure of
the angles.

CHAPTER-11 PERIMETER AND AREA
Perimeter- The distance around a closed figure.
Area- The part of plane occupied by the closed figure.
Formulae
Square

Area=a²
[a=Side]
Perimeter=4´
a
Area= l × b

Rectangle

Circle

[l=length, b=breadth]
Perimeter=2(l + b)
Area= p
r²
[r=radius, p
= 22
7 or 3.14
d=diameter
(Perimeter) Circumference = 2p
r
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Triangle: Area= ½×b×h
[b=Base, h=height]
Parallelogram: Area=Base ´
Height
Conversion Formula:
1 cm²=100 mm²
1m²=10,000 cm²
1 hectare= 10,000 m²
MCQ
CH 1 INTEGERS
1. Every natural number is also __________
a) An integers b) A whole number c) (a) and (b) both d) None
2. –15 – (–7) =___________
a) -22
b) 22
c) -8
d) 8
3. On subtracting (-8) from 0, we get ___________
a) 16
b) -8
c) 8
d) None
4. The additive inverse of -24 is
a) -24
b) 0
c) -12
d) 24
5. The sum of two integers is always ___________
a) A natural number
b) A whole number
c) An integer
d) None
6. The integer that is its own additive inverse is _______________
a) 0
b) 1
c) -1
d) None
7. By how much does -3 exceed -5?
a) -2
b) 2
c) 8
d) -8
8. (-25)´
(-10)+(-25)´
(-5)=_____________
a) -275
b) 275
c) -375
d) 375
9. (-24) ÷ 0 = ___________________
a) 24
b) 0
c) -24
d) Not defined
10. The sum of two integers is 83. If one of them is –49, the other is ______
a) 132
b) -132
c) 34
d) -34

CH 9 RATIONAL NUMBERS
p
1. A fraction q is a rational number, if _____________

a) p, q are integers and q>0 b) p, q are integers and q¹
0
c) p is an integer and q=0
d) q is an integer and p=0
2. Every integer is a ______________
a) Natural number
b) Whole number
c) Rational number
d) None
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3. Subtraction of a rational number is ____________
a) Commutative
b) Associative
c) both a) and b)
d) None
4. The rational number which is neither positive nor negative is
a) 0
b) 1
c) 100
d) None
5. The smallest rational number is _______________
a) 0
b)1
c) 10
d) Not determinable
–
3
6. The multiplicative inverse of
is
7
7
3
–3
7
a) 7
b) 7
c) 3
d) –3
7. If x = 7 then the value of x is ___________
6
–3
a) –14
b)14
c) –21
d) 21
–
102
8.
in the standard form is ______________
119
a) – 4
b) – 6
c) – 6
d) None
17
7
7
13
9. The sum of two rational number is 5. If one of the numbers is ( 6 ),
then the other number is ______________
a) – 617
b) 17
c) 43
d) – 643
6
6
10. By what rational number should be multiplied with – 8 to get 24?
15
a) 45
b) -45
c) 1
d) – 1
45
45

CH 12 ALGEBRAIC EXPRESSIONS
1. The degree of a constant term is ______________
a) 0
b) 1
c) -1
d) None
2. The Co-efficient of a in 4a4b²c is
a) 4a³b²c
b)4
c) 4b²c d) 4c
3. In the expression x²+2xy+y²+7, 7 is a
a) Zero term b) Like term
c) Unlike term d) Constant term
4. The terms of the expression 3x²y-5xy+7x²y²-7 are
a) 3x²y, 5xy, 7x²y²
b) 3x²y, -5xy, 7x²u²
c) 3x²y,-5xy, 7x²y², -7
d) None
5. The value of the expression y²+3-x², if x=1, and y=2 is ____________
a) 6
b) 2
c) -2
d) 8
6. The numeral coefficients of the terms of the expression
2x²-7x²y+5xy²-8 are
a) 2, 7, 5, 8 b) 2, -2, 5, 8
c) 3, -7, -5, -8
d) 2, -7, 5, -8
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7. Add; a²+b²+c²-3abc and a²-b²+c²+3abc
a) a²+2c²
b) a²+c²+2bca
c) 2a²+2c²
d) 2a²+2b²+2abc
8. x²-y² is the same as
a) y²-x²
b) x²+y²
c)-(y²-x²)
d) None
9. When we subtract x from zero we get, ______________
a) x
b) -x
c) 0
d) None
10. An algebraic expression with more than 3 terms is called a _______
a) Monomial
b) Binomial
c) Trinomial
d) Polynomial

CH 14 SYMMETRY
1. ____________ triangle has no line of symmetry.
a) Equilateral
b) Isosceles
c) Scalene
d) None
2. A circle has ____________ lines of symmetry
a) One
b) Two
c) No
d) Unlimited
3. A square has __________ lines of symmetry.
a) 1
b) 2
c) 4
d) No
4. The letter X of the English alphabet has __________ lines of symmetry
a) 3
b) 1
c) 2
d) None
5. A kite is symmetrical about _________
B

A

C

D
a) The diagonal AC
b) The diagonal BD
c) Both (a) and (b)
d) None
6. The letter A of the English alphabet has rotational symmetry of the order
a) 1
b) 2
c) 3
d) 4
7. A regular polygon of side n has __________ lines of symmetry
a) 1
b2
c) 3
d) n
8. The order of symmetry of the letter I is
a) 1
b) 2
c) 3
d) 4
9. Which of the following have two lines of symmetry?
a) A
b) B
c) H
d) E
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CH 4 SIMPLE EQUATIONS
1. The equation for: ‘the number 12 added to x get 44’ is __________
a) 44-x=-12 b) x+12=44
c) x+44=10
d) None
x–5 – 4 = –2 is
2. The root of the equation
–3
a) 1
b) 6
c) –1
d) None
2
3. 5 of 25 is ____________
a) 25
b) 10
c) 35
d) None
1
–1
4. The solution of the linear equation 2y – 2 = 3 is
1
a) 1
b) 12
c) 1
d) None
5
6
5. 6 added to a number gives -10. The number is ___________
a) 5
b) 10
c) 6
d) -16
6. 7 subtracted from five times a number gives 63, the number is _______
a) 5
b)10
c) 13
d) 14
7. The length of a rectangular field is twice its breadth. If the perimeter
of the field is 150m, its length is ____________
a) 15m
b) 20m
c) 25m
d) 50m
8. The two consecutive natural numbers whose sum is 63 are ________
a) 30, 33
b) 29, 34
c) 31, 32
d) None
9. The equation in which the highest power of the variables is 1,
is known as a ___________
a) Monomial
b) Linear equation
c) Quadratic equation
d) None
10. The highest power of a variable in a linear equation is ________
a) 0
b) 1
c) 2
d) 3

CH 5 LINES AND ANGLES
1. If two parallel lines are intersected by a transversal then __________
a) alternate angles are always equal
b) angles on the same side of the transversal are supplementary
c) Corresponding angles are equal
d) All of the above
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2. Parallel lines are always _____________
a) Equal
b) Coincident c) Intersect
d) Equidistant
3. Linear pair angles are also ___________
a) Complimentary angles
b) Supplementary angles
c) Equal angles
d) None
4. If two lines are intersected by a transversal, and the corresponding
angles formed are equal, then the ___________
a) Lines are equal
b) Lines are not equal
c) Lines are parallel
d) None
5. If parallel lines are intersected by a transversal, then the number of
pairs of alternate interior angles is ___________
a) 1
b) 2
c) 3
d) 4
6. The complement of the angle 37° is
a) 53°
b) 45°
c) 50°
d) 143°
7. The supplement of an angle of 0 is
a) 0°
b) 90°
c)180°
d) None
8. Vertically opposite angles are ____________
a) Always equal b) Sometimes equal c) Not equal d) None
9. In the figure given, the value of x is

a) 45°
b) 50°
c) 60°
10. In the figure given, is CP parallel to AB?

A) No

b) Yes

c) Not always

d) 65°
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CH 6 THE TRIANGLE AND ITS PROPERTIES
1. In an isosceles triangle, the angles opposite to equal sides are _______
a) Obtuse b) Acute
c) Equal
d) None
2. The number of altitudes in a triangle is
a) 1
b) 2
c) 3
d) None
3. The number of measurements of a triangle is ___________
a) One
b) Two
c) Three
d) Six
4. An exterior angle is equal to the _________ of interior opposite angles.
a) Sum
b) Difference
c) Product
d) None
5. The sum of two sides of a triangle is ____________ than the third side.
a) Smaller b) Equal
c) Greater
d) None
6. The Pythagoras theorem is applied in _____________
a) Acute-angled triangle
b) Obtuse-angled triangle
c) Right-angled triangle
d) None
7. In D
PQR the side opposite to 
R is ___________
a) PR
b) QR
c) PQ
d) None
8. If the square of the hypotenuse of an isosceles right triangle is equal to
2m, the measure of the other two sides are _____________
a) 1m, 2m b) 1m, 1m
c) 2m, 1.5m
d) None
9. Any triangle can have _______________ obtuse angle
a) 1
b) 2
c) 3
d) None
10. Is it possible to have a triangle in which each angle is less than 60?
a) Yes
b) No
c) None

CH 11 PERIMETER AND AREA
1. If the radius of a circle is doubled, then the area becomes __________
a) 2 times b) 4 times
c) 6 times
d) 8 times
2.1 m²= _____________cm²
a) 100
b) 1000
c) 10000
d) None
3. The circumference of a circle whose area is 9p
r², is ___________
a) 9p
r
b) 18p
r
c) 6p
r
d) None
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4. If the area of a parallelogram is 64m² and its altitude is 8m, the
parallelogram is a _______________
a) Square b) Rhombus
c) Rectangle
d) None
5. The area of an equilateral triangle of side 6cm is ________
a)9Ö
3cm² b) 6Ö
3cm²
c) 3Ö
3cm²
d) Ö
3cm²
6. The radius of a circle with circumference 66m is ___________
a) 21m
b) 10.5m
c) 14m
d) None
7. _____________ is the distance around a closed figure.
a) Area
b) Altitude
c) Perimeter
d)None
8. If the length of a regular octagon is 4cm, then its perimeter is _______
a) 10cm
b) 32cm
c) 20cm
d) 24cm
9. The perimeter of a circle is also known as ______________
a) Area
b) Circumference
c) Length
d) Radius
10. Value of p
=________________
a) 7.14
b) 2.14
c) 1.14
d) 3.14

SCIENCE
CHAPTER-1 NUTRITION IN PLANTS
I. Answer Briefly.
1. Why do organisms need to take food?
Ans: All living organisms take food and utilise it to get energy for
the growth and maintenance of their bodies.
2. Distinguish between a parasite and a saprotroph.
Ans: *Parasite: Organisms derive nutrition from the body of other
living organisms (host) are called parasite. E.g. Cuscuta, Sundew.
*Saprotrophs: Organisms which derive nutrition from dead and
decaying organisms are called saprotrophs. Eg. Fungi
3. How would you test the presence of starch in leaves?
Ans: *We can test the presence of starch in leaves by performing
iodine test.
*To test the presence of starch in leaves take two potted plants of the
same kind.
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*Keep one in the dark room for 72 hours and keep the other plant in
the Sun light.
*Now, take one leaf from each potted plant and put a few drops of
iodine solution on them. Then note down the observation.
*No blue black colour will be observed on the leaves of the plant kept
in the dark room. This indicates the absence of starch. Blue black
colour will be observed in the leaves kept in sunlight. This indicates
the presence of starch.
4. Lichens is a composite of which two organisms. Which type of
nutrition relationship exists here?
Ans: Two organisms are Algae and Fungi. They exhibit symbiotic
relationship. The fungus provides shelter, water and minerals to the
algae and in return, the algae provides food which it prepared by
photosynthesis.
5. Explain the role of Chlorophyll in the process of photosynthesis.
Ans: Chlorophyll is the green colour pigment which helps leaves to
capture energy from sunlight to carry out the food making process of
plants by the leaves.
6. What is the function of stomata in leaf of a plant?
Ans: Stomata are the tiny pores present on the surface of leaves
which helps in exchange of gases, the pores in stomata are
surrounded by guard cells.
7. What is the role of the leguminous plants in replenishing soil
fertility?
Ans: Rhizobium is a type of bacteria that cannot make its own food
and lives in roots of gram, peas, moong beans and other legumes, it
convert atmospheric nitrogen into usable form which increases the
fertility of soil and legumes provide food and shelter to the bacteria.
II. Answer in detail:
1. Give a brief description of the process of synthesis of food in green
plants.
Ans: Photosynthesis is defined as the process in which the
chlorophyll-containing plant cells synthesis food in the form of
carbohydrates, using carbon-di-oxide and water in the presence of
solar energy.
Sources of raw materials required for Photosynthesis:
*Water is taken in from the roots of the plant and transported to the leaves.
*Carbon-di-oxide from the air enters the leaves through the tiny pores
called stomata and diffuses to the cells containing chlorophyll.
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*Solar energy is used to break water into hydrogen and oxygen.
Thus, hydrogen combines with Carbon-di-oxide to form food for the
plants, which is ultimately used by the animals as well.
Thus,
photosynthesis can be represented by the following equation.
Carbon-di-oxide+ Water
(CO2)
(H2O)

Sunlight
Chlorophyll

Carbohydrates+ Oxygen
(C6H12O6)
(O2)

2. Explain how pitcher plants get their nutrition with neat labelled
diagram?
Ans: The pitcher-like structure is the modified part of the leaf. The
apex of the leaf forms a lid which can open and close the mouth of the
pitcher. Inside the pitcher there are hair which are directed
downwards. When an insect lands in the pitcher, the lid closes and
the trapped insects gets entangled into the hair. The insect is
digested by the digestive juice secreted in the pitcher. Such insect
eating plants are called insectivorous plants.

2. Describe how non-green plans obtain their food.
Ans: The non-green plants which live on other living organisms
and obtain their food from them are called parasitic plants. The living
organisms from which a parasite derives its food is called the host.
A common plant parasite is cuscuta or dodder plant. This parasite
produces yellow tubular structures twining around the stem and
branches. It does not have chlorophyll. It takes readymade food
from the host plant on which it climbs, through special structures
called haustoria. The haustoria absorb food from the host plant.
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III. Fill in the blanks:
1. Green plants are called autotrophs since they synthesise their own food.
2. The food synthesized by the plants is stored as starch.
3. Inphotosynthesis,solarenergyiscapturedbythepigmentcalled Chlorophyll.
4. During photosynthesis plants take in carbon-di-oxide and release oxygen.
5. Name the following:
(i) A parasitic plant with yellow, slender and tubular stem-cuscuta.
(ii) A plant that has both autotrophic and heterotrophic mode of
nutrition. - Insectivorous plant.
(iii) The pores through which leaves exchange gases - stomata.
IV. Match the following:
Column I
Column II
1. Chlorophyll
Leaf
2. Nitrogen
Bacteria
3. Amarbel
Parasite
4. Animals
Heterotrophs
5. Insects
Pitcher plant
V. Mark ‘T’ if the statement is true and ‘F’ if it is false.
1. Carbondioxide is released during photosynthesis-[F]
2. Plants which synthesis their food themselves are called
saprotrophs-[F]
3. The product of photosynthesis is not a protein.-[T]
4. Solar energy is converted into chemical energy during
photosynthesis-[T]
VI. Multiple choice questions:
1. Amarbel is an example of parasite.
(i) Autotrophs
(ii) Parasite
(iii) saprotrophs
(iv) Host
2. The plant which traps and feeds on insect is pitcher plant.
(i) Cuscuta (ii) China rose (iii) Pitcher plant
(iv) Rose
3. Which part of the plant takes carbon-di-oxide from the air for
photosynthesis? Stomata
(i) Root hair (ii) Stomata
(iii) Leaf Veins (iv) Sepals
4. Plants take Carbon-di-oxide from the atmosphere mainly through
their leaves.
(i) Roots
(ii) Stem
(iii) Flowers
(iv) Leaves
5. Mushroom is a saprophyte.
(i) Venus flytrap
(ii) Mushroom (iii) Lichen
(iv) dodder
6. Green colour of the plant is due to the presence of chlorophyll.
(i) Oxygen (ii) Carbon-di-oxide (iii) Nitrogen
(iv) Chlorophyll
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7. Which of the following is not an end product of photosynthesis?
Carbon-di-oxide
(i) Oxygen (ii) Carbon di oxide
(iii) Water
(iv) Glucose
8. The association of organism where they live together and share
shelter and nutrients is known as symbiosis.
(i) Saprophyte
(ii) Autotroph (iii) symbiosis (iv) Parasite
9. The tiny pores present in the leaves of the plants for the exchange
of gases are called stomata.
(i) Stomata (ii) Tracheae (iii) Chloroplast
(iv) Spiracles
10.Rhizobium is an example of symbiosis.
(i) Symbiosis (ii) Parasites (iii) Insectivorous (iv) None of these
11.Iodine is used to detect presence of starch. It gives starch
blue-black colour.
(i) Red colour
(ii) Green colour
(iii) Blue -black colour
(iv) Colourless appearance.
12. Which of the following statements is not true? Saprophytes are green
in colour.
(i) Heterotrophs cannot prepare their own food.
(ii) Dodder is an example of parasite
(iii) Saprophytes are green in colour.
(iv) Pulses and Beans are legumes.
13. Sunlight is the ultimate sources of energy for all living organisms.
(i) Water
(ii) Sunlight
(iii) Temperature
(iv) Air
14. Green plants are called autotrophs since they synthesise their own food.
(i) Herbivores (ii) autotrophs (iii) Bacteria (iv) Omnivores
15. Green patches in stagnant water are Algae
(i) Algae
(ii) Fungi
(iii) Bacteria
(iv) None of these
16. Organisms take nutrients from dead and decaying matter is called
Saprotrophic nutrition.
(i) Autrotrophic Nutrition
(ii) Parasitic Nutrition
(iii) Saprotrophic Nutrition (iv) All the above
17. Oxygen is produced during photosynthesis.
(i) Water
(ii) Oxygen
(iii) Carbon-di-oxide
(iv) Protein
18. Which of the following is a symbiotic plant? Lichen
(i) Amarbel (ii) Lichen
(iii) Yeast
(iv) Pitcher plant
19. Stomatal opening is surrounded by guard cells.
(i) Stomata (ii) Epidermal cells (iii) Chloroplast (iv) Guard cells
20. Plant’s food factory is leaf.
(i) Stem
(ii) Leaf
(iii) Fruits
(iv) Root
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CHAPTER-2 NUTRITION IN ANIMALS
I. Answer briefly.
1. What are villi? What is their location and function?
Ans: Villi are small finger-like out growths, that help in the process
of absorption. These are located in the inner walls of the small
intestine. Its function is to increase the surface area of the small
intestinal wall for absorption of the digested food.
2. Where is the bile produced? Which component of the food does it
help to digest?
Ans: The bile juice is secreted by the liver. Bile juice helps in the digestion
of fats by breaking down the large fat globules to smaller fat globules.
3. Name the type of carbohydrate that can be digested by ruminants
but not by humans. Give the reason also.
Ans: Cellulose is a type of carbohydrate that can be digested by
ruminants and not by humans. Ruminants have a large sac-like
structure called rumen between the oesophagus and the small
intestine.. The cellulose of the food is digested here by the action of
certain bacteria which are not present in humans.
4. How do we get instant energy from glucose?
Ans: Glucose is simple sugar which is formed when carbohydrate
gets broken. Also, the carbohydrate gets digested into glucose.
Since, glucose does not have to be digested and thus act as an
instant source of energy.
5. Which part of the digestive canal is involved in:
(i) Absorption of food Small Intestine
(ii) Chewing of food Buccal cavity
(iii) Killing of bacteria Stomach
(iv) Complete digestion of food Small Intestine
(v) Formation of faeces Large Intestine.
6. Write one similarity and one difference between the nutrition in
amoeba and human beings.
Ans: Similarity: Both amoeba and human beings have holozoic type
of nutrition.
Difference:
Human beings have complex structure for the
ingestion, digestion, absorption, assimilation and egestion of food
while amoeba has simple process in which it engulfs the food with the
help of pseudopodia and food get trapped in food vacuoles.
7. Can we survive only on raw, leafy vegetables/grass?
Ans: No, Humans cannot survive only on raw, leafy vegetables or
grass. It is because the grass is rich in cellulose, which is a type of
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carbohydrate that humans are not able to digest due to the absence
of cellulose-digesting enzymes (cellulase).
8. What are secreted inside the stomach?
Ans: The inner lining of the stomach secretes mucous, hydrochloric
acid and digestive juices. The mucous protects the lining of the
stomach. The acid kills many bacteria that enter along with the food.
The digestive juices break down the proteins into simpler substances.
9. How does digestion occur in ruminants grass-eating animals?
Ans: Ruminants quickly swallow the grass and store it in a
separate part of the stomach called rumen. Here the food gets
partially digested and is called cud. Later the cud returns to the
mouth in small lumps and the animal chews it. This process is called
rumination. The Cellulose present in grass is digested here by the
action of certain anaerobic bacteria which are not present in humans.
II. Answer in detail:
1. Describe nutrition in amoeba.
Ans: *Amoeba is a single-celled organism found in pond water.
* It has a cell membrane, a dense, rounded nucleus and many
bubble like vacuoles.
* Amoeba constantly changes its shape and positions by finger like
projections called pseudopodia or false feet for movement and
capturing of food.
* Amoeba feeds on microscopic organisms.
* When it senses food, it pushes out pseudopodia around the food
particle and engulfs it.
* The food becomes trapped in a food vacuole and digested by the
digestive juices.
* They act on the food and break it down into simpler substances
are used for growth, maintenance and multiplication.
* The undigested residue of the food is expelled outside by the vacuole.
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2. Explain human digestive system.
Ans: MOUTH: When food is ingested, the salivary gland which
secretes saliva acts on it in the mouth. The saliva breaks down the
starch into sugar.
OESOPHAGUS: It is a long narrow, muscular tube which directly
leads to stomach. It is about 25cm long and pushes masticated food
down to the stomach in a wave-like action called peristalsis.
STOMACH: The inner lining of the stomach secretes digestive juices
which break down the protein into simple substances. Liver is the
largest gland in the body. It secretes bile juice that is stored in a sac
called the gall bladder. It digests fats. The pancreas is cream
coloured gland secretes pancreatic juice that acts on carbohydrates
and proteins into simpler forms.
SMALL INTESTINE: It is highly coiled and is about 7.5 metres
long. The digested food is passed into the blood vessels in the wall
of the intestine having thousands of finger-like villi. The surface of
the villi absorbs the digested food materials. The absorbed
substances are transported via the blood vessels to different
organs of the body.
LARGE INTESTINE: The undigested food enters into the large
intestine from small intestine. It is about 1.5 meter in length. Its
function is to absorb water and salts from undigested food materials.
III. Fill in the blanks:
1. The main steps of nutrition in humans are ingestion, digestion,
absorption, assimilation and egestion
2. The largest glands in the human body is liver.
3. The stomach releases hydrochloric acid and digestive juices which
act on food.
4. The inner wall of the small intestine has many finger-like
outgrowths called villi.
5. Amoeba digests its food in the food vacuole.
IV. True or False:
1. Digestion of starch starts in the stomach-False
2. The tongue helps in mixing food with saliva-True
3. The gall bladder temporarily stores bile-True
4. The ruminants bring back swallowed grass into their mouth and
chew it for some time-True.
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V. Match the following:
I.
Column I
Column II
Food Components
Products of digestion
1. Carbohydrates
- Sugar
2. Proteins
- Amino acids
3. Fats
- Fatty acids and glycerol
II.
Column I
Column II
a) Salivary gland
- Saliva secretion
b) Stomach
- Acid releases
c) Liver
- Bile Juice Secretion
d) Rectum
- Storage of undigested food
e) Small intestine
Digestion is completed
f) Large intestine
Absorption of water
VI. Multiple choice questions MCQS:
1. Fat is completely digested in the
a) Stomach b) Mouth c) Small intestine d) Large intestine
2. Water from the undigested food is absorbed mainly in the
a) Stomach b) Food pipe c) small intestine d) Large intestine
3. The pointed teeth in the buccal cavity are called
a) Incisor b) Canines
c) Premolars d) Molars
4. Bile juice is stored in
a Liver
b) Pancreas
c) Gall bladder d) Stomach
5. The inner walls of the small intestine have millions of small finger
like projection called
a) Villi
b) Trachea
c) Appendix
d) Oesophagus
6. Which of the following is a ruminant?
a) Buffalo b) Camel
c) Goat
d) All of these
7. Which of the following is not a part of nutrition?
a) digestion b) Absorption c) Assimilation d) Excretion
8. An amoeba ingests food with the help of
a) Cilia
b) Tentacles
c) Pseudopodia
d)Buccal cavity
9. Grass is rich in _______ a special kind of carbohydrate which can
only be digested by ruminants.
a) Glucose b) Cellulose
c) Sucrose
d) Fructose
10. Amylase enzyme is present in
a) Bile juice b) Saliva
c) Gastric juice d) Pancreatic juice
11. The walls of large intestine absorb
a) Water
b) Proteins
c) Cellulose
d) Roughlage
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12. Which of the following do not have teeth?
a) Rats
b) Birdsc) Snakes
d) Elephants
13. Length of small intestine.
a) 10.5 m long
b) 40 m long
c) 23 m long
d) 7.5 m long
14.The process of digestion taking place in grass eating animals is
called
a) Egestion b) Rumination c) Assimilation d) Absorption
15. Single celled organism among the following is
a) Human being
b) Spirogyra
c) Cow d) Amoeba
16.The set of teeth that exists in the mouth during the period from
6 to 8 years of a human being are called.
a) Premolar b) Milk teeth
c) Permanent teeth
d) Molar
17. Which teeth help in piercing and tearing of food?
a) Incisor b) Premolar
c) Canine
d)Starch
18. The saliva breaks down the __________ into sugar.
a) Protiein b) Fat
c) Vitamins
d) Starch
19. Most of the digestion takes place in the
a) Stomach b) Small intestine c) Pancreases d) Large intestine
20. In a adult human, the total number of incisors are
a) 4
b) 6
c) 8
d) 10

LS.3 FIBRE TO FABRIC
I. Answer in short:
1. You must be familiar with the following nursery rhymes.
i. Baa baa black sheep, have you any wool.
ii. Mary had a little lamb, whose fleece was white as snow’.
Answer the following:
a. Which parts of the black sheep have wool ?
Ans:
The fleece of the black sheep have wool.
b. What is meant by the white fleece of the lamb?
Ans:
White fleece means the white coloured hair of the lamb.
2. What is meant by the term ‘rearing’?
Ans:
Rearing means taking care of herds of animals which
includes feeding, grazing, breeding etc. for economical purpose like
meat and other useful products
3. Given below is a sequence of steps in the processing of wool.
Which are the missing steps? Add them
shearing, _______, Sorting, _______, _______, _______
Ans: Shearing, Scouring , Sorting, burrs picking, dyeing, rolling
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4. Write about the two stages in the life history of the silk
moth which are directly related to the production of silk.
Ans: i) Spinning cocoon of silk threads around caterpillar.
ii) Changing of caterpillar into pupa.
5. Out of the following which are the two terms related to silk
production?
Sericulture, floriculture, moriculture, apiculture and silviculture.
Ans: Sericulture and moriculture
II. Answer in Paragraph:
1. What do you mean by reeling of silk?
Ans: A pile of cocoon is used for obtaining silk fibres. The cocoons
are boiled to separate out silk fibres from them. Threads obtained
from the cocoon is spun into silk threads, which are woven into silk
cloth by weavers. The process of taking out threads from the cocoon
for use as silk is called reeling of silk.
2. Why does silk have different varieties?
Ans: Silk producing moth eats up different kinds of leaves, which
accounts for the different varieties of silk like eri silk, mooga silk etc.,
are obtained from cocoons spun by different types of moths.
3. What are the main hazards of wool industry?
Ans: Workers in wool industry get infected by a bacterium, anthrax,
which causes a fatal blood disease called sorter’s disease. Such risk
faced by workers in any industry are called occupational hazards.
4. What are the different sources of wool?
Ans: The fleece of sheep is not the only source of wool, Apart
from that, yak wool is obtained from angora goats in Jammu and
Kashmir. The fur (hair) on the body of camels is also used as wool.
Llama and Alpaca, found in south America also yield wool.
III. Answer in detail:
1. Write and explain the sequence of steps in processing of wool.
Ans: Following are the steps involved in processing of wool.
Step -1 Shearing: At first hair are removed using shearing Machine
Step -2 Scouring : Hair is washed in tanks to remove grease,
dust and dirt. This process is called scouring.
Step- 3 The hairy skin is sent to a factory where hair of different
textures are separated or sorted, by sorting process.
Step-4 The small fluffy fibres called burrs are picked out from the hair.
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Step-5 The fibres are then dyed in various colours, according to choice
Step -6 The Coloured fibres are straightened, combed and rolled
into yarn.
2. Write short notes on rearing silkworm.
Ans: A female silk moth lays hundreds of eggs at a time. The eggs
are stored on strips of cloth and sold to silk worm farmers. The
farmers keep eggs under hygienic conditions with suitable
temperature and humidity. The eggs are warmed to a suitable
temperature for the larvae to hatch from eggs. The larvae called
caterpillars or silk worms eat mulberry leaves day and night and
increase in size. After 25 to 30 days, the caterpillar stop eating and
starts spinning cocoon around them which develops the silk moth.
3. Draw a sketch showing stages in life cycle of silk moth and explain.
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The female silk moth lays eggs, from which hatch larvae which
are called caterpillars or silkworms.
w
They grow in size and when caterpillar is ready to enter next
stage of its life history is called pupa, it secretes fibre made up
of protein completely covers caterpillar is known as cocoon.
w
Silk fibre are used for weaving silk cloth.
w
The silk yarn is obtained from the cocoon of the silk moth.
IV. Match the following:
1. Scouring
2. Mulberry leaves
3. Yak
4. Cocoon
-

Cleaning sheared skin
Food for silkworm
Wool yielding animal
Yields silk fibres

V. Choose the best answer:
1. The silkworm is (a) a caterpillar (b) a larva. Choose the correct option.
a. a
b. b
c. both a and b
d. neither a nor b
2. Which of the following does not yield wool?
a. Yak
b. Camel
c. Goat
d. Woolly dog
3. Wool is not obtained from ________.
a. Sheep
b. Goat
c. Yak
d. Cow
4. The process of removing hair from the body of sheep
is called _________.
a. Scouring b. sorting
c. Shearing
d. combing
5. After scouring, the next process is _______.
a. Shearing b. Sorting
c. Spinning
d. combing
6. Which of the following is not an animal fibre?
a. Polyester
b. Wool
c. Silk
d. Pashima
7. The rearing of silkworms for obtaining silk is called ________.
a. Apiculture
b. Pisciculture
c. Sericulture
d. None of these
8. Which one of the following is not a natural fibre?
a. Cotton
b. Rayon
c. Silk
d. Wool
9. Lohi is the breed of _________.
a. Cow
b. Silk moth
c. Sheep
d. Buffalo
10. The process of obtaining silk fibre from cocoons is called _____.
a. Shearing b. Scouring
c. reeling
d. Combing
11. Which one of the following is not the part of sericulture?
a. Hatching b. Reeling
c. Moulting
d. Shearing
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12. Yaks are generally found in _______ region.
a. Kashmir b. Tibet
c. Ladakh
d. Tibet and Ladakh
13. The silk covering spun by the silkworm for its protection is called ___
a. Cocoon b. Hatching
c. laying
d. Scouring
14. Silk is obtained from cocoons of ___________.
a. Sheep
b. Goat
c. Silkworms d. All of these
15. Pashmina shawls are weaved from which of these?
a. Angora wool
b. Yak wool
c. Kashmiri goat wool
d. None of these
16. Silk thread is obtained from ________.
a. Adult moth
b. Pupa
c. Caterpillar d. Cocoon
17. The silk and wool are made of a kind of ________.
a. Fats
b. Carbohydrates
c. Proteins
d. Vitamins
18. Silkworms feed on leaves of _______.
a. Guava
b. Mulberry
c. Mango
d. Banana
19. _____ are thin, soft flexible obtain from plants and animals.
a. Fibre
b. Crop
c. Milk
d. None of these
20. The thick coat of hair on a sheep body is called ____.
a. Skin
b. Fur
c. Fleece
d. Fat

CH:4 HEAT
I. Answer in Short:
1. Define Heat and Temperature.
Ans: Heat : Heat is the form of energy which produces a
sensation of hotness or coldness. It is measured in Joules.
Temperature: The degree of hotness or coldness is called
temperature. It is measured in Celsius, Fahrenheit and Kelvin.
2. Give two examples each of conductors and insulators of heat.
Ans: Conductors : Aluminium, Iron
Insulators : Plastic, wood
3. Why does the mercury not fall or rise in a clinical thermometer when
taken out of the mouth.
Ans: Kink present in the clinical thermometer prevents the mercury
level from falling on its own.
4. Why stainless steel cooking utensils are usually provided with
copper bottoms?
Ans:
Stainless steel cooking utensils are usually provided with
copper bottoms because copper is the best conductor of heat than
the stainless steel.
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5. What is the uses of maximum and minimum thermometer?
Ans: The maximum and minimum thermometer is used to
measure the maximum and minimum temperatures of the previous
day, reported in weather reports.
II. Answer in Paragraph:
1. Discuss why wearing more layers of clothing during winter keeps
us warmer than wearing just one thick piece of clothing.
Ans: The air gets trapped between two layers of warm clothes. Air
acts as an insulator of heat. This layer prevents our body heat to escape
in the surroundings. So wearing more layers of clothing during winter
keep us warmer than wearing just one thick piece of clothing.
2. In places of hot climate it is advised that the outer walls of houses
be painted white. Explain.
Ans: In place of hot climate it is advised that the outer walls of
houses be painted white because light colour reflects most of the heat
that falls on it. Therefore, the temperature inside the house does not
increase very much.
3. State similarities and differences between the laboratory
thermometer and the clinical thermometer?
Ans: Similarities:
ó
Both made up of uniform glass tube.
ó
Both contain mercury
ó
Both have bulb at one end
ó
Both generally have celsius scales.
Difference:
ó
Range of laboratory thermometer is from - 10°C to 110°C
while range of clinical thermometer is from 35°C to 42°C
ó
Laboratory thermometer is used to take the reading of
temperature in laboratory materials. While clinical
thermometer is used to measure the temperature of
human body.
ó
Mercury level falls when removed from the source in case of
laboratory thermometer while in case of clinical thermometer
the kink prevents the mercury level falling on its own.
III. Answer in details:
1. What is sea and land breeze? Explain.
Ans: Sea Breeze: During the day, the land gets heated faster
than the water. The air over the land becomes heater and rises up.
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The cooler air from the sea rushes in towards the land to take its
place. The warm air from land moves towards the sea to complete
the cycle. The air from the sea is called sea breeze.
Land Breeze: At night, the water cools down more slowly than the
land. So, the cool air from the land moves towards the sea. This is
called the land breeze.

2. List the precautions to be measured while reading a clinical
thermometer.
Ans: Thermometer should be washed before and after use,
preferably with an antiseptic solution.
ó
Ensure that before use the mercury level is below 35°C.
ó
Read the thermometer keeping the level of mercury along the
line of sight.
ó
Handle the thermometer with care. If it hits against some hard
object, it can break.
ó
Don’t hold the thermometer by the bulb while reading it.
IV. Fill in the blanks:
1. The hotness of an object is determined by its temperature.
2. Temperature of boiling water cannot be measured by a clinical
thermometer.
3. Temperature is measured in degree celsius.
4. No medium is required for transfer of heat by the process of radiation.
5. A cool steel spoon is dipped in a cup of hot milk. It transfers heat to
its other end by the process of conduction.
6. Clothes of dark colours absorb heat better than clothes of light colours.
V. Match the following:
1. Land breeze blows during
Night
2. Sea breeze blows during
Day
3. Dark coloured clothes are preferred during
Winter
4. Light coloured clothes are preferred during Summer
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VI. Multiple choice questions: [MCQS]
1. One litre of water at 30°C is mixed with one litre of water at 50°C.
The temperature of the mixture will be
a) 80° C
b) More than 50°C but less than 80°C
c) 20° C
d) Between 30°C to 50°C
2. An iron ball at 40°C is dropped in a mug containing water at 40°C.
The heat will
a) Flow from iron ball to water
b) Not flow from iron ball to water or from water to iron ball
c) Flow from water to iron ball
d) Increase the temperature of both
3. A wooden spoon is dipped in a cup of ice cream. It’s other end.
a) Becomes cold by the process of conduction
b) Becomes cold by the process of convection
c) Becomes cold by the process of Radiation
d) Does not become cold.
4. Stainless steel pans are carefully provided with copper bottoms.
The reasons for this could be that
a) Copper bottom makes the pan more durable
b) Such pans appear colourful
c) Copper is a better conductor of heat than the stainless steel
d) Copper is easier to clean than the stainless steel.
5. Temperature is measured by a device called.
a) Thermometer
b) Barometer
c) Manometer
d) All of these
6. A Clinical thermometer reads temperature from
a) 100°C to 200°C
b) 40°C to 50°C
c) 20°C to 10°C
d) 35°C to 42°C
7. The normal temperature of human body is
a) 0°C
b) 37°C
c) 10°C
d) 100°C
8. The range of a laboratory thermometer is generally from
a) 0°C to100°C
b) -20°C to 110°C
c) -10°C to 110°C d) 10°C to 110°C
9. The liquid metal used in a thermometer is
a) Mercury b) Silver
c) Gold
d) Copper
10. The transfer of heat which does not require any medium is called.
a) Conduction
b) Convection
c) Radiation
d) Vaporization
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11. A thermo flask prevents loss or gain of heat by
a) Conduction
b) Convection
c) Radiation
d) All of these
12. Sea breeze is caused due to
a) Conduction
b) Convection c) Radiation
d) All of these
13. Handles of saucepans and other cooking utensils are made up of
a) Thermal Conductors
b) Thermal Insulators
c) Electrical Conductors
d) melalloid
14. In SI unit of temperature is
a) Celsius b) Fahrenheit
c) Kelvin
d) Ampere
15. A very good conductors of heat contains
a) Metals b) Non-Metals
c) Liquids
d) Gases
16. A solar panel is kept on a black surface so that it absorbs more
a) Heat
b) Water
c) Air
d) Oxygen
17. Materials that trap air by fur, feather, wool and saw dust are heat
a) Insulators
b) Conductors
c) Gainers
d) Losers
18. A polished silvery surface is
a) Good absorber of heat
b) Good reflector of heat
c) Pood reflector of heat
d) None of these
19. Infrared radiations can pass through
a)1 foot thick walls b) Glass
c) Water
d) Log
20. Compared to hot air; cooler air is
a) Light b) A good conductor
c) More efficient d) Denser

5. ACIDS, BASES AND SALTS
I. Answer in short:
1. Ammonia is found in many house hold products, such as window
cleaners. It turns red litmus blue what is its nature?
Ans: Ammonia is basic in nature as it turns the colour of red litmus
paper to blue.
2. Dorji has a few bottles of soft drink in his restaurant. But
unfortunately these are not labeled. He has to serve the drinks on the
demand of customers. One customer wants acidic drink, another
wants basic and third wants neutral drink. How will Dorji decide which
drink is to be served to whom?
Ans: Dorji can use indicators to test which drink is acidic or basic. He
can perform litmus paper test by pouring few drops of drink on blue
litmus paper strip. If the blue litmus paper turns red, that drink is acidic.
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If red litmus paper turns blue, the drink is basic. If both red and blue
litmus paper shows no colour change then that drink is neutral.
3. Is the distilled water acidic / basic / neutral? How would you verify it?
Ans: Distilled water is neutral in nature. The same can be verified
by using red and blue litmus papers. Neither will show a colour
change with distilled water. This proves that distilled water is neutral.
4. Why does a vegetable stain turn reddish brown when washed
with soap solution?
Ans: Vegetable stain is acidic in nature. So When it combines with
soap which is basic in nature, turn reddish brown.
5. How is china rosa indicator prepared?
Ans: China rosa indicator is prepared by keeping the china rosa
petals in warm water. After sometime, the solution becomes pink
which is used as an indicator.
II. Answer in Paragraph:
1. State the difference between Acids and Bases.
Acids
Bases
1. These are sour to taste
1. These are bitter to taste and
soupy to touch.
2. Acids turn blue litmus red.
3. Bases turn red litmus blue
3. Acids do not change the
2. Bases do not change the
colour of red litmus
colour of blue litmus
4. Acids give dark pink colour 4. Bases give green colour
with china rose indicator.
with china rose indicator
5. Acid do not change the
5. Bases turns the colour of
colour of turmeric indicator
turmeric indicator to red.
2. Name the source from which litmus solution is obtained. What is
the use of this solution?
Ans: Litmus solution is obtained from lichens. A natural dye extracted
from lichens is dissolved in distilled water to obtain litmus solution. It is
used as an indicator to distinguish between acids and bases.
Solution
Colour of Litmus solution
Acidic
Red
Basic
Blue
Neutral
No Change
3. Blue litmus paper is dipped in a solution. It remain blue. What is
the nature of the solution? Explain.
Ans: We know that basic and neutral solutions do not change the colour
of blue litmus paper. Since blue litmus remains blue after dipping in the
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solution, the solution is either basic or neutral in nature. Put a drop of this
solution on a red litmus paper. If it turns blue, then the above solution is
basic in nature and if no colour change occurs, then it is neutral.
4. Why should factory waste be neutralised before discharging it into
water bodies? Explain.
Ans: The waste substances discharged by many factories contain
acid. If these untreated factory wastes are directly discharged into
the water bodies, then the acids present in the factory wastes will kill
the fish and other aquatic organisms that live in the water bodies.
Thus, factory waste are neutralized by adding basic substances.
III. Answer in detail:
1. Describe the process of neutralisation with the help of an example.
Ans: The reaction between an acid and a base is known as neutralisation.
Salt and water are produced in this process with the evolution of heat.
ó
Acid +Base
Salt + Water
(Heat is evolved)
ó
For example, when hydrochloric acid (HCl) reacts with a base sodium
hydroxide (NaOH), it forms a salt Sodium Chloride (NaCl) and water (H20)
ó
Hydrochloric acid + Sodium Hydroxide ®
Sodium Chloride + Water
[HCl]
[NaOH]
[NaCl]
[H2O]

Process of
neutralisation
2. Explain Why:
a) An antacid tablet is taken when you suffer from acidity.
b) Calamine solution is applied on the skin when an ant bites.
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Ans: a) Due to spicy food, our stomach releases excess of hydrochloric
acid which causes acidity or indigestion. An antacid tablet consists of a
base like milk of magnesia (Magnesium hydroxide). It neutralizes the
excess of excessive acid and bring relief.
b) The sting of an ant contains formic acid which causes irritation
on the skin. Calamine solution contains zinc carbonate which is a
base. Calamine solution neutralizes acid effect of the ant bite when
applied on the skin.
IV. Objective: True or False:
1. Nitric acid turn red litmus blue -False
2. Sodium hydroxide turns blue litmus red-False
3. Sodium hydroxide and hydrochloric acid neutralize each other and
form salt and water-True
4. Indicator is a substance which shows different colours in acidic and
basic solutions-True.
5. Tooth decay is caused by the presence of a base - False.
V. MCQ’s:
1. Consider the following statements:
a) Both acids and bases change colour of all indicators.
b) If an indicator gives a colour change with an acid, it does not give a
change colour with a base.
c) If an indicator change colour with a base, it does not change colour
with an acid.
d) Change of colour in an acid and a base depends on the type of
the indicator. Which of these statements are correct?
(i) All four (ii) a and b
(iii) b and c
(iv) Only d
2. Orange juice is sour in taste due to the presence of citric acid
a) Acetic acid b) Citric acid
c) Formic acid
d) Tartaric acid
3. A solution turns red litmus paper blue. If a drop of phenolphthalein
is added to it, turns pink
a) Turns pink
b) Remains Colourless
c) Turns red again
d) Turns blue
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4. Which of the following is added to the soil if it is too basic?
Organic Matter
a) Calamine solution
b) Milk of Magnesia
c) Organic Matter
d) Tartaric acid
5. The substance which turns blue litmus red is acidic
a) Basic
b) Acidic
c) Neutral
d) All of these
6. Which of the following is a property of an acid? Sour taste
a) Sour taste
b) Sweet taste
c) Bitter taste
d) Salty taste
7. Milk of magnesia contain Magnesium hydroxide.
a) Sodium hydroxide
b) Potassium hydroxide
c) Magnesium Hydroxide
d) Ammonium hydroxide
8. When an acid reacts with a base what compounds are formed?
salt and water
a) Water only
b) Metal oxides only
c) salt only
d) salt and water
9. Sodium hydroxide is found in soap
a)Lemon
b) Soap
c)Oil of Vitriol d) Curd
10. Lactic acid is found in curd
a) Curd
b) Soap
c) Apple
d) Lime
11. Acetic acid is found in vinegar
a) Curd
b) Spinach
c) Vinegar
d) Citrus furits
12. Which of the following colours is given by phenolphthalein in a
basic salt solution? pink
a) Yellow
b) Pink
c) Orange red d) Colourless
13. The most commonly used natural indicator ‘Litmus’ is
extracted from Lichens.
a) Lichens b) Turmeric
c) Beet root
d) China rose
14. Which of the following is a strong acid? Nitric acid
a) Acetic acid
b) Nitric acid
c) lactic acid
d)Citric acid
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15. The substances used to test whether a substance is
acidic/basic are known as indicators.
a) Indicators
b) Acids
c) Bases
d) Salt
16. Substance which are bitter in taste, feel soapy on touching are
known as Bases
a) Acids b) Bases c) Indicators
d) Neutral Solution
17. Is the distilled water acidic/basic/neutral? Neutral
a) None of the above b) Neutral c) Acidic
d) Basic
18. An antacid tablet contains base
a) Base
b) None of these
c) Acid
d) Neutral
19. Factory waste contains acids
a) Acids
b) Bases
c) Neutral
d) None of these
20. Nitric acid turns red litmus blue. False
a) False
b) True
c) None of these
d) No reaction

6. PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL CHANGES
I. Answer in Short:
1. What is Crystallization ?
The process by which crystals of pure substances are obtained
from their solutions.
2. Classify the changes involved in the following processes as
physical or chemical changes.
a) Photosynthesis
b) Dissolving sugar in water
c) Burning of coal
d) Melting of wax
e) Beating aluminium to make aluminium foil
f) Digestion of food
Ans: (a) Photosynthesis®
Chemical change
(b) Dissolving sugar in water ®
Physical change
(c) Burning of coal ®
Chemical change
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(d)Melting of wax ®
Physical change
(e) Beating aluminium to make aluminium foil ®
Physical change
(f) Digestion of food ®
Chemical change
3. Explain how painting of an iron gate prevents it from rusting.
Ans: Rusting is aided by both moisture (water) and air (oxygen).
By painting an iron gate, we prevent its contact from the air and
moisture present in the atmosphere. Hence, rusting is prevented.
II. Answer in Paragraph:
1. When a candle burns, both physical and chemical changes
takes place. Identify these changes. Give another example of a
familiar process in which both the chemical and physical changes
take place.
Ans: When a candle burns, both physical and chemical changes
takes place.
Physical change ®
Melting of wax
Chemical change ®
Burning of wax
Eating of food is another example where both physical and
chemical changes occur simultaneously.
Physical change ®
Breaking down of larger food particles
into smaller particles
Chemical change®
Digestion of food
2. How will you show that setting of curd is a chemical change?
Ans: Once the curd is formed, milk cannot be re-obtained from it.
And milk contains lactose, curd contains lactic acid in which
lactobacillus bacteria present. When lactobacillus bacteria is added
to milk, setting of curd (which is a chemical change) takes place.
Since, a new substance (curd) is obtained it is a chemical change.
3. Explain why burning of wood and cutting it into small piece are
considered as two different types of changes.
Ans: When we burn, a new substance coal is formed. Therefore
it is chemical change. However, when we cut wood, only the
shape and size of the wood are changed. No new substance is
formed. Therefore, it is a physical change.
4. Explain why rusting of iron objects is faster in coastal areas than
in deserts.
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Ans: Both air and moisture are required for rusting to take place.
In coastal areas, the quantity of moisture present in air is more than
that in deserts. In desert areas, the amount of moisture in air is even
lower. Therefore, rusting of iron objects is faster in coastal areas
than in deserts.
III. Answer in detail:
1. What happens when an iron nail is dipped in copper sulphate solution?
Ans: Copper sulphate solution is blue in colour. It changes to green
colour due to the formation of a new substance (iron sulphate).
ó
The brown deposit on the nail is of copper.
Copper sulphate+ Iron®
Iron sulphate+ Copper
(CuSo )
(Fe)
(Fe So )
(Cu)
Blue
Grey
Green
Brown
2. When baking soda is mixed with lemon juice, bubbles are formed
with the evolution of a gas what type of change is it? Explain?
When baking soda (Sodium hydrogen carbonate) is mixed with
lemon juice (citric acid), bubbles are formed with hissing sound due to
evolution of carbon - di- oxide gas. This is a chemical change.
Lemon juice + Baking soda®
Carbon - di - oxide+ other substances
(Evolution of gas)
When the carbon - di - oxide is passed through lime water, calcium
carbonate is formed, which makes limewater milky.
Carbon - di - oxide+ Lime water®
Calcium carbonate+ water
4

4

Carbon
dioxide
Lime Juice+
Baking Soda

Turns milky

Lime Water

(Co2)

+

(Ca(OH)2)

®
(CaCo3) +

(H2O)
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3. Describe how crystals of copper sulphate are prepared.
Ans: Crystals of copper sulphate are prepared by the method of
crystallisation. The process is as follows. A cupful of water is taken in a
beaker. Few drops of dilute Sulphuric acid are added to this. The
water is then heated and when it starts boiling, copper sulphate
powder is added with stirring. Copper sulphate powder should be
added on till the solution becomes saturated. It is then filtered into a
China dish and allowed to cool. The solution should be kept
undistributed. Slowly the crystals of copper sulphate separate out.
IV. True or false.
1. Cutting a log of wood into pieces is a chemical change. False
2. Formation of manure from leaves is a physical change False
3. Iron pipes coated with zinc do not get rusted easily True
4. Iron and rust are the same substances False
5. Condensation of steam is not a chemical change True.
V. Fill in the blanks:
1. When carbon - di - oxide is passed through lime water, it turns milky
due to the formation of calcium carbonate.
2. The chemical name of baking soda is sodium hydrogen carbonate.
3. Two methods by which rusting of iron can be prevented are
galvanisation and painting.
4. Changes in which only physical properties of a substances change
are called physical changes.
5. Changes in which new substances are formed are called chemical
changes.
VI. MCQ.
1. The gas we use in the kitchen is called (LPG) liquefied petroleum gas.
In the cylinder it exist as a liquid. When it comes out from the cylinder it
becomes a gas (Change - A) then it burns (Change - B) the following
statements pertain to these changes. Choose the correct one.
(a) Process - A is a chemical change.
(b) Process - B is a chemical change
(c) Both processes A and B are chemical changes
(d) None of these processes is a chemical change
2. Anaerobic bacteria digest animal waste and produce biogas
(Change - A). The bio gas is then burnt as fuel (Change - B) the following
statements pertain to these changes choose the correct one.
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(i) Process - A is a chemical change.
(ii) Process - B is a chemical change
(iii) Both processes A and B are chemical changes
(iv) None of these processes is a chemical changes.
3. When baking soda is added to vinegar ________ gas is produced.
(a) Carbon - di - oxide
(b) Nitrous oxide
(c) Sulphur di oxide
(d) Carbon - monoxide
4. Dissolving sugar in water is a ___________ change
(a) Chemical (b) Physical (c) Both a & b (d) None of these
5. The process of depositing a layer of zinc on iron is called ________
(a) crystallization
(b) Galvanisation
(c) Rusting
(d) Precipitation
6. Crystals of pure substances are obtained from their solutions by ______
(a) Ccrystallization
(b) Galvanisation
(c) Rusting
(d) Precipitation
7. Hydrated iron oxide is called _________
(a) Iron
(b) Carbon
(c) Magnesium hydroxide
(d) Rust
8. During which of the following changes is a new substance formed?
a) Melting (b) Sublimation c) Evaporation (d) Rusting
9. Carbon - di - oxide turns lime water ___________
a) Pink
b) Yellow
c) milky
d) red
10. In galvanisation, iron objects are coated with ___________
a) aluminium metal
b) zinc metal
c) copper metal
d) silver metal
11. Magnesium ribbon burns with __________ light forming ash.
a) white
b) red
c)Blue
d) green
12. Magnesium ribbon burns in air to form magnesium __________
a) carbonate
b) bi carbonate c) hydroxide
d) oxide
13. When iron nail is kept in copper sulphate solution, the blue colours
of copper sulphate solution changes to
a) red
b) orange
c) green
d) Yellow
14. A change in which one or more new substances are formed is
called __________ change.
a) Physical b) Chemical
c) both a & b
d) none of these
15. The presences of both _________ and water is essential for
rusting.
a) Hydrogenb) chlorine
c) Oxygen
d) Nitrogen
16. __________ act as a natural shield against UV rays
a) atmosphere
b) Ozone
c) radiation
d) Sun
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17. Only change of ________ takes place during the melting of ice.
a) physical b) chemical
c) crystal
d) none of these
18. __________ are the purest solid form of a substance with a
definite geometrical shape.
a) liquid
b) Solid
c) gas
d) Crystals
19. Generally, a physical change is ___________
a) reversible
b) irreversible c) shape
d) chemical
20. __________ acid is used in crystallization.
a) nitric
b) Sulphuric
c) Hydrochloric
d)Nitrous

10. RESPIRATION IN ORGANISMS
I. Answer in short:
1. What is Breathing rate ?
The number of times a person breathes in a minute is called
breathing rate.
2. Why does an athlete breathe faster and deeper than usual after
finishing the race?
Ans: During the run, the demand of energy is high but the supply of
oxygen to produce energy is limited. Therefore, anaerobic respiration
takes places in the muscle cells to fulfill the demand of energy. After
finishing the race, an athlete breathe faster and deeper than usual so
that more oxygen is supplied to the cells.
3. Why do we often sneeze when we inhale a lot of dust - laden air?
Ans: We often sneeze when we inhale a lot of dust - laden air to expel
out these foreign particles. These particles get past the hair in the
nasal cavity and irritate the lining of cavity which result in sneezing.
4. Why mountaineers carry oxygen with them?
Ans: Mountaineers carry oxygen with them because the amount of
air available to a person is less than that available on the ground.
II. Answer in Paragraph:
1. Take three test - tubes. Fill each of them with water. Label them A, B
and C. Keep a Snail in test - tube A, a water plant in test tube B and in
C, keep Snail and plant both. Which test tube would have the high
concentration of CO ?
Ans: Test tube A will have the high concentration of CO because snail
will take in oxygen and gives out CO . In test tube B the plant will absorb
the CO present in H O and in test tube C, the CO will be released by
snail and it is utilized by the water plant for photosynthesis process and
hence there will be less concentration of CO in B and C.
2

2

2

2

2

2

2
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2. What happens to the air we breathe in?
Ans: The air we breathe in transported to every parts of body and
ultimately it is transported to each cells. In the cells, oxygen in the air
helps in the breakdown of food. This process of breakdown of food in
the cell with the release of energy is called cellular respiration.
3. How does the exchange of gases occurs in breathing?
Ans: When we inhale air it passes through our nostrils to nasal
cavity. From nasal cavity the air reaches our lungs. The exhale air
follows same route to go out. Breathing in and out involves the
movement of the diaphragm and the rib cage.
4. How do the plants breathe in oxygen?
Ans: In plants each part can independently take in carbondioxide
from air and give out oxygen. Leaves of the plants have tiny pores
called stomata for exchange of oxygen and carbon - di - oxide. Roots
take up air from the pores present between the soil particles.
III. Answer in detail:
1. List the similarities and differences between aerobic and anaerobic
respiration
Ans: Similarities between aerobic and anaerobic respiration.
v
In both aerobic and anaerobic respiration, food is broken down to
release energy.
v
both takes place inside the cells
v
Both are necessary for the survival of living organisms.
Difference:
Aerobic respiration:
l
It takes place in the presence of oxygen.
l
Energy is released in higher amount
l
Carbon - di - oxide and water are produced as by products.
l
It is a slow process.
Examples: Animals and plants.
Anaerobic respiration:
l
It takes place in the absence of oxygen
l
Energy is released in lesser amount.
l
Glucose breaks down into lactic acid and energy and then lactic
acid is broken down into carbon-di-oxide and water.
l
It is a fast process
Examples: Human muscle cells, yeast, bacteria.
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2. Explain the process of breathing in human.
Ans: Breathing involves the movement of the diaphragm and the rib cage.
During inhalation, ribs move up and outwards and diaphragm
moves down. This movement increases space in our chest cavity and
air rushes into the lungs. The lungs get filled with air.
During exhalation, ribs move down and inwards, while
diaphragm moves up to its former position. This reduces the size of
the chest cavity and air is pushed out of the lungs.
IV. Match the following:
1. Yeast
Alcohol
2. Diaphragm
chest cavity
3. Skin
Earthworm
4. Leaves
Stomata
5. Fish
Gills
6. Frog
Lungs and skin
V. True or false:
1. During heavy exercise the breathing rate of a person slows down False
2. Plants carry out photosynthesis only during the day and respiration
only at night - False
3. Frogs breathe through their skins as well as their lungs - True
4. The fishes have lungs for respiration - False
5. The size of the chest cavity increases during inhalation - True.
VI. MCQ:
1. In cockroaches, air enters the body through.
a) lungs
b) gills
c) spiracles
d) skin
2. During heavy exercises, we get cramps in leg due to the
accumulation of ___________
a) carbon - di -oxide
b) Lactic acid
c) alcohol
d) water
3. Normal range of breathing rate per minute in an average adult
person at rest is ____________
a) 9-12
b) 15-18
c) 21-24
d) 30-33
4. During exhalation, the ribs _____________
a) move outwards
b) move downwards
c) move upward
d) do not move at all
5. Which of the following is not associated with the process of respiration?
a) lungs
b) alveole
c) bladder
d) trachea
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6. In fish, exchange of gases takes place through _______________
a) lungs
b) spiracles
c) body skin
d) gills
7. Trachea are present in an ___________
a) frog
b) fish
c) earthworm
d) insect
8. The end products of respiration are
a) carbon - di oxide and energy
b) carbon - di - oxide and water
c) carbon di oxide, water and energy
d) carbon - di oxide and oxygen
9. The process in which exchange of gases takes place is called _____
a) combustion
b) respiration
c) breathing
d) cellular respiration
10. The process of breakdown of food in the cell with the release of
energy is called _____________
a) respiration
b) inhalation
c) exhalation
d) breathing
11. Taking in air rich in oxygen into the body is called _________
a) respiration
b) inhalation
c) exhalation
d) Breathing
12. Giving out of air rich in carbon - di- oxide is called ___________
a) Respiration
b) inhalation c) exhalation
d) breathing
13. During exhalation the size of the chest cavity ___________
a) decreases
b) increases
c) remains the same
d) none of these
14. Name the organism which breathes through its skin.
a) cat
b) human being c) dog
d) earthworm
15. The air tubes that an insect has are useful for the exchange of ____
a) liquids
b) solids
c) gases
d) no exchange
16. Name the muscular sheet which separates the abdomen from the
chest cavity.
a) Diaphragm
b) Ribs
c) spiracles
d) Tracheae
17. Which of the following organism can do anaerobic respiration?
a) yeast
b) leech
c) Amoeba
d) fish
18. The chemical used to test the presence of CO in exhaled air ____
a) Lime juice b) lime stone c) quick lime d) lime water
19. The tiny pores present in the leaves of the plants for exchange of
gases __________
a) Trachea b) stomata
c) Chloroplast d) spiracles
20. Wind pipe is also called _________
a) Oesophagus
b) Bronchus c) Trachea
d) Nasal cavity
2
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LS.7 WEATHER, CLIMATE AND ADAPTATIONS
OF ANIMALS TO CLIMATE
I. Answer in short:
1. Name the elements that determine the weather of a place.
Ans: The elements that determine the weather are temperature,
rainfall and humidity.
2. What are the maximum and minimum temperatures likely to occur
during day ?
Ans: The maximum temperature of the day occurs generally in the
afternoon and minimum temperature occurs generally in early
morning.
3. Which of the two changes frequently, weather or climate ?
Ans: Weather changes frequently.
4. The tropical rain forest has large population of animals. Explain
why it is so.
Ans: Because of continuous warmth and rain, this region supports
wide variety of plants and animals.
II. Answer in paragraph:
1. Write some common adaptive features of a polar bear which
help in keeping it warm.
Ans: Polar bears have white fur so that they are not easily visible in
the snowy white background. It protect them from their predators.
To protect from extreme cold, they have two thick layers of fur. They
have a layer of fat under the skin which also acts as a protection
layer to the polar bear.
2. Explain with examples why we find animals of certain kind living
in particular climatic conditions.
Ans: Animals are adapted to survive in the conditions in which
they live. Features and habits which help them to adapt to their
surroundings. So, to survive in a particular type of climate the
animals must have certain adapted features. For examples,
animals in the polar region are adapted to the extremely cold
climate, such as polar bear and penguin.
3. How do elephants living in the tropical rain forests adapt
themselves.
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Ans: The elephant adapt themselves by many remarkable ways. It
has a trunk that it uses as a nose for strong sense of smell. Trunk is
also used to picking up the food. Its tusks are modified teeth. Large
ears of the elephant help to hear very soft sounds. They also help the
elephant to keep cool in hot and humid climate of the rain forest.
4. Why is camouflage important for animals ?
Ans: Many tropical animals have sensitive hearing, sharp
eyesight, thick skin and a skin colour which helps them to
camouflage by blending with the surroundings. This helps to
protect themselves from predators. Eg. tigers
5. Which type of animals are inhabitants of tropical rain forest area ?
Ans: The major types of animals living in the rain forests are
monkeys, apes, lions, tigers, elephant etc. The climatic conditions
in rain forests are highly suitable for supporting an enormous
number and variety of animals.
III. Answer in detail:
1. What do you mean by the term ‘Migration’ ? Give an example of a
living organism which show this phenomenon.
Ans: The regular seasonal journey undertaken by many animals and
birds to escape the harsh and cold conditions of weather is known as
migration. Many animals, birds and fishes migrate to warmer regions in
winter and come back when winter is over. Migration is marked by its
annual seasonality. For example, the Siberian crane that comes from
Siberia migrates to India at places like Bharat pur in Rajasthan and
Sultanpur in Haryana.
2. Explain with examples how animals have adapted themselves to
overcome the competition for food and shelter in the rain forests.
Ans: To overcome the competition for food and shelter, some
animals are adapted to get food which is not easily reachable. Example,
red-eyed frog has developed sticky pads on its feet to help to climb trees
on which it lives. Another examples is of the Toucan bird, which
possesses a long, large beak. This helps a toucan to reach the fruits on
branches which are otherwise too weak to support its weight.
IV. Fill in the blanks:
1. The average weather taken over a long time is called climate.
2. At place receives very little rainfall and the temperature is height
throughout the year, the climate of that place will be hot and dry.
3. The two regions of the earth with extreme climatic conditions are
pole and desert.
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V. Indicate the type of climate of the following areas.
a) Jammu and Kashmir : Cold and wet
b) Kerala : Hot and wet
c) Rajasthan : Hot and dry
d) North east Indian : Hot and wet
VI. Multiple choice questions:
1. The coldest region on earth is the _______.
a) Polar region
b) tropical region
c) temperate region
d) coastal region
2. Which of these is specifically an adaptation for cold climates ?
a) thick fur b) long ears
c) sweating glands
d) light bones
3. Camouflage shown in polar bear is due to
a) thick fur b) long ears
c) whiter fur
d) two layer of tail
4. Birds are adapted to fly because of _____
a) streamlined body
b) light bones
c) feathers and wings
d) all of these.
5. The atmospheric conditions on a particular day, at a place with
respect to the temperature, humidity etc is called _______.
a) climate b) weather
c) season
d) all of these
6. Which of the following is not an element of the weather ?
a) temperature
b) humidity
c) latitude
d) wind speed
7. Weather report are prepared by ______.
a) geologist
b) meterologist
c) germinologist d) physician
8. Which of these is specifically an adaptation for cold climate ?
a) thick fur b) long ear
c) swead
d) light bones
9. The maximum temperature for a particular day is recorded in the ____
a) evening b) night
c) morning
d) afternoon
10. An animal ‘ship of desert’ is ______
a) camel
b) polar bear c) frog
d) penguin
11. Atmospheric pressure is measured with the help of ______
a) Hygrometer
b) thermometer
c) barometer
d) All of these
12. Which of the following is a migratory bird ?
a) Siberian crane
b) arctic tern
c) both a and b
d) none of these
13. ______ are found in tropical rain forest
a) seal
b) apes
c) gorillas
d) both b and c
14. Fish uses which organ to breath in water ?
a) mouth
b) lungs
c) gills d) skin
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15. Which is not a cold blooded animal ?
a) frog
b) fish
c) Birds
d) Snakes
16. Which of the following change frequently? _____.
a) Climate
b) weather
c) both a and b
d) none of these
17. The elephant uses its trunk as a sense organ for _____
a) sound
b) taste
c) sight
d) smell
18. The lion tailed macaque also called ______
a) ape
b) gorilla
c) beard ape d) none of these
19. The periodic movement of animals from one place to another
place is called _______
a) adaptation b) habitat
c) migration
d) none of these
20. The climate of tropical rainforest is ________.
a) extremely cold
b) hot
c) hot and humid
d) cold and humid

CH.9 SOIL
I. Answer in short:
1. Explain how soil is formed.
Ans: Soil is formed by the breaking down of rocks by the action of
wind, water and climate. This process is called weathering.
2. How is clayey soil useful for crops?
Ans: Clayey soil retain water to a great extent. Thus, the crops which
require more water grow well in clayey soil.
3. Raza conducted an experiment in the field related to the rate of
percolation. She observed that it took 40 min for 200 ml of water to
percolate through the soil sample. Calculate the rate of percolation.
Ans: Rate of percolation = amount of water/ percolation time
=200 ml/ 40 min
= 5ml/min
4. Why is uppermost layer of soil, dark is colour?
Ans: Uppermost layer of soil, dark in colour because it is rich in
humus and minerals.
5. What is bed rock?
Ans: The C - horizon layer is made up of small lumps of rocks with
cracks and crevices. Below this layer is the bed rock, which is hard
and difficult to dig with a spade.
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II. Answer in paragraph:
1. What is Humus? What is its significance?
Ans: Humus is the organic matter present in the soil formed by
decomposition of dead plant and animal remains. It is an important
element of the top soil that determines the soil fertility.
2. List the difference between clayey soil and sandy soil.
S.NO
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Clayey soil

Sandy soil

The proportion of fine
particles is higher.
Particles are packed
tightly.
It can hold good
amount of water.
Less air is trapped
between the particles

The proportion of large
particles is higher.
Particles are loosely
packed.
It’s ability to retain
water is low
More air trapped
between the particles

It is rich in humus.

It is not rich in humus.

3. Write brief notes on soil types?
Ans: The mixture of rock particles and humus is called the soil. The soil
is classified on the basis of the proportion of particles of various sizes.
Sandy soil: It contains greater proportion of big particles with large
spaces between them are filled with air.
Clayey soil: The proportion of fine particles is relatively higher and
packed tightly with less air.
Loamy soil: It is a mixture of sand, clay and another type of soil
particles known as silt. Thus the soil can be classified as sandy,
clayed and loamy.
III. Answer in detail:
1. Explain how soil pollution and soil erosion could be prevented.
Ans: (i) Prevention of soil pollution.
* Plastic and polythene bags destroy the fertility of soil. Hence, they
should be disposed properly.
*Some waste products from industries and homes pollute soil. These
pollutants should be treated chemically to make them harmless
before they are disposed.
*Excessive usage of pesticides and Insecticides should be avoided.
(ii) Prevention of soil erosion:
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*Removal of the upper fertile layer of the soil by strong wind and
flowing water is called soil erosion.
*Roots of plant bind the soil firmly and prevent soil erosion. So, soil
erosion can be prevented by planting trees.
2. Explain the soil profile and the different layers in it.
Ans: A soil profile is a management of the successive layers of the soil
that would appear when we have vertical section view. Each layer
differs in texture, colour, depth and chemical composition. These
layers are referred to as horizons.
A - Horizons: Also called top soil. Upper most layer of soil. The colour
of this layer is the darkest., since it is rich in humus and minerals. It is
soft, porous and hold more water than the other layers.
B - Horizons: The next layer has a lesser amount of humus but more
of minerals. This layer is generally harder and more compact and is
called the B - horizon or the middle layer.
C - Horizons: The third layer is the C - Horizon which is made up of
small lumps of rocks with cracks and crevices.
Bed rock: Below C - horizon the layer is called bed rock, which is hard
and difficult to dig with a spade.
IV. Match the following:
1. A home for living organisms - All kinds of soil.
2. Upper layer of the soil
- Dark in colour
3. Sandy soil
- large particles
4. Middle layer of the soil
- Lesser amount of humus
5. Clayey soil
- Small particles and packed tight
V. Multiple choice questions:
1. In addition to the rock particles, the soil contains
a) air and water
b) water and plants
c) minerals, organic matter, air and water
d) water, air and plants
2. The water holding capacity is the highest in
a) sandy soil
b) Clayey soil
c) loamy soil
d) mixture of soil and loam
3. Weathering of rock is a _________ process.
a) very slow
b) slow
c) fast
d) very fast
4. The percolation rate of water in particular soil is expressed in the
unit of ____
a) ml/ min
b) L/min
c) min/L
d) m/min
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5. Large and coarse particles are called
a) clay
b) slit
c) humus
d) sand
6. Which of the following soil rich in humus?
a) sandy soil b) mixed soil c) loamy soil d) none of these
7. The layer of soil which is soft, porous and can hold more water is ____
a) topsoil
b) subsoil
c) c horizon
d) bed rock
8. Soil, in addition to particles, contains __________
a) air and water
b) air, water and humus
c) air, water and living organisms
d) air, water , humus and living organisms
9. The layer of soil from which plants get the essential nutrients is _____
a) top soil b) sub soil
c) c - horizon d) bed rock
10. Soil profile consists mainly of _______
a) two layersb) three layers c) four layers d) five layers
11. Water holding capacity is the highest in ________
a) loamy soilb) clayey soil c) sandy soil d) soil containing gravel
12. The removal of land surface by water, wind or ice is known as ____
a) erosion b) slope
c) rock
d) none of these
13. Clayey and _______ soils are both suitable for growing cereals
like wheat and gram.
a) silt
b) loamy
c) sandy
d) sand
14. A vertical section through different layers of soil is called the _____
a) soil profileb) soil
c) humus
d) top soil
15. The breaking down of rocks by the action of wind, water and
climate is called _________
a) humus b) weathering c) topsoil
d) loamy
16. The mixture of rock particles and humus is called the ______
a) sand
b) silt
c) soil
d) loamy
17. _________ is a mixture of sand, clay and another type of soil
particle.
a) sandy soilb) clayey
c) loamy
d) none of these
18. ______ occurs as a deposit in river beds.
a) soil
b) sand
c) silt
d) rocks
19. Below the C – horizon, this layer is present _________
a) bed rock b) hard soil
c) silt
d) humus
20. The rotting dead matter in the soil is called __________
a) humus b) bed rock
c) sandy soil
d) top soil
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SOCIAL
CHAPTER - I
- TRACING CHANGES THROUGH A THOUSAND YEARS
I. Define the following terms:
1. Foreigner - One who belongs to another country is termed as
foreigner.
2. Periodisation - Dividing of a period of thousand years into several
sub - periods is termed as periodisation.
3. Cartographer - A person who makes maps is called cartographer.
4. Shikaste - Illegible handwriting or the handwriting which is difficult
to be read and understood.
5. Historians : The persons who study the past in chronological order
Date Line
* 1154 CE - AL - Idrisi made a map of Indian sub - continent.
* 1266-1287 - Reign of Ghiyasuddin Balban.
* 1356 - Ziyauddin Barani Wrote his first chronicle.
III. Answer in short:
1. List some of the technological changes associated with midieval
period.
Ans: Some of the technological changes associated with midieval
period are
·
Persian wheel in irrigation
·
Spinning wheel
·
Fire-arms in combat.
2. Name the various groups that became important between 700-1750
Ans: The various group that became politically important between 7001750 were Rajputs, Sikhs, Marathas, Jats, Ahoms, Kayasthas etc.
3. What does the term pan-regional empire mean?
Ans: Pan-regional empire means the empire crossing its region
and spreading over several other regions.
4. Who was considered a ‘foreigner’ in the past?
Ans: In the past, a person who was stranger or who was not a part
of the society or culture was considered to be a foreigner.
·
In Hindi, a foreigner is termed as pardesi.
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·
In Persian, a foreigner is called ajnabi.
IV. Answer in paragraph:
1. What were some of the major religious developments during this
period?
Ans: Some of the major religious developments during this period.
·
Changes in Hinduism
·
Rise of Bhakti movement.
·
Rise of sufi movement
·
Rise of Sikhism
·
Arrival of Muslim religion
·
Shia Muslims
·
Sunni Muslims
·
Hanafi
Two schools of law for Muslims.
·
Shafi’i
2. Write short notes on Historians and their sources.
Ans:
Availability of paper in the 14 century.
People used paper to write holy texts, chronicles of ruler,
letters and teachings of saints, petitions and judicial records and in
preparing accounts and taxes.
·
Manuscripts were collected by wealthy people, rulers,
monasteries and temples.
·
They were placed in libraries and archives.
·
They provided a lot of detailed information to historians.
·
They were difficult to use.
3. How were the people grouped into jatis?
Ans: As society became more, uneven people were grouped into
jatis or sub-castes and ranked on the basis of their backgrounds
and their occupations.
·
Ranks were not fixed permanently.
·
They varied according to the power, influence and resources
controlled by members of the jati.
·
The status of the same jati could vary from area to area.
4. What is the contribution of the medieval period to the Indian history?
Ans: Medieval period is considered very important in the Indian history.
The following points are its contributions:
·
Many modern languages, which we speak now a days in India,
developed at this time.
·
Some of the food items we eat and the clothes we wear
became popular during this age.
·
The history of many of our current religious faiths
th
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such as Islam, Sikhism, etc. can be traced back to this period.
V. Answer in detail:
1. What major changes occured between 700 to 1750 AD?
Ans: Throughout the period between 700 and 1750 AD there was a
gradual clearing of forests and the extension of agriculture. This was
a change faster and more complete in some areas than in others.
·
Changes in their habitat forced many forest-dwellers to migrate.
·
Others started tilling the land and became peasants.
·
Regional markets, chieftains, priests, monasteries and
temples began to influence them.
·
They became part of large complex societies.
·
They were required to pay taxes and offer goods and services
to local lords.
·
As a result, significant economic and social differences emerged
among the peasants.
·
Some possessed more productive land.
·
Others kept cattle.
·
Yet others combined artisanal work with agricultural activity
during the lean season

(GEO)

CH.1 OUR ENVIRONMENT

I. Definitions:
1. Environment: The place, people, things and nature that surround
any living organism is called environment.
2. Biotic: It refers to the world of living organisms, such as plants
and animals.
3. Abiotic: It refers to the world of non- living elements such as land.
4. Lithosphere: It is the solid crust or the hard top layer of the earth.
5. Hydrosphere: It refers to water bodies like- rivers, lakes etc.,
on the earth.
II. Short answer:
1. What is an ecosystem?
Ans: All plants, animals and human beings depend on their
immediate surroundings. They are also interdependent on each
other. This relation between the living organisms as well as relation
between the organism and their surroundings form an ecosystem.
2.What do you mean by natural environment?
Ans: Natural environment consists of land, water, air, plants and
animals. Thus natural environment refers to both biotic and abiotic
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conditions that exist on the earth.
3. Why is our environment changing?
Ans: Our environment is changing because our needs are increasing
day by day. To fulfil these needs we often don’t think about the
environment and start modifying it.
4.How is atmosphere important for us?
Ans: Atmosphere protects us from the harmful rays and scorching
heat of the sun.
5. What does lithosphere provide us?
Ans: Lithosphere provide us forests, grass lands for grazing, land for
agriculture and human settlements. It is a rich source of minerals.
III. Answer in paragraph:
1. Write a note on lithosphere.
Ans: Lithosphere is the solid crust or the hard top layer of the earth. It
is made up of rocks and minerals.
* It is covered by a thin layer of soil. It is an irregular surface with
various landforms such as mountains, plateaus, desert, plains
valleys etc....,
* Lithosphere plays an important role in our life. It provides us forest,
grassland for grazing, land for agriculture and human settlement. It is
also a treasure of various minerals.
2. How do human beings modify natural environment?
Ans: * The needs of human beings are increasing day by day. Hence,
they modify natural environment to fulfil these needs. Sometimes
they even destroy their environment.
* Human being have made cars for their convenience. These cars
release fumes which pollute the air. They have established factories
on land. These factories manufacture various item such as
containers. This is how they modify natural environment.
3. Distinguish between biotic and abiotic environments
Biotic environment:
* The world of living organisms is called biotic environment.
* Examples: Plants and animals
Abiotic Environment:
* The world of non living elements is called abiotic environment.
* Example: land
4. Why plants and animals depend on each other?
Plants and animals depend on each other in the following ways:
1. Plants provide food to animals.
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2. Plants, in the form of forests, provide shelter to wild life.
3. Wild life add beauty to the forests.
4. Animals provide manure to plants for growth.
5. Animals also provide beauty to forests.
6. Dead animals also provide humus content.
IV. Answer in detail:
1. Give an account of various domains of the environment.
Ans: Various domains of the environment are :
i) Lithosphere
ii) Atmosphere iii) Hydrosphere iv) Biosphere
i) Lithosphere: It is the solid crust or the hard top layer of the earth. It is
made up of rocks and minerals and covered by a thin layer of soil. It
provides us forest, grassland and land.
ii) Atmosphere: It is the thin layer of air that surrounds the earth. The
gravitational force of the earth holds the atmosphere around it. It
protects us from harmful rays and scorching heat of the sun. It
consists of various gases, dust and water vapour.
iii) Hydrosphere: It refers to various water bodies such as rivers,
lakes, seas, oceans etc., that exist on the earth.
iv) Biosphere: Biosphere or the living world is comprised of plant and
animal kingdom. It is a narrow zone of the earth where land, water and
air interact with each other to support life.
2. What was brought a change in interaction between humans and
their surroundings?
Human being modifies nature according to their need. Early
humans adapted themselves to their natural surroundings. They led a
simple life fulfilling their needs from nature.
With changes in needs new methods and technologies were
invented. Settled life brought agriculture and domestication of
animals. Invention of wheel, surplus food led to development of trade
and commerce. Barter system emerged.
Industrial revolution, changes in transportation increased
production. Growth in communication system made life easier and
speedy. Humans learned new ways to use and change the
surroundings.

HIS: CH-2 NEW KINGS AND KINGDOMS
I. Definitions:
1. Samanta : Samantas were big land lords or warrior chiefs in
different regions of the sub continent. (or) Samantas were the
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subordinates of the kings.
2. Nadu: The larger form of groups of villages is termed as nadu.
3. Sabha: The present day assembly was called Sabha of the law
makers assembled there.
4. Valanadu: A province in the chola empire was called valanadu.
5. Brahmadeya: Tax free land given to Brahmanas by a ruler as a gift.
II. Short answers:
1. Who were the parties involved in the “tripartite struggle”?
Parties involved in the “tripartite struggle” are
- Gurjara – Pratiharas
- Rashtrakutas
- Palas
2. What service did samantas provide to the existing kings?
* Samantas brought gifts for their kings or overlords.
* They should be present at their courts or functions organized by them.
3. How were Brahmanas rewarded?
* Kings often rewarded Brahmanas with grants of land.
- These were recorded on copper plates.
- The plates were given to those who received the land.
4. Who looked after the Brahmadeya?
Each brahmadeya was looked after by an assembly or sabha of
prominent brahmana land holders.
5. What types of land are described in the inscriptions?
The land types described in the inscriptions are VellanVagai,
Brahmadeya, Shalabhoga, Devadana, Tirunamattukkani and
Pallichchhandam.
III. Answer in Paragraph:
1. How did the Rashtrakutas become powerful?
Rashtrakutas became powerful in the following manner.
* Rashtrakutas were subordinates to the Chalukyas of Karnataka.
* In the mid-eighth century, Dantidurga, a Rashtrakuta chief,
overthrew his Chalukya overlord.
* He performed a ritual called Hiranya-garbha with the help of
Brahmanas.
* This ritual was then, considered to lead the rebirth of the
sacrificer as Kshatriya, even if he was not Kshatriya by birth.
2. What were the qualifications necessary to become a member of a
committees of the Sabha in the chola Empire?
The working of a sabha according to the Uttaramerur inscription is
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given below:
* All those who wish to become members of the sabha should
be owners of land from which land revenue is collected.
* They should have their own homes.
* They should be between 35 and 70 years of age.
* They should have knowledge of the vedas.
3. What titles did the new kings adopt?
* Many of the new kings adopted high-sounding titles.
* These titles were Maharaja – adhiraja meaning great king,
overlord of kings, Tribhuvana-Chakravartin meaning lord of
the three worlds and so on.
* However, Inspite of such claims, they often shared power
with their samantas as well as with associations of peasants,
traders and Brahmanas.
4. How were resources used in the period 7 to 12 centuries.?
* The resources were used in the following ways:
- To finance the king’s establishment.
- In the construction of temples and forts.
- To fight wars, which were in turn expected to lead to the
acquisition of wealth in the form of plunder.
-To access to land as well as trade routes.
IV. Detail:
1. What were the activities associated with chola temples?
Splendid temples and bronze sculptures of the cholas.
* Raja Raja and Rajendra built big temples of Thanjavur and
Gangai Konda cholapuram.
* They are architectural and sculptural marvels.
* Chola temples often became the centre of settlements around them.
* These were centres of craft production.
* Temples were also endowed with land by both rulers and others.
* The produce of this land went to maintain all the specialists
who worked at the temple and very often lived near it.
* They included priests, garland makers, cooks, sweepers,
musicians, dancers etc.,
* In other words, temples were not only places of worship, but
also the hub of economic, social and cultural life.
* Amongst the crafts associated with temples, the making of
bronze images was the most important.
* Chola bronze images are amongst the finest in the world
* Most images were of deities, sometimes images were made of
th

th
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devotees also.
2. Who was Mahmud Ghazni? How did he expand his kingdom?
One of the best known rulers is sultan Mahmud of Ghazni,
Afghanistan.
* He ruled from 997 to 1030 AD
* He extended control over parts of central Asia, Iran and the
north – western part of the sub-continent.
* He raided the subcontinent almost every year – his targets
were wealthy temples including somnath, Gujarat.
* He used most of the wealth to create a splendid capital city at Ghazni.
* He was interested in finding out more about the people he
conquered.
* He entrusted a scholar named Al-Biruni to write an account
of the sub continent.
* This Arabic work, known as the kitab al – Hind, remains an
important source for historians.
* He consulted Sanskrit scholars to prepare this account.

(HIS) Ch-3The Delhi Sultans
I. Definitions:
1. Birth Right:
It refers to the privileges claimed on account of birth.
2. Mosque:
It is called a masjid in Arabic and literally means a place where a
Muslim prostrates in reverence to Allah.
3.Bandagan :
The early Delhi Sultans especially Iltutmish favoured their slaves
purchased for military service. These slaves were known as
bandagan in Persian.
4. Gender Distinctions:
Social and biological differences between men and women.
5. Hinterland:
It refers to the land adjacent to a city or port that supply it with goods
and services.
II. Answer in short:
1. What is meant by “ External “ and “Internal frontiers” of the
sultanate.
Ans: The external frontier means the areas beyond the hinterland of
the garrison towns. The Internal frontier means the hinterland of
garrison towns.
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2. Mention the sources that provide a lot of information about the
Delhi Sultans.
Ans: Inscriptions, Coins, architecture and history written in Persian by
learned authors are some of the most important sources that provide
a lot of information about the Delhi Sultans.
3. Why was Raziyya removed from the throne?
Ans: Being a women ruler she was not favoured by anyone. She ruled
just for four years and was finally dethroned in 1240.
4. Why did the Authors of Persian Tawarikh criticise the Delhi Sultans?
Ans: The authors did not like the Sultanate’s policy of appointing
the “low and base born” to high offices.
5. Name three types of Taxes collected during the sultanate period.
Ans: * Tax on cultivation called Kharaj and amounting to about 50% of
the peasants yield.
* Tax on cattle
* Tax on houses
II. Answer in paragraph:
1. What were the steps taken to ensure that muqtis performed their
duties?
Ans: The steps taken are as follows:
* Accountants are appointed by the state to check the amount of
revenue collected by the muqtis.
* Care was taken that the muqti collected only the taxes prescribed
by the state and not more than that.
* It was also taken care that he kept only the required number of
soldiers.
2. Who was Raziyya? Why was she not accepted as a Sultan inspite
of being talented?
Ans: Raziyya was Sultan Iltutmish’s daughter. She became Sultan in
1236. She was very talented. According to the chronicler of the age,
Minhaj-i-Siraj, she was more able and qualified than all her brothers.
But she was not accepted when she became a ruler. Those were the
days when women were not allowed to enjoy independent identity.
They were supposed to be subordinate to men. This led to her
removal from the throne in 1240.
3. Who was Sher Shah Suri? Write briefly about his administration?
Ans: Sher Shah Suri (1540-1545) established a powerful state. He
started his career as the manager of a small territory for his uncle in
Bihar and eventually challenged and defeated the Mughal Emperor
Humayun. Sher Shah captured Delhi and established his own
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Dynasty known as the Suri dynasty. Although the Suri dynasty ruled
for only short period i.e 15 years,it introduced an administration, that
borrowed elements from Alauddin khalji and made them more
efficient. The great emperor Akbar followed the techniques of sher
shah’s administration while consolidating the Mughal Empire.
4. What is called a masjid? How is it used.
* A mosque is called a masjid in Arabic.
* Literally, it is a place where a muslim prostrates in reverence to Allah.
* In a “Congregational mosque” (Masjid –I jami or jama masjid)
Muslims read their prayers (namaz) together.
* Members of the congregation choose the most respected,
learned male as their leader (imam) for the rituals of prayer.
* He also delivers the sermon (khutba) during the friday prayer.
* During prayer, Muslims stand facing Mecca. In India, this is
to the West. This is called the qibla.
* The Delhi sultans built several mosques in cities all over the
subcontinent.
IV. Answer in detail:
1. Give an account of Alauddin’s adminstrative measures.
Ans: During the sign of Alauddin Khalji, Mongol attacks increased. It
was a huge administrative challenge for the sultan. He introduced
several administrative measures.
1. Alauddin Khalji raised a huge standing army as a defensive measures.
2. He constructed a new garrison town known as siri for his soldiers.
3. The soldiers had to be fed. This was done through the produce
collected as tax from lands between the Ganga and Yamuna. Tax was
fixed at 50% of the Peasant’s produce.
4.He paid his soldiers cash salaries rather than Iqta. This was done
inorder to make soliders able to buy their supplies from merchants in
Delhi. It was feared that merchants would raise their prices. In order to
stop this Alauddin controlled the prices of goods in Delhi. Prices were
carefully surveyed by officers and merchants who did not sell at the
prescribed rates were punished.
5. Alauddin’s administrative measures were successful because he
efficiently withstood the threat of Mongol attacks.
2. Who was more successful of the two rulers?
Alauddin’s measures were successful.
* His reign was known for cheap prices and good supply of
goods. He successfully withstood Mongol invasions.
Md. Tughluq’s measures were a failure.
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* His Kashmir campaign was a disaster. He disbanded his
troops and gave up the idea of invading Transoxiana.
* People resented shifting to Daulatabad.
* Increased taxes and famine in Ganga-Yamuna belt led to
rebellion.
* Token currency was called off.
The important thing to remember is that Md.Tughluq was the first
ruler who planned to capture Mongol territory. His measures were
offensive unlike Alauddin’s defensive measures.

(GEO)

CH-02 INSIDE OUR EARTH

I. Definition:
1. Crust: The upper most layer over the earth’s surface. It is very thin.
2. Sial: The continental mass of the crust consisting of silica and
alumina is called sial.
3. Sima: The Oceanic crust mainly consists of silica and magnesium.
4. Igneous Rocks: Igneous rocks are formed by cooling and
solidifying molten magma.
5. Lava: Lava is fiery red molten magma coming out from the interior
of the earth on its surface.
II. Answer in short:
1. What are the three layers of the earth?
Ans: The three layers of the earth are:
* Crust
* Mantle
* core
2. What is a rock?
Ans: A rock is a natural mass of mineral matter that makes up the
earth’s crust. Rocks can be of different colour, size and texture.
3. Name the types of rocks.
Ans: Three types of rocks are:
* Igneous rocks also known as primary rocks.
* Sedimentary rocks.
* Metamorphic rocks
4. What are the uses of rocks?
Ans: Hard rocks are used for making roads, houses and buildings.
Stones are used in many games such as seven stones (pitthoo),
hopscotch (Stapu/ kitkit), Five stones (gitti)
5. What are metamorphic rocks.
Ans: When the igneous and sedimentary rocks are subjected to heat
and pressure they change into metamorphic rocks. For example :
Clay changes into slate and lime stone into marble.
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II. Answer in paragraph:
1. What are minerals? How are they useful for mankind?
Ans: Minerals are naturally occuring substances which have certain
physical properties and definite chemical composition. Minerals are
very useful for mankind. Some minerals like coal, natural gas and
petroleum are used as fuels. They are also used in industries. Iron,
aluminum, gold, Uranium etc are used in medicine, in Fertilizers etc.
2. How are extrusive and intrusive rocks formed?
Ans: When the molten lava comes on the earth’s surface. It rapidly
cools down and becomes solid. Rocks formed in this way on the crust
are extrusive ingneous rocks. Sometimes the molten Magma cools
down deep inside the earth’s crust. Solid rocks so formed are actually
intrusive igneous rocks.
3. What do you mean by a rock cycle?
Ans: One type of rock changes to another type under certain
conditions in a cyclic manner. This process of transformation of the
rock from one to another is known as the rock cycle.
Example:- Igneous rocks change into sedimentary rocks. When the
igneous and sedimentary rocks are subjected to heat and pressure,
they change into metamorphic rocks. The metamorphic rocks which
are still under great heat and pressure melt down to form molten
magma. This molten magma again can cool down and solidify into
igneous rocks.
4. How is the earth a dynamic planet?
* The earth is our homeland.
* It is a dynamic planet.
* It is constantly undergoing changes inside and outside.
IV. Answer in detail:
1. Mention Various types of rocks.
Ans: Rocks are of three types.
*Igneous rock * Sedimentary rocks * Metamorphic rocks
* Igneous Rocks:
When the molten magma cools, it become solid. Rocks formed in
this way are called igneous rocks. They are of two types.
* Extrusive Rocks and
* Intrusive rocks
* Extrusive Rocks:
When the molten lava comes on the earth’s surface, it rapidly cools
down and becomes solid. Rocks formed in this way on the crust are
called extrusive Igneous rocks. Ex: Basalt
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Intrusive Rocks: Sometimes the molten magma cools down deep
inside the earth’s crust. Solid rocks so formed are called Intrusive
igneous rocks. Ex: Granite
Sedimentary rocks: Small fragments of rocks are called sediments.
These sediments are transported and deposited by wind, water etc.
These loose sediments are compressed and hardened to form
sedimentary rocks.
Metamorphic rocks: When igneous and sedimentary rocks are subjected
to great heat and pressure, they change into metamorphic rocks
Ex: Clay changes into slate and lime stone into marble.
2. Describe the interior of the earth
Interior of the earth
* The earth is made up of several concentric layers with one
inside another, just like an onion.
Crust:
* The uppermost layer on the earth’s surface is called the crust.
- It is the thinnest of all the layers.
- It is about 35km, thick on the continental masses and only
5km thick on the ocean floors.
- Main minerals constituent of the continental mass are silica
and alumina.
* It is thus called sial. (Si-Silica and al-alumina)
Mantle:
* Just beneath the crust is the mantle.
- It extends up to a depth of 2900km below the crust.
Core:
* The innermost layer is the core with radius of about 3500 km.
- It is mainly made up of nickel and iron.
- Hence it is called nife. (ni-nickel and fe-ferrous i.e.iron)
- The central core has very high temperature and pressure.

(CIVICS)CH-1 & 10 - EQUALITY & STRUGGLES FOR EQUALITY
Definition:
1. Dignity: Thinking of oneself and other persons as worth of respect.
2. Constitution:
A document that lays down the basic rules and regulations for
people and the government in the country to follow.
3. Reservoir:
An artificial lake where water is collected and kept in quantity to use.
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4. Contractor: One that contracts to perform work or provide supplies.
5. TMS: Tawa Matsya Sangh is an organization fighting for the rights of
the displaced forest dwellers of the Satpura forest in Madhya Pradesh.
II. Answer in short:
1. In a democracy why is Universal Adult Franchise important.
Ans: In a democracy, every citizen is equal. The concept of Universal
Adult Franchise is based on equality. Therefore it is important in a
democracy. Under Universal Adult Franchise every adult irrespective
of caste, creed, religion, sex etc is allowed to vote.
2. What was the condition of the African-Americans in the United
States of America Prior to 1950s?
Ans: Prior to 1950s, the African-American’s in the United States of
America were treated extremely unequally and denied equality
through law.
3. What was the demand of the Tawa Matsya Sangh?
Ans: The Tawa Matsya Sangh demanded their right to continue
fishing for their livelihood.
4. What is known as the civil Right Movements?
Ans: A movement took place in the USA in the late 1950s to push for
equal rights for African-American’s. This movement later came to be
known as civil rights movement.
5. State the main reasons why people do not have equality?
* Poverty
* Lack of resources
* Discrimination on the basis of religion, caste and sex.
* Lack of dignity and respect for certain communities.
III. Answer in paragraph:
1. Write a brief note on the civil rights Act of 1964.
Ans: The civil Right Act was passed in the year 1964. The Act
Prohibited discrimination on the basis of race, religion or national
origin. It also stated that all schools would be open to AfricanAmerican children and that they would no longer have to attend
separate schools specially set up for them. However a majority of
Africans-American’s continue to be among the poorest in the country.
2. Write a note on “Creative expression”.
Ans: People fight against in equality in two ways i.e by joining protest
movements and by using their pen or their voice, or their ability to
dance to draw attention on issues of inequality. This is known as
creative expression. Writers, singers, dancers and artists have also
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been very active in the fight against inequality. Often poems, songs
and stories can also inspire us and make us believe strongly in an
issue and influence our efforts to correct the prevailing situation.
3. Mention two different kinds of inequalities that exist in our country.
Give examples.
Ans: Two different kinds of inequalities that exist in our country are
inequalities based on the caste system and based on the religion.
Omprakash valmiki was treated extremely unequal because he
was a dalit. In school, his head master made him sweep the school
and the play ground.
Ansaris were treated unequally on the basis of differences of
religion. They were looking to rent an apartment in the city. They were
about to take an apartment at the first sight. But the moment the land
lady knew their names she declined to rent the house.
4. What leads to displacement of people and communities?
There are many reasons which displace people and
communities. For example,
* When dams are built or forests are declared as sanctuaries,
thousands of people are displaced.
* Villages uprooted and people have to start afresh.
* In urban areas, when basis of poor people are relocated
outside the cities. Their work, children’s schooling gets
disrupted due to distance.
* This displacement has become widespread problem. People
of different organizations usually come together to fight
against this. For example Tawa Matsya Sangh.
IV. Answer in detail:
1. What are the Provision made in the constitution for the
recognition of equality?
Ans: The provisions made in the constitution for the recognition of
equality are as follow:
·
Every person is equal before law. This means every person from the
President of India to a domestic worker has to obey the same laws.
·
No person can be discriminated against on the basis of their
religion, caste, race, place of birth or whether they are male or female.
·
Every person has access to all public places including play
grounds, hotels, shops and markets. All persons can use publicly
available wells, roads and bathing ghats.
·
Untouchability has been abolished.
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2. Give an account of the Indian constitution as a living document?
The Indian Constitution as a living document.
* The foundation of all movements for justice and the
inspiration and for all the poetry and songs on equality is
the recognition of equality among people.
* The Indian Constitution recognises the equality of all persons.
* Movements and struggles for equality in India continuously
refer to the Indian constitution to make their point about
equality and justice for all.
* The fish workers in the Tawa Matsya Sangh (TMS) hope that
the provisions of the constitution will become a reality
through their participation in this movement.
* By constantly referring to the constitution, they use it as a ‘living
document’ i.e., something that has real meaning in our lives.
* In a democracy, there are always communities and individuals
trying to expand the idea of democracy and push for a greater
recognition of equality on existing as well as new issues.

(HIS)

CH-04 THE MUGHAL EMPIRE

I. Definition:
1. Mansabdar: An individual who holds a mansab meaning a
position or rank.
2. Suba and Subadar: The empire was divided into provinces called
subas which were governed by a subadar who carried both
political and military functions.
3. Diwan: The financial officer of a Suba was called as Diwan.
4.Jagirs: Mansabdars received their salaries as revenue assignments
called Jagirs.
5. Zat: Ranks and salary were determined by a numerical value called zat.
II. Answer in short:
1. What were the central provinces under the control of the Mughals?
Ans: Panipat, Lahore, Delhi, Agra, Mathura, Amber, Ajmer, Fatehpur
sikri, Chittor, Ranthambhore and Allahabad.
2. What do you mean by primogeniture?
Ans: The system of inheritance or succession by the first born,
specifically the eldest son is called primogeniture.
3. What was Zabt?
Ans: It was the revenue collected on the basis of schedule of revenue
rates for individual crops.
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4. What qualities of the Mughals enabled them to extend their
influence over many kings and chieftains?
Ans: The careful balance between defeating but not humiliating their
opponents enabled the Mughals to extend their influence over many
kings and chieftains.
5. Who was Babur?
Ans: He was the first Mughal emperor and reigned from 1526 to 1530.
III. Answer in Paragraph:
1. What were the relationship between the mansabdar and the Jagir?
Ans: Mansabdars were the patrons who joined mughal services.
They received their salaries as revenue assignments. This was called
Jagir. Mansabdars did not actually reside in or administer the Jagir.
They only had rights to the revenue of their assignment. This revenue
was collected for them by their servants, while the mansabdars
themselves served in some other part of the country.
2. What were the main features of Sulh-i-kul?
Ans: The idea of Sulh-i-kul was introduced by Akbar, the Great. Sulh i-kul meant universal peace. Its main features are as follows:
·
The idea of sulh-i-kul was based on the idea of tolerance which did not
discriminate between the people of different religions in Akbar’s realm.
·
It focused on a system of ethics- honesty, justice, peace. These
values were universally applicable.
3. What was the role of the zamindar in Mughal administration?
Ans: Zamindars were powerful local chieftains appointed by Mughal
rulers. They exercised great influence and power. They collected
taxes from the peasants and gave them to the Mughal emperor. Thus
they played the role of intermediaries. In some areas the zamindars
became more powerful. The exploitation by Mughal administrators
made them to rebellion. They got support from the peasants in
rebelling against the Mughal authority.
4. Who founded the Mughal rule in India and how?
Babur was the first Mughal Emperor in India (1526-1530). At the
age of 12 he was forced to leave his ancestral home Ferghana due to
Uzbegs’s attacks.
* In 1526, he defeated Ibrahim Lodi at the battle of panipat
and captured Delhi and Agra.
* In 1527, he defeated Rana Sanga at Khanua.
* In 1528, he defeated Rajputs at Chanderi and strengthened his
control over Delhi and Agra.
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IV.Answer in detail:
1. Give an account of Akbar Nama and Ain-i-Akbari.
Ans: * Abul Fazl, one of Akbar’s close friends and courtiers, wrote a
three volume history of the reign of Akbar. It was titled “Akbar Nama”.
* The first volume dealt with Akbar’s ancestors and the second
volume recorded the events of Akbar’s reign.
* Ain-i-Akbari is the third volume. It deals with Akbar’s administration,
house hold, army, the revenues and the geography of his empire.
* The book also provides details about the traditions and cultures of
the people living in India.
* The most interesting aspect about Ain-i-Akbari is its rich statistical
details about things as diverse as crops, yields, prices, wages and
revenues.
2. At which age did Akbar became emperor? Give an account of his
rulership:
Akbar 1556-1605
Akbar was 13 years old when he became emperor. His reign can be
divided into three periods.
* 1556-1570 – Akbar became Independent of the regent Bairam
Khan and other members of his domestic staff. Military campaigns
were launched against the suris and other Afghans, against the
neighbouring kingdoms of Malwa and Gondwana, and to suppress
the revolt of his half brother Mirza Hakim and the Uzbegs. In 1568 the
Sisodiya capital of Chittor was seized and in 1569 Rathambhor.
* 1570-1585 – Military campaigns in Gujarat were followed by
campaigns in the east in Bihar, Bengal and Orissa. These campaigns
were complicated by the 1579-1580 revolt in support of Mirza Hakim.
* 1585-1605 – Expansion of Akbar’s empire. Campaigns were
launched in the North-West. Qandahar was seized from the Safavids.
Kashmir was annexed, as also Kabul, after the death of Mirza Hakim.
- Campaigns in the Deccan started and Berar, Khandesh and parts
of Ahmad nagar were annexed. In the last years of his reign Akbar
was distracted by the rebellion of prince Salim, the future Emperor
Jahangir.

GEO: CH-3 OUR CHANGING EARTH
I. Definitions:
1. Weathering : Weathering is the breaking up of rocks on the earth’s
surface at their place of origin.
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2. Ox-Bow Lake: Cut-off lake due to cut-off of a meander loop is called
ox-bow lake as it shape is like an ox-bow.
3. Sea Cliff: The steep rocky coast rising almost vertically above sea
water is called sea cliff.
4. Moraines: The material which is carried by a glacier consisting of
rocks big or small, sand and silt and deposited at the end of the
glaciers is known as moraines.
5. Sand dunes: Heaps of sand in the desert formed due to the
deposition work of wind are termed as sand dunes.
II. Answer in short:
1. What is lithospheric plates?
The lithosphere is broken into several large pieces. These large
pieces of lithosphere are called lithospheric plates.
Eg:Indo-Australian plate.
2. What are earthquakes?
When the lithospheric plates move, the surface of the earth
vibrates. The vibrations travel all around the earth. These vibrations
are called earthquake.
3. What are three types of earthquake waves?
The three types of earthquake waves are :
- P waves or longitudinal waves.
- S waves or transverse waves.
- L waves or surface waves
4. What is seismograph?
An earthquake is measured with a machine it is called a
seismograph.
5. What is a water fall?
When the rivers tumbles at steep angle over the hard rocks of a
deep sleep valley it forms a waterfall.
III. Answer in Paragraph:
1. What are exogenic and endogenic forces?
Exogenic forces:
Exogenic forces are those forces which act on the surface of the
earth and cause changes on the surface of the earth.
Ex: Weathering, gradation etc.,
Endogenic forces:
Endogenic forces are those forces which originate in the interior of
the earth and cause changes on the surface of the earth
ex: Volcanoes and earthquakes.
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2. Why do buildings get collapsed due to earthquakes?
* Mostly buildings are not built/made earthquake proof.
* When the earthquakes strike, the buildings are not capable
of resisting the vibrations of the earthquakes.
* They tear apart due to shallow foundation, sub-standard
interior material and lack of adequate steel.
* They collapse and fall down like a pack of papers/ cards.
3. Write about some common earthquake prediction methods
adopted locally by people?
Some of the common earthquake prediction methods adopted
locally by people are:
- Wild animal behavior.
- Agitated fish in the ponds.
- Snakes coming out to the surface from their holes.
- Animals trying to untie themselves and run away.
- Birds leaving their nests and beginning to chatter loudly.
- Aborigines beginning to run to higher grounds.
4. Describe the work of ice:
Work of ice:
* Glaciers are “rivers” of ice.
* They too erode the landscape by bulldozing soil and stones
to expose the solid rock below.
* Glaciers carve out deep hollows.
* As the ice melts they get filled up with water and become
beautiful lakes in the mountains.
* The material carried by the glacier like big and small rocks,
sand, silt gets deposited.
- These deposit from glacial moraines.
IV. Answer in Detail:
1. Describe the work of a river:
* Running water in the river erodes the landscape.
* When the river enters the plain it twists, turns and forms
large bends. These bends are known as meanders.
* Due to continuous erosion and deposition along the sides of the
meander, the ends of the meander loop come closer and closer.
- In due course of time the meander loop cuts-off from the
river and forms a cut-off lake.
- It is called an ox-bow lake.
- At times the river over flows its banks.
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- The flood water deposits layers of fine soil and other material.
- This leads to the formation of a flat fertile land called a flood plain.
* The raised banks are called leaves.
* As the river approaches the sea, the speed of the running
water decreases.
2. Give an account of the work of wind.
Work of Wind:
* An active agent of erosion and deposition in the deserts is wind.
* In deserts there are numerous rocks with a shape of a mushroom.
* They are commonly called mushroom rocks.
- Winds erode the lower section of the rock more than the upper part.
- Such rocks have narrower base and wider top.
* When the wind blows, it lifts and transports sand from one
place to another.
* When it stops blowing, the sand falls and gets deposited in
low hill like structures.
* These are called sand dunes.
* When the grains of sand are very fine and light, the wind
carries it over very long distances.
* When such a sand is deposited in large areas, it is called
loess. Large deposits of loess are found in china.

(CIVICS)CH-2 Role OF Government
CH-3 How The State Government Works
I. Definition:
1. Communicable diseases: Diseases that spread from one person to
another through water, food, air, etc.
2. Public: A service that is meant for all people in the country and is
organized by the government.
3. Private: A service that is organized by an individual or company
for their own profit.
4. Constituency: It refers to a particular area from which all the
voters living there choose their representatives.
5. Majority: A political party whose MLA s have won more than half
the number of constituencies in a state can said to be in a majority.
II. Answer in short:
1. What do people in a democratic country expect the government?
Ans: People in a democratic country expect the government to work
for their welfare.
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2. Name some water borne diseases.
Ans: Diarrhoea, worms, hepatitis.
3. What do we need to prevent and treat illnesses?
Ans: We need appropriate healthcare facilities such as health
centres, hospitals, laboratories for testing, ambulance services etc.
4.What is full form of RMP’s? Where are they found?
Ans: Registered Medical practitioners. They are found in the rural areas.
5. Why are poor people more likely to fall ill?
Ans: Poor people are more likely to fall ill because they are not
provided basic necessities like drinking water, adequate housing,
clean surroundings etc.
III. Answer in paragraph:
1. Define Health.
Ans: Health is defined as the ability of a person to remain free of
illness and injuries. Health is not only about disease, there are other
factors such as safe drinking water, clean surroundings etc, because
they affect our health in various ways. Being active is also essential
part of health. We also need to be without mental stress, because we
cannot be healthy for a long time, if we are under mental strain.
2. What do you mean by a MLA?
Ans: * The term MLA stand for a Member of Legislative Assembly.
* He/ she is elected through a general election and represents a
particular constituency.
* It is not necessary for one to be a member of a political party to
become a MLA.
* He/She can contest the election as an independent candidate also.
* In some cases, he/she is sponsored by political party.
* He/ She must be a citizen of India and fulfil the requisite
qualifications for the post.
3. What is the process of formation of government in a state?
Ans: * A general election is conducted to elect representatives from
various constituencies. The party which earns more than half of the
total seats is said to be in a majority.
* That party is usually called for forming the Government.
Sometimes, no party gains clear majority.
* The party with maximum elected members tries to get support from
the like- minded parties or independent candidates.
* The party that proves to have maximum supporters in that way is
allowed to form government. Otherwise there would be re-election.
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4. Who takes the decisions about running of the government?
The chief minister and other ministers have to take the decisions
about running the government. These decisions have to be approved
by the member of Assembly.
In democracy these members (MLAS) can ask questions, debate
an issue or take decision about spending the money. They have the
joint authority. We see or listen about these discussions from the
newspapers or news channels.
IV. Answer in detail:
1. Distinguish between public health services and private health service.
Public Health Service
* It provides health care facilities
either free or at a low cost.
Money making is not a goal of
public health services.
* Public health services are found
both in rural and urban areas.
* We find huge rush at the
government hospitals.
People have to wait for
hours in a long queue.

Private Health Service
* They run mainly for profit.
They usually prescribe
expensive medicines.
* It is found only in urban
areas.
* Private hospitals are
maintained properly.
People don’t face such
long queues there.

2. Where else work of government is discussed other than the
legislature?
Besides Legislative Assembly there are other places (means)
where opinions are expressed about the work of the government and
action is demanded.
* The newspapers, T.V.channels and other organizations
regularly talking about the government.
* In a democracy, there are various ways through which
people express their views and also take action.
* One such way is the press conference.
* Large number of people from different newspapers come to
the press conference.
* The minister and some government officials explain the steps
that the government has taken.
* There were many questions asked by news reporters at this
meetings .These discussions were then reported in different
newspapers.
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CH-06 TOWNS TRADERS AND CRAFTS PERSONS
I. Definition :
1. Emporium: A place where goods from diverse production centres
are bought and sold.
2. Hundi: It is a note recording a deposit made by a person. The
amount deposited can be claimed in another place by presenting the
record of the deposit.
3. Sthapatis: Sculptors who make beautiful bronze idols and tall,
ornamental bell metal - lamps.
4. Pilgrimage centres: Religious places where people go for pilgrimage.
5. Temple Town: A town with a number of famous temples.
II. Answer in short:
1. In what ways was craft production in cities like calculta different
from that in cities like Thanjavur?
Ans: The craft production in Thanjavur was in form of inlay work in
copper and silver white, in Calcutta it was in the form of cotton textiles
and silk textiles.
2. Why did the rulers endow temple with grants of land and money?
Ans: They did so in order to carry out elaborate rituals, feed pilgrims
and priests and celebrate festivals.
3. Name a few Indian spices which became an important part of
European cooking.
Ans: Pepper, cinnamon, nutmeg, dried ginger are the Indian spices
which became an important part of European cooking.
4. How was water supplied to the city of Thanjavur?
Ans: Water supply for the city of Thanjavur came from wells and tanks.
5. Who lived in the “Black Towns” in cities such as Madras?
Ans: Merchants, Artisans, native traders and crafts persons lived in
the “Black Towns”.
III. Answer in paragraph:
1. Why do you think Towns grew around temples?
Ans: The following factors are responsible for the growth of towns
around temples.
* A large numbers of priests, workers, artisans, trader etc settled
near the temple.
They carried to the various needs of the people as well as of pigrims
who flocked to the temples. By and by towns grew, which came to be
known as temple towns.
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2. Why did people from distant lands Visit Surat?
Ans:* Surat was the Gateway for trade with west Asia Via the Gulf of
Ormuz.
* Surat has also been called the gate to Mecca because many pilgrim
ships set sail from here.
*There was a big market for cotton textiles. One could find several
retail and wholesale shops selling cotton textiles.
* The textiles of surat were famous for their gold lace border i.e zari
and had a market in west Asia, Africa and Europe.
There were ample rest - houses for the visitors.
3. How important were crafts person for the building and
maintenance of temples?
Ans: * The vishwakarma community consisting of gold smith, bronze
smith, blacksmiths, masons and carpenters were essential to the
building of temples.
* Weavers such as the saliyar or Kaikkolars were prosperous
communities and they made ample of donations to temples.
* The crafts persons of Bidar were skilled in their inlay work in
copper and silver. They were also important for the building and
maintenance of temples in their own way.
4. How did Kabul become Commercially important from 16th century
onwards?
Kabul became commercially and politically important from
16 century onwards because along with Kandhar it was linked to the
“Silk Route”
* Trade in horses was mainly carried through this route which was
amounted to be around 30,000 annually. As horse trade was estimated
to be about 30,000 annually slaves were brought here for sale.
* Camels carried dry fruits, carpets, dates, silk and even fruits from
Kabul to sub continent.
IV. Answer in detail:
1. Describe various functions of small towns.
Ans: * Several small towns came to be seen in the
Sub-Continent from the 8 Century onward.
* These towns usually had a “Mandapika or Mandi” where nearby
villagers came to sell their produce. These towns also had market
streets called hatta or haat lined with shops.
* There were also streets for different kinds of artisans such as
potters, oil pressers, sugar market, toddy makers etc.
th

th
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* Many traders came from far and near to these towns to buy local
articles and sell products of distant places such as salt, camphor,
horse etc.
2. Why do you think people regarded Thanjavur as a great town?
Thanjavur is an example of temple town and is regarded as a great
town:
* It represented a pattern of urbanization and was central to
chola economy.
* It was the capital city on the delta of Kaveri with the most
important temple Raja rajeshvara. It had tanks and wells for
water supply and army barracks.
* It had the mandapas or pavilions for royal court.
* It had huge markets selling grains, spices, clothes and jewellery.
* Many communities like the Sthapatis or sculpture makers,
Saliya weavers related to temple activities lived here.
* It was activities lived here.
* It was a great pilgrim town of the period

(GEO) CH- 4 AIR
I. Definition:
1. Atmosphere:
Atmosphere is a thin blanket of air that surrounds the earth.
2.Global warming:
When the temperature of the earth’s atmosphere increases due to
the increase of carbon dioxide it is called Global warming .
3. Isolation: Isolation is the incoming solar energy intercepted by the earth.
4. Air Pressure:
The pressure exerted by the weight of air on the earth’s surface is
known as air pressure.
5. Wind: Wind is the movement of air from high pressure area to low
pressure areas.
II. Answer in short:
1. What is atmosphere?
Ans: Atmosphere is a thin blanket of air that surrounds the earth. It
protects us from the harmful rays of the sun. It consist of several
gases in which Nitrogen and oxygen occupy the major portion.
2. Which two gases make the bulk of the atmosphere?
Ans: Nitrogen (78%) and oxygen (21%) make the bulk of the atmosphere.
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3. Which gas createsgreen house effect in the atmosphere?
Ans: Carbon dioxide creates green house effect in the atmosphere.
4. What is weather?
Ans: Weather is hour to hour, day to day condition of the atmosphere.
5. Name three types of rainfall.
Ans: * Convectional Rainfall.
* Orographic Rainfall
* Cyclonic Rainfall
II. Answer in paragraph:
1. Give Reason - Wet clothes take longer time to dry on a humid day.
Ans: On a humid day, the air is full of water vapour. Hence,
evaporation is very slow. This is the reason why wet clothes take
longer time to dry on a humid day.
2. Give an account of the composition of the atmosphere.
Ans: Our atmosphere is composed of mainly two gases - nitrogen
(78%) and oxygen(21%) other gases like carbon dioxide, helium,
ozone, argon and hydrogen are found in lesser quantities. Apart from
these gases, tiny dust particles are also present in the air.
3. How is rainfall important for us? What happens when there is
excess rain?
Ans: Rainfall is very important for the survival of plants and animals. It
brings fresh water to the earth’s surface. If rainfall is less, there is
water scarcity which sometime causes drought like situation. If
there is excess rain, floods take place which make the life of the
affected people miserable.
4. What is global warming? What is its affect?
When the heat retained through green house gas increases the
temperature of the earth, it causes global warming.
* The plants maintain the balance of gases. However this
balance is upset by burning fuels such as coal, petroleum oil
and large scale deforestation.
* This rise in temperature causes the snow in coldest parts to melt.
* As a result the sea level rises causing floods in the coastal areas.
* This may bring changes in weather and climate leading to
extinction of certain plants and animal species.
IV. Answer in detail:
1. What is wind? Mention its different types.
Ans: Wind is the movement of air from high pressure area to low
pressure area. It is divided into three types.
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* Permanent winds
* Seasonal winds
* Local winds
Permanent winds: The trade winds, westerlies and easterlies are the
permanent winds. These blow constantly throughout the year in a
particular direction.
Seasonal Winds: These winds change their direction in different
seasons.
Ex: Monsoons in India.
Local Winds: * These winds blow only during a particular period of the
day or year in a small area.
Ex: Land and sea breeze.
* Loo is a local wind which is hot and dry, blow in the northern
plains of India during summers.
2. Describe the fury of cyclone taking example of ‘super cyclone
of Odisha.
Odisha on eastern seacoast of India is prone to cyclones
originating in Bay of Bengal.
* Odisha was hit by cyclone on the 17 -18 October 1999
and again on 29 October.
* Cyclone originated as a ‘depression’ in the Gulf of Thailand
near Port Blair.
* It moved in north west direction on 25 October and
intensified into super cyclone and hit Odisha.
* Wind speed was upto 260 km/hr which lasted for 36 hours.
* Trees were uprooted Kutcha houses, roof tops, industrial sheds
etc., blown away.
* Power supply and communication lines damaged.
* Continuous rains flooded the major rivers. Tidal waves swept
20km of inland areas including cities of Bhubaneshwar and
Cuttack and destructed 28 coastal towns.
* 7-10m high tidal waves caused damage to paddy crops,
vegetables, fruits and agricultural land turned infertile due to
salination.
* 13 Million people were affected. Livestock was killed.
* Plantations of teak, sal, bamboo, mangrove forests between
paradeep and Konark disappeared.
th

th

th
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CIV: CH: 4, 5 GROWING UP AS BOYS AND GIRLS: WOMEN
CHANGE THE WORLD [GENDER]
I.DEFINITIONS:
1) Identity: Identity is a sense of self-awareness of who one is.
2) De - Valued: When some persons are not given due recognition for
a task or job they have done, they feel de-valued or considered
persons with less value.
3) Domestic Help: Domestic help is either a woman, a girl or a male
who works in a household or paid remuneration whether on daily rate
or monthly rate.
4) Stereotype: When we believe that people belonging to particular
groups like religious, economic, regional community are bound to have
certain fixed characteristics or can only do a certain type of work.
5) Discrimination: Discrimination is when we do not treat people
equally or with respect due to prejudices.
6) Violation: When someone forcefully breaks the law or rule openly and
shows disrespect, we say that he or she has committed a violation.
II.Answer in Short:
1) Where is Samoan islands?
Samoan islands are in the southern part of the Pacific Ocean.
2) Is there an equality between the genders?
In most societies, including ours, the work done by man and
woman are not valued equally. They do not have the same status
in society.
3) What do you understand by the term “double burden”?
In today’s world, many women work inside as well as outside the
home. This is referred to as “double burden”
4) Name the one way which has created opportunities for women.
Getting an education was, and still is, one way in which new
opportunities were created for women.
5) Why was Ramabai known as “Pandita”?
Ramabai could read and write Sanskrit, a remarkable
achievement as women were not allowed to study. Therefore, she
was given the title of “Pandita”.
6) What Rashsundari devi writings were about?
Rashsundari Devi was able to read chaitanya Bhagabat.Through
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her writings she gave world an opportunity to read about women’s
lives. She wrote about her daily life and experiences.
III.Answer in paragraph:
1. What a short note on Samoan children and Indian children.
Samoan Children:
·
As soon as babies could walk, their mothers or other adults no
longer looked after them.
·
Both boys and girls looked after their younger siblings.
·
At the age of 9 years, boys joined the other boys in learning
outdoor jobs like fishing and planting coconuts.
·
Girls helped with the preparations of the food.
Indian Children:
·
Babies are taken care by their mothers.
·
Most of the children both boys and girls go to school.
·
They learn different subjects in the school.
2. How does the society make a distinction between girls and boys?
From the young age society make a clear distinction between
the two genders. Boys are given cars and girls are given dolls.
Through the toys the difference starts. The girls are dressed
differently, are asked to speak softly. Boys on the other hand play
different games, are considered to be tough.
Through this the children are conditioned to play the specific
role when they grow up. This even affects our subject and career
choices later in the life.
3. What is the need to have census every 10 years?
Census is held to count the entire population. It also collects
details about age group, work areas, standard of living and so on.
All this data help the government to plan out the development
programmes.
* This helps us to know about the percentage of literate
population, ratio of men and women.
* Ratio of rural and urban population
* Economic status of the people.
* People engaged in different professions etc.
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4. Can you describe two methods of struggle that the women’s
movement used to raise issues?
1) Campaigning:
To fight discrimination and violence against women. Women
groups spoke against dowry deaths, sexual harassment. Laws were
formulated in 1997 to protect women against sexual harassment. Anti
dowry laws were passed in 1980’s
2) Raising Awareness:
It is an important part to raise public awareness about women’s
right issues. Public rallies, demonstrations were the methods used. It
is a creative and positive way of expressing the views and thoughts of
people on the concerned issues and involving more people. This way
the people who are clueless about women problems or are unaware
would also be involved.
IV.Answer in Detail:
1. Describe the lives of domestic workers:
Life of domestic workers:
* Many homes, particularly in towns and cities, employ domestic workers.
* They do a lot of work – sweeping and cleaning, washing clothes
and dishes, cooking, looking after young children or the elderly.
* Most domestic workers are women.
* Sometimes even young boys or girls are employed to do this work.
* Wages are low, as domestic work does not have much value.
* A domestic worker’s day begins as early as five in the
morning and ends as late as twelve at night.
* Despite the hard work they do, their employers often do not
pay them enough or show them much respect.
2. Who was Rokeya Sakhawat Hossain and what was her dream?
Rokeya Sakhawat Hossain was born in a rich family. She
knew how to read and write Urdu but was stopped from learning
Bangla and English.
* She learnt to read and write English and Bangla with the
support of her elder brother and sister.
* She wrote a remarkable story Sultana’s dream.
* Her main character, a lady reached a place called Lady land
where women had the freedom to study, work and create new things.
* In this land men were sent to seclusion with their weapons,
and were defeated by brain power of women.
* Sultana travels in Ladyland with Sarah but later realises
that it was a dream.
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L-2 jkpo;
ftpijg; Ngio

:

ciueil cyfk; :
tphpthdk;
:
fw;fz;L
:

1. vq;fs; jkpo;:
2. xd;wy;y ,uz;ly;y
Ngr;R nkhopAk; vOj;JnkhopAk;
nrhytilfs;
Fw;wpaYfuk;> Fw;wpaypfuk;

ftpijg; Ngio - vq;fs; jkpo;
I. rpWtpdhf;fs;:
1. ehkf;fy; ftpQh; - Fwpg;G tiuf.
,aw;ngah;
: ,uhkypq;fk; gps;is
ngw;Nwhh;
: ntq;fluhkd; mk;kzp mk;khs;
gpwe;j Ch;
: NkhfD}h; (ehkf;fy; khtl;lk;)
,aw;wpa E}y;fs;
: kiyf;fs;sd;> ehkf;fy; ftpQh;
ghly;fs;> vd;fij> rq;nfhyp.
rpwg;Gg; ngah;
: fhe;jpaj;ij gpd;gw;wpajhy;
fhe;jpaf;ftpQh; vd miof;fg;gl;lhh;.
jkpofj;jpd; muritf; ftpQuhfj;
jpfo;e;jhh;. 1971y; kj;jpa murpd;
'gj;kg+\d;” tpUjpidg; ngw;wth;.
,th; rpwe;j xtpauhfj; jpfo;e;jth;.
fhyk;
: 19.10.1888 - 24.08.1972
2 'vq;fs; jkpo;” ghlypy; ehkf;fy; ftpQh; $Wk; fUj;Jfis
vOJf.
ek; jha;nkhopahk; jkpo;nkhop mUs;newpfs; epuk;gpa
mwpitj; jUfpwJ. mJNt jkpo;kf;fspd; FuyhfTk;
tpsq;FfpwJ.
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jkpo; nkhopiaf; fw;Nwhh;> nghUs; ngWtjw;fhf
ahiuAk; Gfo;e;J Ngrkhl;lhh;. jk;ikg; Nghw;whjth;fisAk;
,fo;e;J Ngr khl;lhh;.
nfhy;yhikiaf; Fwpf;NfhshfTk;> ngha;ahikia
nfhs;ifahfTk; nfhz;L> vy;yh kdpjh;fSk; ,d;Gw;W
tho md;Gk;> mwKk; cjTk;.
ek; jkpo; ; n khop midthplj; J k; md; i gAk; >
mwj;ijAk;> J}z;Lk;. mr;rj;ijg; Nghf;fp ,d;gj;ijj;jUk;.
vq;fs; jkpo;nkhop Njd; Nghd;w nkhopahFk; vd
ehkf;fy;ftpQh; $Wfpd;whh;.
II. rpe;jid tpdh:
1. ftpQh; jkpio Vd; NjDld; xg;gpLfpwhh;?
Njd; Rit jUtijg; Nghyj; jkpOk; gy;Ritfisj;
jUfpwJ.
Njd; clYf;F kUe;jhfg; gad;gLtJ Nghyj; jkpo;
ek; tho;Tf;Fj; Njitahd md;igAk;> mwj;ijAk;
$WfpwJ.
Njd; gy Mz;Lfs; nflhky; ,Ug;gijg; Nghyj;
jkpOk; nflhky; ,sikNahL jpfo;fpwJ.
vdNt ftpQh; jkpioj; NjDld; xg;gpLfpwhh;.
2. xd;wy;y ,uz;ly;y
I. rpWtpdhf;fs;:
1. jkpOf;F tsk; Nrh;f;Fk; ,yf;fpa tiffshff; ftpQh;
$Wtd
ahit?
giftiu ntd;wijg; ghLtJ guzp ,yf;fpak;.
thd;Gfo; nfhz;l jpUf;Fws;.
mfk;> Gwk; Mfpatw;iw nka;g; nghUshff; nfhz;l
rq;f ,yf;fpaq;fs;.
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,irg;ghlyhd ghpg;ghlYk;> fyk;gf E}y;fSk;>
vl;Lj;njhif E}y;fSk; jkpOf;F tsk; Nrh;f;Fk; ,yf;fpa
tiffshf ftpQh; $Wfpwhh;.
2. jkpo;ehl;bd; ngUikfshf ftpQh; cLkiy ehuhaz
ftp $WtJ vd;d?
jkpo;ehl;bd; ngUikfs; xd;wy;y ,uz;ly;y
gythFk;.NtW vtw;NwhLk; ,iz nrhy;y Kbahj
tpe;ijfshFk;. ,q;F tPRk; njd;wypy; Njd; kzk; fkOk;.
RitkpF fdpfSk;> nghd; Nghd;w jhdpaf;
fjph;fSk; tpisAk;.
jkpo;ehl;bd; ed;nra; epytsk; gythFk;
jkpo;ehl;bd; ngUikfshf ftpQh; cLkiy ehuhaz ftp
$wpdhh;.
II. rpe;jid tpdh:
1. jkpopy; mw ,yf;fpaq;fs; kpFjpahf Njhd;wf; fhuzk;
vd;d?
kdpjd; kdpjdhf tho mwE}y;fs; Njit.
jkpo; ,yf;fpaq;fs; KOtJNk mw ,yf;fpaq;fs;
MFk;.
kdpjd; mwk;> nghUs;> ,d;gk;> tPL Mfpa
cWjpg; n ghUs; f s; ehd; i fAk; tho; f ; i fapy; mila
mwE}y;fs; fUtpfshf mikfpd;wd.
vdNt jkpopy; mw ,yf;fpaq;fs; kpFjpahfj;
Njhd;wpd.
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ciueil cyfk; - Ngr;Rnkhopak;> vOj;JnkhopAk;
I. rpWtpdhf;fs;:
1. Ngr;Rnkhopf;Fk;> vOj;Jnkhopf;Fk; ,ilNa cs;s
NtWghLfis vOJf.
Ngr;Rnkhop
1. Ngr;R nkhopia ‘cyf
tof;F” vd;gh;.
2. nrhw;fs; ngUk;ghYk;
FWfp xypf;Fk;.
(v.L) ey;yhr; rhg;l;lhd;
3. czh;r;rpf; $Wfs;
mjpfkhf ,Uf;Fk;.
4. cly;nkhopf;Fk;> Fuy;
Vw;wj;jho;Tk; ,iztjhy;
vspikahf fUj;ij
czh;j;JfpwJ.
5. vOj;Jf;fis khw;wp
xypg;gJ cz;L. (v.L)
„,iy… vd;gij „vy… vd
$Wth;.

vOj;Jnkhop
1. vOj;J nkhopia ‘,yf;fpa
tof;F” vd;gh;
2.
nrhw;fs; KOikahf
vOjg;gLk;. (v.L) ed;whf
rhg;gpl;lhd;.
3. czh;r;rpf; $Wfs;
Fiwthf ,Uf;Fk;.
4. cly; nkhop Fuy;
Vw;wj;jho;Tf;F ,lkpy;iy.

5. vOj;Jnkhopapy;
,k;khWghLfs; ,y;iy.

2. fpisnkhopfs; vt;thW cUthfpd;wJ?
xNu nkhopia NgRk; kf;fs; ntt;NtW ,lq;fspy; tho;tJk;
cz;L.
thOk; ,lj;jpd; epy mikg;G> ,aw;ifj;jilfs; fhuzkhf
mth;fs; NgRk; nkhopapy; rpy khw;wq;fs; Vw;gLk;.
njhlh;G FiwAk; NghJ ,k;khw;wq;fs; kpFjpahfp Gjpa
nkhopahfg; gphpAk;.
,t;thW cUthFk; Gjpa nkhopiaf; fpisnkhop vd;gh;.
fd;dlk;> njYq;F> kiyahsk; Kjypa jpuhtpl nkhopfs;
jkpopypUe;J gphpe;J nrd;w fpisnkhopfs; MFk;.
II. neLtpdh:
1. Ngr;Rnkhop> vOj;Jnkhop gw;wpAk; mtw;wpd; El;gq;fisg;
gw;wpAk; tphpthf tpsf;Ff.
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nkhop:
jkJ vz; z q; f isAk; > czh; r ; r pfisAk; gpwUf; F
ntspg;gLj;Jtjw;fhf kdpjdhy; cUthf;fg;gl;lNj nkhop.
nkhop xUth; fUj;ij kw;wth; mwpe;J nray;gl cjTfpwJ.
nkhopapd; tiffs;;:
Ngr;Rnkhop> vOj;Jnkhop> fpisnkhop> tl;lhunkhop
Mfpad nkhopapd; tbtq;fshFk;.
Ngr;Rnkhop:
nkhopapd; caph;ehbahf tpsq;FtJ Ngr;RnkhopahFk;.
Ngr;Rnkhop czh;Tfis vspjhf ntspg;gLj;Jk;. mJ
fUj; i j ntspg; g Lj; J tij kl; L Nk Nehf; f khf
nfhz;ljhFk;.
vOj;Jnkhop:
Ngr;Rnkhopf;F ehk; je;j thptbtNk vOj;Jnkhop.
xU nkhopahdJ ePz;l fhyk; epiyngWtjw;F vOj;J
tbtk; ,d;wpaikahjJ.
vOj;Jnkhopapy; fhyk;> ,lk; Mfpatw;wpw;Nfw;g nrhw;fs;
rpijtjpy;iy. Mdhy; thptbtk; khWgLk;.
fpisnkhop:
xNu nkhopia NgRk; kf;fs; ntt;NtW ,lq;fspy; tho;tJk;
cz;L. mth;fs; NgRk; nkhopapy; rpwpJ rpwpjhf khw;wq;fs;
Vw;gl;L> mth;fSf;F ,ilNaahd njhlh;G FiwAk;
nghOJ Gjpa nkhopahfg; gphpAk;. ,t;thW cUthFk; Gjpa
nkhopiaf; fpisnkhop vdgh;. v.fh. fd;dlk;> njYq;F>
kiyahsk;.
tl;lhunkhop:
xNu nkhopapd; ntt;NtW tbtq;fis tl;lhunkhop vd;gh;.
v.fh. - „,Uf;fpwJ… vd;Dk; nrhy;iy „,Uf;F… vd;gh;.
nkhopapd; El;gq;fs;:
Nkilg;Ngr;rpYk;> thndhyp> njhiyf;fhl;rp Nghd;w
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Clfq; f spYk; vOj; J nkhopahfpa ,yf; f paj; j kpNo
gad;gl;L te;jJ.
Ngr;Rj;jkpopy; fhye;NjhWk; Vw;gl;L tUk; khw;wq;fisj;
jtph;f;f ,ayhJ.
Clfq;fspYk;> ,yf;fpaq;fspYk; jpUj;jkhd jkpioNa
gad;gLj;jNtz;Lk;.
III. rpe;jid tpdh:
1. ,yf;fpaq;fs; fhyk; fle;Jk; mopahky; tho;tjw;F vd;d
fhuzk; vd;W fUJfpwPh;fs;?
fy;Njhd;wp kz;Njhd;wh fhyj;Nj thnshL Kd;Njhd;wpa
%j;jFb vd;w ghly; jkpopd; gioikia czh;j;JfpwJ.
,g; g oikia czh; j ; J k; nkhopahf ek; jkpo; n khop
tpsq;FfpwJ.
rq;f ,yf;fpaq;fs; rq;f fhy tuyhw;W nra;jpfisAk;>
tho;tpay; nra;jpfisAk; mwpe;J nfhs;s cjTfpwJ.
,yf;fpaq;fs; fhyf; fz;zhbahfj; jpfo;fpd;wd.
vdNt jhd; ,yf;fpaq;fs; fhyk; fle;Jk; mopahky;
tho;fpd;wd.
tphpthdk; - nrhytilfs;
nghk;kyhl;lf; fhl;rpfis rpWfijahf vOJf.
Kd;Diu:
nrhytilfs; vd;git rpW rpW njhlh;fshf tl;lhug;
Ngr;R tof;fpy; toq;fp tUgit. ,it Ngr;R nkhopapd;
mofpaiyAk; gz;ghl;Lf; $WfisAk; nfhz;bUf;Fk;.
nghUl;nrwpTkpf;fr; nrhytilfis ehl;Lg;Gw kf;fSk;
jk; Ngr;rpy; ,ay;ghfg; gad;gLj;Jfpd;wdh;. nrhytilia
'MSf; F xU Ntiy” vd; D k; fijapd; %yk;
ghh;f;fg;NghfpNwhk;.
xOq;fha; gs;spf;$lk; Nghfhky; Ciur; Rw;w te;j igad;.
mk;kh> mg;gh vt;tsT nrhy;ypAk; Nfl;ftpy;iy. 'vWk;G
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Cuf; fy;Yk; NjAk;”;fpw khjphp nfhQ;rk; nfhQ;rkhf
nghWikah ngw;Nwhh; mwpTiu $wpAk; me;jg; igad;
Nfl;ftpy;iy.
vWk;Gk;> NjdPAk; fw;gpj;j ghlk;:
vWk;igj; jd;Dld; tpisahl miof;fpd;whd;. Mdhy;
vWk;G 'Fly; $Of;F mOTjhk;. nfhz;il g+Tf;F
mOtjhk; ” vdf; F neiwa Nty fplf; F . ehd;
vq;Foe;ijfSf;Fj; jPdp nfhLf;fZk;. 'nrhg;gdj;jpy;
fz;l mhprp Nrhj;Jf;F MFkh” vdf; $wp jd; Ntiyia
vWk;G njhlh;e;jJ.
mLj;J NjdPia tpisahl mioj;jhd;. mjw;F NjdP
cdf;F jhd; Ntiy ,y;iy. 'Mapuk; fyk; ney;Yf;F xU
me;Jg;g+r;rp NghJk;. cd;idg; Nghy xU MS ,Ue;jh
vq;ff; $l;lNk nfl;Lg; NghapLk; vd;w $wp jd;
Ntiyiaj; njhlh;e;jJ.
khL fw;gpj;j ghlk;:
mtd; khl;il tpisahl mioj;jhd;. mjw;F khL
'fhtbg;ghuk; Rkf;fpwtDf;Fj;jhd; njhpAk;”. ,g;Ngh
cdf;Fj;jhd; Ntiy ,y;iy. ',Ug;gtDf;F GspNag;gk;ƒ
,y;yhjtDf;Fg; grpNag;gk;” ehd; vd; Kjyhspf;F
cg;G%l;il> Gsp%l;il vy;yhk; Rkf;fZk;. eP Ngh ehd; tuy
vd;wJ.
MikAk;> KaYk; fw;gpj;j ghlk;:
Mikia tpisahl mioff
; pdw
; hd.; Mdhy; MikNah
vdi
; dtpl Ntfkhf XLw KaNyhl Nghlb
; trr
; pUfN
; fd.;
ehd; nfhQr
; Neuk; $l tz
P hff
; hky; eleN
; j MfZk; vdw
; J.
Kaiy tpisahl miof;fpwhd;. mjw;F Kay; Nghd
jlit Mikaplk; Njhj; J g; Ngha; l ; N ld; ,e; j j;
jlitahtJ ehd; Ke;jp MfZk;. Mjdhy; ehd; Ntfkhf
XlZk; vdf; $wp jd; Ntiyiaj; njhlh;e;jJ.
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KbTiu:
rpWtd; jd; mk;khtplk; CU cyfj;Jy vy;yhUk; mtq;f
mtq;f Ntiyiag; ghh;f;fpwhq;f ehDk; gs;spf;$lk; nrd;W
gbf;Fk; Ntiyiag; ghh;f;fpNwd; vdf; $wp gs;spf; $lk;
nry;fpwhd;.
ePjp: fhyk; fz; Nghd;wJ flik nghd; Nghd;wJ.

fw;fz;L - Fw;wpaYfuk;> Fw;wpaypfuk;
I. FWtpdhf;fs;:
1. „Fw;wpaYfuk;… vd;Dk; nrhy;iyg; gphpj;J tpsf;fk; jUf.
FWik + ,ay; + cfuk; = Fw;wpaYfuk;
F> R> L> J> G> W Mfpa MW ty;ypd cfuq;fSk; nrhy;ypd;
,Wjpapy; tUk;NghJ jdf;Fhpa xU khj;jpiu mstpy;
,Ue;J Fiwe;J miu khj;jpiu msNt xypg;gNj
Fw;wpaYfuk; vdg;gLk;.
2. Kw;wpaYfuk; vd;why; vd;d? rhd;W jUf.
jdf;Fhpa xU khj;jpiu mstpy; ,Ue;J Fiwahky;
xypg;gJ Kw;wpaYfuk; vdg;gLk;.
(v.fh.) GF> gR> tpL.
3. Fw;wpaYfuk; vj;jid tifg;gLk;? mti ahit?
Fw;wpaYfuk; MW tifg;gLk;. mit.
1. neby;njhlh;f; Fw;wpaYfuk 2
; Maj
; jn
; jhlhf
; ; Fww
; paYfuk;
3. caph;njhlh;f; Fw;wpaYfuk ;4. td;njhlh;f; Fw;wpaYfuk;
5. nkd;njhlhf
; ; Fww
; paYfuk; 6. ,iljn
; jhlhf
; ; Fww
; paYfuk;
4. Fw;wpaypfuk; vd;why; vd;d? v.fh. jUf.
Fw;wpaYfur; nrhy;Yf;F Kd; „afuj;ij… Kjyhf cilar;
nrhy; tUk; NghJ epiynkhop <w;wpy; tUk; „cfuk;… „,fukhf…
khWk;. mt;thW khWk; NghJ ,fuk; jdf;Fhpa xUkhj;jpiu
mstpy; ,Ue;J Fiwe;J miu khj;jpiu mstpy; xypg;gNj
Fw;wpaypfuk; MFk;. (v.fh.) ehL + ahJ = ehbahJ.
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ftpijg; Ngio

:
:
ciueil cyfk; :
tphpthdk;
:
fw;fz;L
:
tho;tpay;
:

,ay; - 2
1. fhL
2. mg;gbNa epw;fl;Lk; me;jkuk;
tpyq;Ffs; cyfk;
,e;jpa tdkfd;
ehy;tiff; FWf;fq;fs;
jpUf;Fws;

ftpijg; Ngio - 1. fhL
I. rpWtpdhf;fs;:
1. „fhL… ghlypy; tpyq;Ffspd; nray;fshff; ftpQh;
$Wtdtw;iw vOJf.
* fhL ghlypy; kapy;fs; eldkhLk;.
* gd;wpfs; fpoq;Ffisj; Njhz;b cz;Zk;.
* mjidf; fz;L eQ;rpid cila ghk;Gfs; fyf;fkilAk;.
* ehpf;$l;lk; CisapLk;.
* kpFe;j RitAila jioia ahidfs; jpd;wgb Gjpa eil
NghLk;.
* kuq;fspy; Fapy;fs; $Tk;.
* rpq;fk;> Gyp> fub> rpWj;ij Nghd;w tpyq;fpdq;fs; vq;Fk;
miye;J jphpAk;.
2. ftpQh; Rujh - Fwpg;G vOJf.
,aw;ngah
: ,uhrNfhghyd;
gpwe;j Mz;L
: 1921
Ch;
: ehif khtl;lk; - gioaD}h;
ngw;Nwhh;
: jpUNtq;flk; - nrz;gfk;
gl;lk;
: fiykhkzp
tpUJ
: ghNte;jh; tpUJ
rpwg;Gg;ngah;
: ctikfspd; ftpQh;> ftpQh; jpyfk;>
jd;khdf; ftpQh;.
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vOjpa E}y;fs;

: rphpg;gpd; epoy;> RtUk; Rz;zhk;Gk;.
Njd;kio> JiwKfk;.

II. rpe;jid tpdh:
1. fhl;il „,awi
; f tpLjp… vdW
; ftpQh; $wf; fhuzk; vdd
; ?
* tpyq;Ffs; fhl;by; cs;s czTfis kl;Lk; cz;Zk;.
* fhl;by; jd; Njitfisg; g+h;j;jp nra;J nfhs;Sk;.
* fhLfs; tpyq;Ffs; jq;Fk; ,lkhf ,Uf;fpwJ.
vdNt jhd; fhl;il „,aw;if tpLjp… vd;W ftpQh;
$Wfpwhh;.

2. mg;gbNa epw;fl;Lk;me;jkuk;
I. rpWtpdh:
1. ehty; kuk; gw;wpa epidTfshff; ftpQh; $Wtd ahit?
xUehs; mbj;j #iwf;fhw;wpy; ehty; kuk; NtNuhL
rha;e;Jtpl;lJ.
CUf;F mk;kuk; gad;gl;ljhy; Ch;kf;fs; ahtUk; mq;F
tpiue;J nrd;W Jf;fk; tprhhpj;jdh;.
Mdhy; ftpQh;f;F kl;Lk; mJ ePq;fhj epidthf
kdjpDs; N s Fd; W fspd; eLtpy; khkiy Nghy;
fhzg;gl;lJ vd;W ftpQh; $Wfpwhh;.
II. rpe;jid tpdh:
1. ngUq;fhw;wpy; tPo;e;j kuj;ij ftpQh; Vd; ghh;f;f
tpUk;gtpy;iy?
* ,k;kuk; ngUtho;T tho;e;j kuk;.
* ,k;kuk; New;W ,uT Nga;f;fhw;wpy; NtNuhL
rha;e;Jtpl;ljhy; vd; kdk; kpfTk; Ntjid milfpwJ.
* kuk; kukhf epw;Fk;NghJ vy;NyhUf;Fk; gad;gl;ljhy;
mjd; mopitf; fhz ftpQhpd; kdk; tpUk;gtpy;iy.
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ciueil - tpyq;Ffs; cyfk;
I. rpWtpdhf;fs;:
1. fhLfshy; tpisAk; ed;ikfs; ahit?
* kio nga;a fhLfs; fhuzkha; cs;sd.
* tdtpyq;FfSf;F GfyplkhAk; cs;sd.
* kz; mhpg;igj;jLj;jy;> rpw;whWfs; Njhd;w fhuzkhf
,Uj;jy; njhopy; tsh;r;rpf;F cjTjy;> %ypiffs; jUjy;
vd vz;zw;w ed;ikfs; ekf;F fhLfshy; fpilf;fpd;wd.
* fhl;L tpyq;FfsplkpUe;J je;jk;> Njhy;> eWkzg;nghUs;
Kjypa gytifg; nghUl;fs; fpilf;fpd;wd.
2. rpq;fk; gw;wp Fwpg;G - tiuf.
* cyfpy; Mrpa rpq; f k; Mg; g phpf; f r; rpq; f k; vd
,uz;Ltifr; rpq;fq;fs; tho;fpd;wd.
* F[uhj; khepyj;jpy; „fPh; ruzhyaj;jpy;… kl;LNk ,e;jtif
rpq;fq;fs; cs;sd.
* xNu fhl;by; rpq;fKk;> GypAk; thohJ.
* rpq;fk; grp ,y;yhjNghJ mjd; mUfpy; NtW ve;j caph;fs;
te;jhYk; fz;L nfhs;shJ.
* ngUk;ghYk; ngz;rpq;fq;fNs Ntl;ilahLk;.
* rpq;fk; czitNah> vjphpfisNah gpd;gf;fk; epd;W
jhf;fhJ NeUf;F Neh;epd;W jhf;Fk;. mjdhy; jhd;
'fhl;bd; uh[h” vd miof;fg;gLfpwJ.
3. Gypfs; Fwpj;J ePq;fs; mwpe;J nfhz;l nra;jpiaj;
njhFj;J
vOJf.
* Gyp ,utpy; kl;LNk Ntl;ilahLk; jd;ik nfhz;lJ.
* Gypfs; jdpj;J thOk;,ay;Gilait.
* jdJ Fl;bfis ,uz;L Mz;Lfs; tiu tsh;j;J tUk;.
* Fl; b fs; Ntl; i lahlf; fw; w Tld; mtw; W f; f hd
vy;iyfisAk; gphpj;Jj; jdpahfmDg;gptpLk;.
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* Gypapd; cWky; %d;W fpNyhkPl;lh; tiu Nfl;Fk;.
* cyf mstpy; mnkhpff
; htpy; jhd; Gypfs; mjpfkhf css
; J.
* Gypjhd; fhl;bd; tsj;ijf; Fwpf;Fk; FwpaPL.
* Gypia 'gz;Gs;s tpyq;F” vd;W miof;fpNwhk;.
II. neLtpdh:
1. kdpjdpd; Kjy; ,Ug;gplkhd fhLfs; gw;wpAk;>
mq;FthOk; tpyq;Ffs; gw;wpAk; njhFj;J vOJf?
fhLfs;;:
kdpjdpd; Kaw;rpapd;wp tsh;;e;j kuq;fs; nrbfs;> nfhbfs;>
Gy;> Gjh;fs;> g+r;rpapdq;fs;> gwitfs;> tpyq;Ffs; Nghd;w
gy;Yaph;fspd; tho;tplk; fhlhFk;.
fhLfspd; gad;fs;:
fhLfs; kz;zhpg;ig jLf;fpd;wd.
rpw;whWfis cUthf;Ffpd;wd> njhopy; tsh;r;rpf;F
cjTfpd;wd.
kUe; J g; n ghUs; f isAk; > %ypifg; nghUs; f isAk;
jUfpd;wd. vdNt fhLfis ghJfhf;fNtz;Lk;.
fhl;by; thOk; tpyq;Ffspd; jd;ikfs;:
ahid:
Mrpa ahidfspy; Mz; ahidf;F je;jk; cz;L> ngz;
ahidf;F je;jk; ,y;iy.
Mg;gphpf;f ahidfspy; ,uz;Lf;FNk je;jk; cz;L.
ahidfs; $l;lkhf thOk; mf;$l;lj;jpw;F ngz; ahid
jiyik jhq;Fk;.
xU ehs; xd;Wf;F 250 fpNyh Gy; ,iy> jiofis czthf
cl;nfhs;Sk;.
Fbf;f 65 ypl;lh; jz;zPh; Njitg;gLk;.
ahid kpFe;j epidthw;wy; nfhz;l tpyq;fhFk;.
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fub:
* fub Xh; midj;J cz;zp.
* fiuahd; mjw;F kpftk; gpbj;j czthFk;.
* fubapd; mlh;e;j Kbfs; NjdPf;fsplk; ,Ue;J jd;id
fhg;ghw;Wtjw;F cjTk;.
* ed;F tsh;e;j fub 160 fpNyh viltiu ,Uf;Fk;.
Gyp:
* Gyp jdpj;J thOk; ,ay;GilaJ.
* xU Fwpg;gpl;l vy;iyf;Fs; xUGyp kl;LNk thOk;.
* Gyp 90-ehl;fspy; ,uz;L my;yJ %d;W Fl;bfis <Dk;.
* jdJ Fl;bfis ,uz;L Mz;Lfs; tiu tsh;j;J tUk;.
* Gypjhd; fhl;bd; tsj;ijf; Fwpf;Fk; FwpaPL.
* Gyp jdf;F Njitahd czit Ntl;ilahbagpd;G> NtW
ve;j tpyq;FfisAk; Ntl;ilahLtJ ,y;iy. ,jdhy; ,J
'gz;Gs;s tpyq;F” vd miof;fg;gLfpwJ.
III. rpe;jid tpdh:
1. fhLfis mopg;gjhy; Vw;gLk; tpisTfis vOJf.
* fhLfis mopg;gjhy; kiotsk; FiwfpwJ.
* kz;zhpg;G Vw;gLk;.
* G+kp ntg;gkakhFk;.
* ejpfspd; ePNuhl;lk; Fiwe;J twl;rp Vw;gLfpwJ.
*
kUe; J g; n ghUs; f Sk; . %ypifg; nghUs; f Sk;
Fiwe;JtpLk;.

tphpthdk; - ,e;jpa tdkfd;
Kd;Diu:
gpuk;kGj;jpuh Mw;wpd; eLtpy; cs;s %q;fpy; kl;LNk tsuf;
$ba kzy; jPTfspy; [hjt; gNaq; fhl;bid cUthf;fpa
tpjk; gw;wp ,f;fl;Liuapy; fhz;Nghk;.
fhl;il cUthf;Fk; vz;zk;:
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1979 Mk; Mz;by; gpuk;kGj;jpuh Mw;wpy; ntUnts;sk;
Vw;gl;lJ. nts;sj;jpy; mbj;J tug;gl;l Vuhskhd ghk;Gfs;>
kuq;fs; ,y;yjhjjhy; ,we;J Nghapd cyfpy; cs;s
kuq;fs; mope;J tpl;lhy; kdpjDk; ,g;gbj;jhd; ,we;J
Nghthd; vd;w vz;zk; [hjt; gNaq;fpd; cs;sj;ij
cWj;jpaJ. mg;nghONj ,e;jj; jPT KOtJk; kuq;fis
tsh;f;f Ntz;Lk; vd;w vz;zk; mtUf;F cUthdJ.
fhl;il cUthf;fpa tpjk;:
[hjt; gNaq; jk; ifapy; fpilj;j tpijfis tpijj;J
jz;zPh; Cw;wp te;jhh;. xU tpij $l Kisf;ftpy;iy.
gpwF ,qF %q; f py; kl; L Nk tsUk; vd; g ij
tdj;Jiwapdh; %yk; mwpe;J nfhz;L %q;fpy; kuj;ij
kl;Lk; tsh;j;jhh;.
gpd;dh; muR r%ff; fhLfs; tsh;g;Gj; jpl;lj;Jld;
,ize; J jP T KOtJk; gy; N tW kuq; f is elj;
njhlq; f pdhh; . mJTk; tsutpy; i y. Ntshz; i kg;
Nguhrphpah; [hJehj; MNyhridapd; g b kz; z pd;
jd;ikia khw;w kz;GOf;fisAk; rptg;G
fl;nlWk;GfisAk; Ch;e;J nry;yr; nra;jhh;. mjdhy;
kz;zpd; jd;ikAk; rpwpJ rpwpjhf khwpaJ. mjd;gpd; mth;
el;l kuq;fs; midj;Jk; tsh;e;J nghpa fhlhf khwpaJ.
mq;F fhy; eilfis tsh;j;J mtw;wpd; rhzj;ij
,aw;if cukhfg; gad; gLJ;jpdhh;. fhlhf khwpajhy;
gwitfs;> vy;yh tpyq;FfSk; gyTk; tuj; njhlq;fpd.
KbTiu:
2012 Mk; Mz;L [hjTf;F ',e;jpa tdkfd;” vd;Dk;
gl;lj;ij toq;fpAs;sJ. kw;Wk; gjk;= tpUijAk; ngw;whh;.
[hjt; Nghd;W ehKk; xU fhl;il cUthf;f Kay;Nthk;.
kuk; tsh;g;Nghk; kio ngWNthk; ehl;bd; tsk; fhg;Nghk;;.
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fw;fz;L - ehy;tiff; FWf;fq;fs;
I. FWtpdhf;fs;:
1. Ifhuf; FWf;fk; vd;why; vd;d? rhd;W jUf.
Ifhuf; FWf;fk; vd;gJ nrhw;fspd; Kjy;> ,il> ,Wjp
Mfpa ,lq;fspy; tUk;NghJ jdf;Fhpa ,uz;L khj;jpiu
mstpypUe;J Fiwe;J xypg;gJ Ifhuf; FWf;fk; vdg;gLk;.
rhd;W: itak;> rikay;> gwit.
2. nrhy;ypd; Kjy;> ,il> ,Wjp Mfpa ,lq;fspy; Ifhuf;
FWf;fk; ngWk; khj;jpiu msT ahJ?
Ifhuk; nrhy;ypd; Kjypy; tUk; NghJ xd;wiu khj;jpiu
msT MFk;.
Ifhuk; nrhy;ypd; ,ilapYk;> ,WjpapYk;> tUk;NghJ xU
khj;jpiu msT MFk;.
3. xsfhuf; FWf;fk; vd;why; vd;d? rhd;W jUf.
xsfhuf; FWf;fk; vd;gJ nrhw;fspd; Kjypy; tUk;NghJ
jdf;Fhpa ,uz;L khj;jpiu mstpypUe;J Fiwe;J
xd;wiu khj;jpiu mstha; Fiwe;J xypg;gJ xsfhuf;
FWf;fk; vdg;gLk;. rhd;W: xsitahh;> ntsthy;.
4. kfuf;FWf;fk; vd;why; vd;d? rhd;W jUf.
kfuf; F Wf; f k; vd; g J jdf; F hpa miu khj; j piu
mstpypUe;J Fiwe;J fhy; khj;jpiu mstha; xypg;gJ
kfuf;FWf;fk; vdg;gLk;. rhd;W: NghYk; vd;gJ Nghd;k;>
kUSk; vd;gJ kUz;k;.
5. Ma;jf; FWf;fk; vd;why; vd;d? rhd;w jUf.
Ma;j vOj;J jdf;Fhpa miukhj;jpiu mstpypUe;J
Fiwe;J fhy; khj;jpiu mstha; xypg;gJ Ma;jf; FWf;fk;
vdg;gLk;. rhd;W: Ks; + jPJ = K‡BJ> fy; + jPJ = f‡wPJ
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6. FWf;fq;fs; vj;jid tifg;gLk;? mit ahit?
FWf;fq;fs; ehd;F tifg;gLk;. mit:
1. Ifhuf; FWf;fk;

2. xsfhuf; FWf;fk;

3. kfuf; FWf;fk;

4. Ma;jf; FWf;fk;

7. xsfhuk; vg;nghOJ KOikahf xypf;Fk;?
Xsfhuk; jdpj;J tUk; ,lq;fspy; jdf;Fhpa ,uz;L
khj;jpiu mstpy; KOikahf xypf;Fk;.
8. FWf;fk; vd;gJ ahJ?
rpy vOj;Jfs; rpy ,lq;fspy; jkf;Fhpa fhy msit tplf;
Fiwe;J xypf;Fk; vOj;Jfisf; FWf;fk; vd;gh;.

tho;tpay; - jpUf;Fws;
I. nghUs; jUf:
1. tha;ik

-

cz;ik

2. <l;ly;

-

Nrh;j;jy;

3. mOf;fhL

-

nghwhik

4. jPJ

-

Jd;gk;

5. Mf;fk;

-

nry;tk;

II. gphpj;J vOJf:
1. ngha;ahnjhOfpd; - ngha;ahJ + xOfpd;
2. ahnjhd;Wk;

-

3. mUl;nry;tk;

- mUs; + nry;tk;

4. fz;zpd;W

- fz; + epd;W

5. jd;idr;RLk;

ahJ + xd;Wk;

-jd;id + RLk;
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III. vjph;r;nrhy;:
1. nka;

X

ngha;

2. typNahh;

X

nkypNahh;

3. ed;ik

X

jPik

4. fhj;jy;

X

mopj;jy;

5. td;nrhy;

X

,d;nrhy;

IV. FWtpdhf;fs;:
1. vg;NghJ jd;neQ;Nr jd;id tUj;Jk;?
xUtd; jd; neQ;rwpa ngha; $wpdhy;> mg;ngha;Na
mtid tUj;Jk;.
2. thOk; newp ahJ?
xUtd; jd; neQ;rpy; nghwhikapy;yhj Fzj;ijNa
xOf;f newpahff; nfhz;L tho Ntz;Lk;.
3. cyfj;jhh; cs;sq;fspy; vy;yhk; ,Ug;gtd; ahh;?
cs; s j; j py; ngha; ,y; y hky; tho; g th;
cs;sq;fspy; vy;yhk; ,Ug;gtd; Mth;.

cyfj; j hh;

4. rhd;Nwhuhy; Muhag;gLtJ vJ?
nghwhik cilatUila nry; t Kk; > nghwhik
,y;yhjtUila tWikAk; rhd;Nwhuhy; Muhag;gLk;.
5. ahUila tho;tpy; Jd;gk; ,y;iy?
gpwUila Fw; w j; i jf; fhz; g J Nghy; jd; D ila
Fw;wj;ijAk; fhz;gtUila tho;tpy; Jd;gk; ,y;iy.
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I. rpWtpdhf;fs;:
1. jpUf;Fws; - E}w;Fwpg;G jUf.
jpU + Fws; - jpUf;Fws;> Fws; ntz;ghf;fshy; Md E}y;
Mjypy; ,e;E}y; ,g;ngah; ngw;wJ.
mwk;> nghUs;. ,d;gk; vd %d;W ngUk; gphpTfis
cilaJ.
133 mjpfhuq;fisAk; 1330 Fwl;ghf;fisAk; cilaJ.
gjpndz;fPo;f;fzf;F E}y;fSs;
„cyfg;nghJkiw… vd miof;fg;gLfpwJ.

xd;W>

,J

,jw;F Kg;ghy;> nja;tE}y; ngha;ahnkhop vd;Dk; NtW
ngah;fSk; cz;L.
2. tha;ikiag; gw;wp tpsf;fp vOJf.
tha;ik vdg;gLtJ gpwUf;F jPq;F juhj nrhw;fisr;
nrhy;Yjy; MFk;.
xUth; jd;neQ;rwpe;J ngha; nrhy;Yjy; $lhJ. mt;thW
$wpdhy; mth; neQ;rNk mtid tUj;Jk;.
cs; s j; j py; ngha; ,y; y hky; tho; e ; j hy; >
cs;sq;fspy; vy;yhk; epiyj;J epw;gth; Mthh;.

cyfj; j hh;

3. Gwq;$whik ,iwkhl;rp gw;wp tpthpj;J vOJf.
xUtUf;F Neh;epd;W fLikahd nrhw;fisf; $wyhk;.
Mdhy; mth; ,y;yhj NghJ Gwq;$Wjy; $lhJ.
gpwUila Fw; w j; i jf; fhz; g J Nghy; > jd; D ila
Fw;wj;ijAk; fhz;gtUila tho;tpy; Jd;gk; ,y;iy vd;W
Gwq;$whik gw;wp ts;Sth; $Wfpd;whh;.
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nghUs; tUk; topfis mwpjYk;> ey;topfspy; nghUisr;
Nrh;j;jYk;> Nrh;j;j nghUisg; ghJfhj;jYk;> fhj;jg;
nghUisg; gaDs;s tifapy; jpl;lkpl;Lr; nrytpLjYk;
murpd; nrayhFk; vd ,iwkhl;rp gw;wp ts;Sth;
$Wfpd;whh;.

fbjk; - Gfhh; fbjk;
FbePh; trjp Ntz;b Cuhl;rp xd;wpa MizaUf;F $l;L
tpz;zg;gk; tiuf.
mDg;Geh;:
Ch;nghJ kf;fs;>
kPdhl;rp efh;>
nrd;id - 99.
ngWeh;:
Cuhl;rp xd;wpa Mizah; mth;fs;>
Cuhl;rp xd;wpa Mizah; mYtyfk;>
nrd;id - 99.
kjpg;gpw;Fhpa Iah:
nghUs;: FbePh; trjp Ntz;Ljy; rhh;ghf.
tzf;fk;. vq;fs; Chpy; FbePh; trjp ,y;yhky; kf;fs;
jtpf;fpwhh;fs;. FbePh; trjp ,y;yhky; gpw Ch;fSf;Fr;
nrd;W FbePh; vLj;J tUk; epiyik cs;sJ. ,jdhy;
gs; s pf; F r; nry; Y k; Foe; i jfSk; . ,isQh; f Sk;
ghjpf;fg;gLfpwhh;fs;. vdNt jaT nra;J vq;fs; Chpy;
FbeP h ; trjp nra; J jUkhW gzpTld; Nfl; L f;
nfhs;fpNwhk;.
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ed;wp>
,lk; :

,g;gbf;F

ehs;:

Ch; nghJ kf;fs;

ciwNky; Kfthp:
ngWeh;:
Cuhl;rp xd;wpa Mizah; mth;fs;>
Cuhl;rp xd;wpa Mizah; mYtyk;>
nrd;id - 99.

fl;Liu - rpWNrkpg;G
Fwpg;Gr;rl;lk;:
1. Kd;Diu
2. Nrkpg;G
3. Nrkpf;Fk; Kiw
4. rpf;fdk;
5. Nrkpg;gpd; gad;fs;
6. KbTiu
Kd;Diu:
„rpWJsp ngUnts;sk;… vd;gJ Nrkpg;ig gw;wp czh;j;Jk;
gonkhop MFk;. jhDk; ,d;Gw;W gpwiuAk; ,d;Gwr; nra;a
nghUs; kpfj; Njit MFk;. mg;nghUspid vy;NyhUk;
ngw;wpUf;f ,ayhJ. Mdhy; mg;nghUspid Nrkpf;f
,aYk;. Nrkpg;gjd; mtrpaj;ijg; gw;wp ,f;fl;Liuapy;
fhz;Nghk;.
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Nrkpg;G:
'<l;b vl;ba kl;Lk; ghAk;
gzk; ghjhs kl;Lk; ghAk;”.
vd;gd Md;Nwhh; nkhopfs;. nghUspy;yhh;f;Fk; ,t;Tyfk;
,y;iy vd;W ts;Sth; Fwspy; $wpAs;shh;. vdNt
,j;jifa rpwg;G kpF nry;tj;ij Nrkpj;J itj;jy;
Ntz;Lk;.
Nrkpf;Fk; Kiw:
$ypj; njhopyhsp Kjy; Miyj; njhopyhsp tiu
midtUk; Nrkpf;fyhk;. Nrkpf;f tpUk;GNthh; mtuth;
jFjpf;Nfw;g muR tFj;Js;s Nrkpg;G jpl;lq;fs;> mQ;ry;
mYtyfk;> Nrkpg;G tq;fp vd gy jpl;lq;fs; %ykhfTk;
Nrkpf;fyhk;. khzth;fsplk; Nrkpg;G gof;fj;ij Vw;gLj;j
„rQ;rhapfh… vd;w jpl;lk; gs;spapy; nray;gLfpwJ.
rpf;fdk;:
ehk; xt;nthUtUk; gzj;ij rpf;fdkhfr; nrytpl
Ntz;Lk;. ekJ FLk;gr; nrytpdq;fisj; jpl;lkpl;L
nra;jhy;> xU rpwpa mstpyhd gzj;ijr; Nrkpf;f ,aYk;.
rpf;fdkhf tho;e;jhy; vjph;fhyk; ed;whf ,Uf;Fk;.
Nrkpg;gpd; gad;fs;:
ciof;Fk; fhyj;jpy; Nrkpf;Fk; gzk; Xa;T fhyj;jpYk; cly;
eyk; Fd;Wk; NghJ Fd;nwd cjTfpwJ. gps;isfspd;
gbg;Gf;Fk;> gpw NjitfSf;Fg; gad;gLfpwJ.
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KbTiu:
'rpf;fdk; tPl;ilf; fhf;Fk;
Nrkpg;G ehl;ilf; fhf;Fk;”.
vdNt ehk; Nrkpg;ig filgpbj;J ek; tho;it rpwg;ghf
mikj;Jf; nfhs;Nthk;.

,ay; - 3
ftpijg; Ngio

ciueil cyfk;

:

1. Gyp jq;fpa Fif

:

2. ghQ;irtsk;

:

Njrpak; fhj;j nrk;ky;
gRk;nghd; Kj;Juhkypq;fNjth;

tphpthdk;

:

fg;gNyhl;baj; jkpoh;
fw;fz;L: tof;F

ftpijg; Ngio - Gyp jq;fpa Fif
I. rpWtpdh:
1. jk; kfd; Fwpj;Jj; jha; $wpa nra;jpfisj; njhFj;J
vOJf.
vd; kfd; vq;Fs;shd; vd;W vdf;Fj; njhpatpy;iy.
Gyp jq;fpr; nrd;w Fif Nghy mtidg; ngw;nwLj;j tapW
vd;dplk; cs;sJ.
,q;F ,y;iy vdpy; Nghh;f;fsj;jpy; ,Uf;ff; $Lk;.
mq;F nrd;W fhz;ghahf vd;W jha; $Wfpwhs;.
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II. rpWtpdh:
1. jha; jd; tapw;iwg; Gyp jq;fpr; nrd;w FifNahL
xg;gpLtJ Vd;?
Gyp Fwpg;gpl;l fhyk; tiu jd; Fifapy; ghJfhg;ghf
,Uf;Fk;. mq;F ,Ug;gJ Gypf;F ngUik ,y;iy.
Fwpg;gpl;l fhyk te;jJk; jd; tPur;nray;fis ntspg;gLj;j
jd; Fifia tpl;L ntspNa nry;fpwJ.
,ijNghy; vd; tapw;wpy; ,Ue;j vdJ kfd; jd; tPur;
nraiy ntspg;gLj;j Nghh;fsj;jpw;F nry;fpwhd; ,t;thW
nry;tJ Fifia tpl;Lg;Gyp nry;tjw;F xg;gpl;Lf;
$Wfpwhs;.

2. ghQ;ir tsk;
I. rpWtpdhf;fs;:
1. ghQ;rhyf; Fwpr;rpapd; tPLfs; vt;thW ,Uf;Fk;?
ghQ;rhyf; Fwpr;rpapd; tPLfspy;
nra;ag;gl;l Nkilfs; ,Uf;Fk;.

kzpfshy;

moF

tPLfs; vy;yhk; kjpy;fshy; #og;gl;l khbtPLfshf
,Uf;Fk;. tPl;Lf;fjTfs; kpfTk; Neh;j;jpahfTk; nry;tk;
epiwe;jitahfTk; ,Uf;Fk;.
2. ghQ;rhyf; Fwpr;rpapy; cs;s gwitfs;> tpyq;Ffspd;
,ay;ig gw;wpf; $Wf?
ghQ; r hyf; Fwpr; r papy;
nfhl;bYk; ,Uf;Fk;.

ahidf;

$l; l Kk;

Nrhiyfspy; Fapy;fs; $Tk;.
kapy;fs; ehl;bd; tsj;ijf; $wp tpisahLk;.

Fjpiuf;
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KayhdJ jd;idg; gpbf;f tUk; Ntl;il ehia vjph;j;J
tpul;b tpLk;.
II. rpe;jid tpdh:
1. ehl;Lg;Gwf; fijg;ghly;fspy; fl;lnghk;kd; nghpJk;
Gfog;glf; fhuzk; vd;d?
fl;lnghk;kd; jkpofj;jpy; Mq;fpNyah; Ml;rpiag; vjph;j;J
Nghhpl;l 18k; E}w;whz;ilr; Nrh;e;j ghisaf;fhu kd;dh;.
fl;lnghk;kid khztr; rKjhak; mwpe;J
nfhs;tjw;fhftk; ghQ;rhyf; Fwpr;rpapy; tho;e;j kf;fs; jd;
kd;diu gyUk; mwpe;J nfhs;tjwfhfTk; ehl;LGwf;
fijg;ghly;fspy; fl;lg;nghk;kd; nghpJk; Gfo;g;gl;lhh;.

Njrpak; fhe;j nrk;ky;
I. rpWtpdhf;fs;:
1. Nejh[pAld; Kj; J uhkypq; f j; N jth;
njhlh;Gg;gw;wp vOJf?
'tq;fr;rpq;fk;”;
re;jpuNgh];.

vd;W

Nghw;wg;gl;lth;

nfhz; l

Nejh[p

Rgh\;

Nejh[pia jkJ murpay; FUthf Vw;Wf; nfhz;lth;
Kj;Juhkypq;fj;Njth;.
Kj;Juhkypq;fj;Njth; miog;ig Vw;Wf; fp.gp. 1939 Mk;
Mz;L nrk;glk;guj; jpq;fs; Mwhk; ehs; Nejh[p kJiuf;F
tUif je;jhh;.
Nejh[p njhlq; f pa ,e; j pa Njrpa ,uhZtj; j py;
Kj;Juhkypq;fj; Njthpd; Kaw;rpapy; vuhskhd jkpoh;fs;
,ize;jdh;.
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Kj;Juhkypq;fj;Njth; Nejh[p vd;Dk; ngaupy; thu,jo;
xd;iwAk; elj;jpdhh;.
2. njhopyhsh; eyDf;fhf Kj;Juhkypq;fj;Njth; nra;j
njhz;Lfs; ahit?
1938 fhyf;fl;lj;jpy; kJiuapy; 23-njhopyhsh; rq;fj;jpd;
jiytuhfj; Njth; jpfo;e;jhh;.
kJiuapypUe;J E}w;G Miy xd;wpy; Ntiy nra;j
njhopyhsh;fspd; chpikf;fhfj; Njhoh; g. IPthde;jj;Jld;
,ize;J 1938 Mk; Mz;L Nghuhl;lk; elj;jpdhh;.
mjw;fhf VOjpq;fs; rpiwj;jz;lid ngw;whh;.
coth;fspd; eyd; fhf;f ,uh[ghisaj;jpy; kpfg;nghpa
mstpyhd khehL xd;iw elj;jpdhh;.
ngz; njhopyhsh;fSk; kfg;NgW fhyj;jpy; Cjpaj;Jld;
$ba tpLg;G Ntz;Lk; vd;W Nghuhbdhh;.
II. neLtpdh:
Fw;wg;guk;giur; rl;lk;:
Mq;fpy Ml;rpapy; kf;fis xLf;Ftjw;fhf nfhz;L
tug;gl;lJ Fw;wg;guk;giu rl;lkhFk;.
1934-Mk; Mz;L Nk 12> 13Mfpa Njjpfspy; fOjpapy;
Fw;wg;guk;giur; rl;lvjph;g;G khehL elj;jpdhh;.
mtuJ njhlh; Nghuhl;lj;jhy; 1948 Mk; Mz;L mr;rl;lk;
ePf;fg;gl;lJ.
Mya EioTg; Nghuhl;lk;:
kJiu kPdhl;rpak;kd; NfhtpYf;F nry;y xUrhuUf;F jil
,Ue;jJ.
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1939-Mk; Mz;L [Piyj; jpq;fs; vl;lhk; ehs; kJiu
itj;jpaehjh; Nfhtpy; EioTg; Nghuhl;lk; elj;jj;
jpl;lkpl;lhu;.
Njth; jpUr; R opapy; ,Ue; j mh; r ; r fu; f s; ,Utiu
mioj;Jte;J Mya EioTg; Nghuhl;lj;ij ntw;wpngwr;
nra;jhh;.
njhopyhsh; eyg;Nghuhl;lk;:
kJiupaypUe; j E}w; G Miy xd; w py; Ntiynra; j
njhopyhsh;fspd; chpikf;fhfj; Njhoh; g.
[Pthde;jj;Jld; ,ize;J 1938 Mk; Mz;L Nghuhl;lk;
elj;jpdhh;.
ngz; njhopyhsh;fSf;F kfg;NgW fhyj;jpy; Cjpaj;Jld;
$ba tpLg;G Ntz;Lk; vd;w Nghuhbdhh;.
I. rpe;jid tpdh:
1. rpwe;j jiytUf;Fhpa gz;Gfs; vit vd ePq;fs;
fUJfpwhh;fs;?
* Jbg;G* ek;gpf;if* ijhpak; * fz;zpak;
* JzpT* ngUe;jd;ik* jiyikj;Jtk; * RacWjp
* gyte;jkhd Mw;wy; * xOf;fk;.

tphpthdk; - fg;gNyhl;baj; jkpoh;
Kd;Diu:
njd;dhl;by; cs;s J}j;Jf;Fb me;ehspy; ve;ehl;ltUk;
mwpe;j JiwKf efuk;. jd;dyk; Jwe;j jdpg;ngUk;
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njhz;lh; t. c. rpjk;gudhh;. ,th; ,e;jpaf; flyhl;rp vkNj
vdf; fUjp ,Wkhe;jpUe;j Mq;fpNyah;fs; nghwpfyq;fp
newp kaq;ff; fhuzkhf ,Ue;jth; fg;gNyhl;baj; jkpoh;
Mthh;.
gpwg;G:
kPd; tsk; nfhopf;Fk; J}j;Jf;Fb khtl;lj;jpy; cs;s
Xl;lg;gplhuk; vd;w Chpy; 1872 Mk; Mz;L nrg;lk;gh; 5 Mk;
ehs; rpjk;gudhh; gpwe;jhh;. ,tUila ngw;Nwhh; cyfehjd;>
gukhap mk;khs; Mth;. ,th; midtuhYk; ghuhl;lg;gl;L
kpfr; rpwe;j tof;fwpQh; vd;w Gfog;ngw;whh;.
fg;gy; epWtdk;;
Mq; f pNya fg; g y; Nghf; F tuj; j pd; Vf Nghfj; j pw; F
Kw;Wg;Gs;sp itf;f vz;zpdhh;. t.c.rp mth; etk;gh; 12.
1906 ,y; RNjrp ];Bk; NetpNf\d; epWtdj;ij epwtpdhh;.
Mq;fpNyah;f;F vjpuhf J}j;Jf;Fb nfhOk;G fg;gy;
Nghf; F tuj; i jf; Fiwe; j fl; l zj; j py; elj; j pdhy;
'fg;gNyhl;baj; jkpod;” vd;w Gfo; ngw;whh;.
Njrpa czh;T:
t.c.rp mth;fs; jtwhd Mq;fpNyah muirg; gw;wp ,e;jpa
kf;fspilNa tpopg;gzh;r;rp Vw;gLj;Jk; Nehf;fj;Jld;
,Ue;jhh;. Mq;fpNya mjpfhhpfs; Vw;fdNt mth; kPJ
nfhz;l ntWg;gpdhy; ,r;nraiy muRf;F vjpuhd
JNuhfk; vd;W Fw;wk; rhl;b khh;r; 12 1908 md;W mtiuf;
ifJ nra;J rpiwapy; milj;jdh;. ,thpd; Gul;rpfukhd
kdg; g hd; i kiag; ghh; j ; J mQ; r pa Mq; f pNyah; f s;
rpjk;gudhh;f;F MAs; jz;lid mspj;jdh;.
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KbTiu:
J}j; J f; F bj; JiwKfk; 't.c.rp JiwKfk; ” vd
miof;fg;gLfpwJ. ,thpd; E}w;whz;L tpoh epidthf
rpwg;G jghy; jiyia ntspapl;lJ ek; jkpof muR.
jkpofj;jpd; tpLjiyf;fhfg; ghLgl;l rpjk;gudhh; 1936
etk;gh; 18 ,y; ,we;jhh;. ,d;Wk; ek; epidTfspy; tho;e;J
nfhz;L ,Uf;fpwhh;.

fw;fz;L - tof;F
I. FWtpdhf;fs;:
1. tof;F vd;why; vd;d?
ek; Kd;Ndhh;fs; ve;nje;jr; nrhw;fis vd;ndd;d
nghUspy; gad;gLj;jpdhh;fNsh> mtw;iw mt;thNw
toq;FtJ tof;F vdg;gLk;.
2. tof;F vj;jid tifg;gLk;? mit ahit?
tof;F ,Utifg;gLk;. mit ,ay;G tof;F> jFjp tof;F
MFk;.
3. ,yf;fzKilaJ vd;why; vd;d? rhd;W jUf.
,yf;fz newp khwhky; Kiwahf mike;j
,yf;fzKilaJ MFk;. rhd;W: epyk;. kuk;.

nrhy;

4. jFjp tof;F vd;why; vd;d? m‡J vj;jid tifg;gLk;?
mit ahit?
jFjpaw;w nrhw;fisj; jFjpahd
Fwpg;gpLtJ jFjp tof;F Mfk;.

NtW

nrhw;fshy;
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jFjp tof;F %d;W tifg;gLk;. mit.
,lf;fulf;fy; >kq;fyk; > F*cf;Fwp
5. kq;fyk; vd;why; vd;d? rhd;W jUf.
mkq;fykhd nrhw;fis kq;fykhd NtW nrhw;fshy;
Fwpg;gNj kq;fyk; vdg;gLk;.
rhd;W: RLfhL - ed;fhL
tpsf;if miz - tpsf;iff; Fspuit
6. F%cf;Fwp vd;why; vd;d? rhd;W jUf.
xU FOtpdh; xU nghUs; my;yJ nraiyf; Fwpf;fj;
jkf;Fs; gad;gLj;jpf;nfhs;Sk; nrhw;fs; F%cf;Fwp
vdg;gLk;.rhd;W: nghd;idg; gwp vdy; (nghw;nfhy;yh;
gad;gLj;JtJ) Miliaf; fhiuvdy; (ahidg;ghfh;
gad;gLj;JtJ)

Nghyp
I. FWtpdhf;fs;:
1. Nghyp vd;why; vd;d? rhd;W jUf.
nrhy;ypy; Xh; vOj;J ,Uf;f Ntz;ba ,lj;jpy; NtW Xh;
vOj;J te;jhYk; nghUs; khWglhky; ,Ug;gJ Nghyp
vdg;gLk;.
rhd;W: mfk; - mfd;> epyk; - epyd;.
2. Nghyp vj;jid tifg;gLk;? mit ahit?
Nghyp %d;W tifg;gLk; mit:
Kjw;Nghyp>,ilg;Nghyp> filg;Nghyp
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3. Kw;WNghyp vd;why; vd;d? mit ahit?
xU nrhy;ypy; cs;s vy;yh vOj;JfSk; NtWgl;lhYk;
nghUs; khwhky; ,Ug;gJ Kw;Wg;Nghyp MFk;.
rhd;W: mQ;R - Ie;J

,ay; - 4
ftpijg; Ngio

:

1. fyq;fiu tpsf;fk;

:

2. ftpd;kpF fg;gy;

ciueil cyfk;

:

jkpohpd; fg;gw;fiy

tphpthdk;

:

Mo;flypy; mbapy;

fw;fz;L

:

,yf;fpatifr; nrhw;fs;

ftpijg; Ngio - fyq;fiu tpsf;fk;
I. rpWtpdh:
1. fyq;fiu tpsf;fk; gw;wp ngUk;ghzhw;Wg; gil $Wk;
fUj;Jfis vOJf?
fyq;fiu tpsf;fkhdJ thdk; fPNo tpOe;J tplhky;
jhq;fpf; nfhz;bUf;Fk; J}z; Nghy Njhw;wkspf;fpwJ.
Vzp nfhz;L VwKbahj cauj;ijf; nfhz;bUf;fpwJ.
Ntag;glhky; rhe;J g+rg;gl;l tpz;iz Kl;Lk; khlj;ij
cilaJ.
mk;khlj;jpy; ,utpy; Vw;wg;gl;L vhpAk; tpsf;F flypy; Jiw
mwpahky; fyq;Fk; kuf;fyq;fisj; jd; Jiw Nehf;fp
miof;fpwJ vd fyq;fiu tpsf;fk; gw;wp
ngUk;ghzhw;Wg;gil $WfpwJ.
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II. rpe;jid tpdh:
1. fyq;fiu tpsf;fk; fg;gy; Xl;bfis jtpu
ahUf;nfy;yhk; gad;gLk; vd ePq;fs; fUJfpwPh;fs;?

NtW

khzth;fis fy;tpr; Rw;Wyh mioj;Jr; nrd;W mjd;
nray;ghLfisAk;> gaidAk; mwpa gad;gLfpwJ.
fg;gNyhl;bfSf;F ,yf;if mila iky; fy;yhf cs;sJ.
miyapy; mbj;Jr; nrd;w kPdth;fSf;F topfhl;bahf
cs;sJ.

ftpijg; Ngio - ftpd; kpF fg;gy;
I. rpWtpdh:
1. flypy; fg;gy; nry;Yk; fhl;rpia mfehD}W vt;thW
tpsf;FfpwJ?
cyfk; Gilngah;e;jJ Nghd;w moF nghUe;jpa Njhw;wj;ij
cilaJ ehtha;.
mJ Gyhy; ehw;wKila miytPRk; nghpa flypd; ePiug;
gpse;J nfhz;L nry;Yk;.
,uTk; gfYk; Xhplj;Jk; jq;fhky; tPRfpd;w fhw;whdJ
flypy; ehthia mirj;Jj; nry;Yk; fhl;rpia mfehD}W
tpsf;FfpwJ.
II. rpe;;jid tpdh:
1. jiutopg;gazk;> fly;topg;gazk; Mfpatw;Ws; ePq;fs;
tpUk;GtJ vJ? Vd;?
jiutopg; gazk;:
ehq;fs; jiutopg; gazj;ijNa tpUk;GfpNwhk;.
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Vnddpy;> ehq;fs; Nru epidf;Fk; ,lj;jpw;F tpiutpy;
nrd;wilfpd;Nwhk;.
ehq;fs; ,aw;if fhl;rpfis fz;Lfspf;fpd;Nwhk;.
vq;fSf;F jiutopg; gazk; kpfTk; kd kfpo;r;rpia
mspf;fpd;wd.
fly;top gazk;;:
fly;top Nghf;Ftuj;J mjpfnryit fl;Lg;gLj;JfpwJ.
fly;topg; gazk; %yk; Nghf;Ftuj;J nehpry; ,y;yhky;
,aw;if fhw;wpid Rthrpj;J nry;yyhk;.
,aw;ifapd; uk;akhd fhl;rpfis urpf;f cjTk;.
Gjpa cj;Ntfj;ijAk; Gj;Jzh;r;rpiaAk; jUk;.

ciueil - jkpohpd; fg;gw;fis
I. rpWtpdh:
1. gz;ilj; jkpohpd; fg;gy; nrYj;Jk; Kiwg;gw;wp vOJf?
flypy; fhw;W tPRk; jpir> fly; ePNuhl;lq;fspd; jpir
Mfpatw; i wj; jkpoh; f s; jk; gl; l wpthy; ed; F
mwpe;jpUe;jdh;.
jpirf;fhl;Lk; fUtpiag; gad;gLj;jpAk;> thdpy; Njhd;Wk;
tpz;kPd;fspd; epiyia itj;Jk; jpiria mwpe;J
fg;giyr; nrYj;jpdh;.
fg;gy; Xl;Lk; khYkpfs;
ngw;wpUe;jdh;.

rpwe;j thdpay; mwpitAk;

Nfhs;fspd; epiyia itj;Jg; Gay;> kio Nghd;wit
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Njhd;Wk; fhyj;ijAk; mwpe;J jFe;j fhyj;jpy; fg;gy;fisr;
nrYj;jpdh;.
2. fyq;fiu tpsf;fk; Fwpg;G - tiuf?
flypy; nry;Yk; fg;gy;fSf;Fj; JiwKfk; ,Uf;Fk;
,lj;ijf; fhl;Ltjw;fhf mikf;fg;gLtJ fyq;fiu
tpsf;fkhFk;.
caukhd NfhGuj;jpd; cr;rpapy; xsptPRk; tpsf;fpidf;
nfhz;ljhf ,‡J mikf;fg;gl;lJ.
„fyk;… vd;why; fg;gy;. „fiujy;… vd;why; mioj;jy;. fg;giy
miof;Fk; tpsf;F vd;Dk; nghUspy; ,J 'fyq;fiu
tpsf;fk;” vdg;gl;lJ.
3. fg;gy; ghJfhg;ghdjhf mikaj; jkpoh;fs; ifahz;l
topKiwfs; ahit?
fg;gy; fl;Ltjw;F Ntk;G. ,Yg;ig> Gd;id> ehty; Nghd;w
kuq;fis gad;gLj;jpdh;.
kuj;jpd; ePsk;> mfyk;> cauk; Mfpatw;iwr; rhpahd
Kiwapy; fz;f;fpl;Lf; fg;gy;fis cUthf;fpdh;.
nghpa glFfspy; Kd;gf;fj;ij ahid> Fjpiu> md;dk;
Kjypatw;wpd; jiyiag; Nghd;W tbtikg;gJk; cz;L.
,tw; i w ghpKfmk; g p> fhpKfmk; g p vd; n wy; y hk;
mioj;jdh;.
Rz; z hk; i gak; rziyAk; fye; J miuj; J mjpy;
vz;nza; fye;J fg;gypd; mbg;gFjpapy; g+rpdh;. ,jdhy;
fg;gy;fs; gOjilahky; neLq;fhyk;; cioj;jd.
,Uk;G Mzpfs; JUgpbj;JtpLk; vd;gjhy; kuj;jpdhy; Md
Mzpfs; gad;gLj;jpdhh;fs;.
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4. rpwpa ePh;epiyfisAk;> fly;fisAk; jkpoh;fs; vt;thW
fle;jhh;fs;?
rpwpa ePh;epiyfs;;:
eP h ; e piyfspy; kuf; f pisfs; kpje; J nry; t ijAk;
mtw;wpd;kPJ gwitfs;> jtisfs; Kjypad mkh;e;J
nry;tijAk; goq;fhy kdpjd; fz;lhd;.
kpjpf; F k; kuf; f l; i lfs; kP J Vwp
ePh;epiyfisf; flf;fj; njhlq;fpdhd;.

mkh; e ; J

kPidg;ghh;j;J jhDk kuj;Jz;Lfisj;
gad;gLj;jj; njhlq;fpdhd;.

rpwpa

JLg;Gfshfg;

kuq;fs; gytw;iw ,izj;Jf;fl;b mtw;wpd; kPJ Vwpg;
gazk; nra;jhd;.
II. neLtpdh:
1. jkpohpd; fg;gw;fiyg;gw;wp njhFj;J vOJf?
gazq;fs;;:
gazk; %d;W tifg;gLk;. mit: ePh;topg;gazk;> jiutopg;
gazk;> thd;topg;gazk; MFk;. ntspehl;L gazj;jpw;F
cjtpahf fg;gy;fs; ,Ue;jd fg;giyg; gw;wpg; gbj;Jk;>
fg;gypy; gazpg;gJk; csj;jpw;F kfpo;r;rpj; jUk;.
g+k;Gfhh; JiwKfk;:
g+k;gfhh; JiwKfj;jpypUe;J fg;gy;fs; %yk; nghUl;fs;
Vw; W kjpAk; > ,wf; F kjpAk; nra; a g; g l; l d vd; g ijg;
gl;bdg;ghiy tphpthf tpsf;FfpwJ.
fg;gy; gw;wp nrajpia $Wk;gpwE}y;fs;:
gl;bdg;ghiy> jpUf;Fws;> mfehD}W. Nre;jd; jpthfuk;
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epfz;L> GwehD}W Nghd;w E}y;fs; fg;giyg; gw;wpa
rpwg;ghd nra;jpiaf; $Wfpd;wJ.
fg;gypd; cWg;gfs;:
fg;gy; gy;NtW tifahd cWg;Gfis cilaJ. Vuh> gUky;>
tq;F> $k;G> gha;kuk;> Rf;fhd;> eq;$Wk; Nghd;wit
fg;gypd; cWg;GfshFk;.
fg;giyr; nrYj;Jk; Kiw:
fhw;wpd; jpiria mwpe;J fg;gy;fisr; nrYj;Jk; Kiwiaj;
jkpoh;fs; ed;F mwpe;jpUe;jdh;;.
jpirf;fhl;Lk; fUtpia gad;gLj;jp jpirapy; fg;giy
nrYj;jpdh;.
Nfhs;fspd; epiyia itj;Jg; Gay;> kio Nghd;wit
Njhd;Wk; fhyq;fisAk; fly;ePh; nehq;Fk; fhyj;ijAk;
mwpe;J jFe;j fhyj;jpy; fg;gy;fisr; nrYj;jpdh;.
II. rpe;jid tpdh:
1. ,f; f hyj; j py; kf; f s; ntspehl; b w; F nry; t jw; F
flw;gazj;ij nghpJk; Nkw;nfhs;shjjw;F fhuzk; vd;d?
Neuk; tPzhFfpd;wJ.
Ntfkhf nry;tjw;F tpkhdk; ,Ug;gjhy; kf;fs; ahUk;
fly;gazj;ij tpUk;Gtjpy;iy.
mjpfkhf nrythdhYk; kf;fs; epidf;Fk; ve;j xU
NtiyAk; tpiuthf elg;gjhy; fly;gazj;ij kf;fs;
Vw;gjpy;iy.
flw;topg;gazj;jpy; ,aw;if rPw;wj;jhy; ghjpg;G Vw;gLfpwJ
mjdhy; kf;fs; tpUk;Gtjpy;iy.
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tphpthdk; - Mo;flypy; mbapy;
Kd;Diu:
fly; gy; N tW tpe; i jfsij; jd; D s; nfhz; l J.
flYf;fbapy; gy tifahd jhtuq;fs;> kPd;fs;> tpyq;Ffs;
gtsg;ghiwfs;> vhpkiyfs; vdg; GJikfs; gyTk; epiwe;J
fplf; f pd; w d NkYk; flYf; f bapy; gy efuq; f Sk;
fg;gy;fSk; %o;fpf;fplf;fpd;wd. ePh;%o;fpf; fg;gypy; nrd;w
mtw;iw vy;yhk; fhz;Nghk;.
Gtpapd; Muha;r;rp:
flYf;F mbapy; xU nfhba tpyq;F jhf;ftjhfj; jfty;
mwpe;J gpahp kw;Wk; ,Uth; cjtpAld; grpgpf; ngUq;fly;
gFjpapy; NjLjy; Ntl;ilia njhle;jhh;. %d;W khjf; fbd
ciog;gpd; gadhf fz;L gpbj;jdh;. mjd; ngah; 'ehl;by;];”
vd;Dk; ePh;%o;fp fg;gy; MFk;.
ePh;%o;fpf; fg;gypd; rpwg;G:
fg; g ypy; kpfr; r pwe; j E}yfk;
mUq;fhlrpafk; xd;Wk; ,Ue;jd.

xd; W k;

kpfg; n ghpa

fg;gy; ve;;jf; flypy;> ve;jg; gFjpapy; ,Uf;fpwJ> flYf;F
mbapy; vt;tsT Moj;jpy; ,Uf;fpwJ Mfpatw;iwj;
Jy;ypakhf fhl;Lk; nghpa jpiu xd;Wk; ,Uf;fpwJ.
fg;g y; nry; tjw; F Kd;> kpd; tpsf; F fs; vhptjw; F k;
Njitahd kpd;rhuj;ij jahhpf;Fk; fUtpfSk; cs;sd.
,e;jf; fg;gypy; kpfg;nghpa ePh;j;njhl;bfs; cs;sd. mtw;wpy;
jz;zPiu epug;Gk; NghJ fg;gy; flYf;F mbapy; nry;Yk;
jz;zPiu ve;jpuq;fs; %yk; ntspNaw;Wk; nghOJ fg;gypd;
vil Fiwe;J fg;gy; fly; kl;lj;jpw;F caUk;.
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Rpy ehl;fSf;F xU Kiw fg;gy; fly; kl;lj;jpw;F NkNy
tUk; nghOJ mjd; Nky; %biaj; jpwe;J fhw;iwg; GJg;
gpj;Jg; nfhs;fpd;wdh;.
KbTiu:
ePh; %o;fp fg;gyhy; flYf;F mbapy; cs;s mhpa tif
tpyq;Ffs; gw;wpAk; kPd; gw;wpAk;. Nghhpd; NghJ flypy;
%o;fbf;fg;gl;l fg;gy;fisAk; Kw;fhyj;jpy; g+fk;gj;jhy;
rpije;j %o;fpg;Nghd efuq;fisAk;> fhzyhk;. ntspehl;L
vy;iyapy; csT ghh;f;fTk; ,e;j ePh; Ko;fp fg;gy; cjTfpwJ

fw;fz;L - ,yf;fpatifr; nrhw;fs;
I. FWtpdhf;fs;:
1. ,yf;fpa tifr; nrhw;fs; vj;jid tifg;gLk;? mit
ahit?
,yf;fpa tifr; nrhw;fs; ehd;F tifg;gLk;. mit
,aw;nrhy;> jphpnrhy;> jpirr;nrhy; tlnrhy; MFk;.
2. jphpr;nrhy; vd;why; vd;d? rhd;W jUf.
fw;NwhUf;F kl;LNk tpsq;FtjhfTk;> ,yf;fpaq;fspy;
kl;LNk gapd;W tUgitahfTk; mikAk; nrhw;fs;
jphpnrhy; vdg;gLk;.
rhd;W: tq;$o; - fhw;W>mOtk; - fly;
3. jpir;nrhy; vd;why; vd;d? rhd;W jUf.
gpw nkhopfspy; ,Ue;J te;J jkpopy; ,lk; ngWk; nrhw;fs;
jpirr;nrhy; vdg;gLk;.
rhd;W: Nfzp - fpzW> ngw;wk; - gR
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4. tlnrhy; vd;why; vd;d? rhd;W jUf.
tlnkhopapypUe;J te;J jkpopy; ,lk;ngWk; nrhw;fs;
tlnrhw;fs; vdg;gLk;.
rhd;W: fkyk; - jhkiu> tplk; - ghk;G
5. tlnrhy; vj;jid tifg;gLk;? mit ahit?
tlnrhy; ,uz;L tifg;gLk;. mit: jw;rkk;> jw;gtk;
6. jphpnrhy; vj;jid tifg;gLk;? mit ahit?
jphpnrhy; ehd;F tifg;gLk;. mit:
ngah;j; jphpnrhy;tpidj; jphpnrhy;,ilj; jphpnrhy;
chpj; jphpnrhy;.
,ay; - 5
ftpijg; Ngio : 1. ,dg;j;jkpo; fy;tp
: 2. mopahr; nry;tk;
ciueil cyfk;: tho;tpf;Fk; fy;tp
tphpthdk;: gs;sp kWjpwg;G
fw;fz;L: xnuOj;J xUnkhop gFgjk;>

gfhg;gjk;.

ftpijg; Ngio - ,d;gj;jkpo;f; fy;tp
I. rpWtpdh:
1. ,d;gj; jkpo;f;fy;tp - ghlypd; ikaf; fUj;ij vOJf.
jkpo;ehl;L kf;fs;
,Uf;fpwhh;fs;.

„mwpahik…

vd;Dk;

Jd;gj;jpy;
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,j;Jd;gk; ePq;f midtUk; ,d;gj;jkpo;f;fy;tpiaf; fw;f
Ntz;Lk;.
kdjpy; J}a;ik cz;lhFk;.
Nfhioj;jdk; ePq;fp tPuk; cz;lhFk; vd;W ghujpjhrd;
$Wfpd;whh;.
I. rpe;jid tpdh:
1. jkpo; nkhopf;fy;tp gapy;tjhy; Vw;gLk; ed;ikfshf
ePq;fs; fUJtdtw;iwj; njhFj;J vOJf.
jkpo; nkhopf;fy;tp fw;gjd; %yk; jhk; thOk; r%fj;Jld;
xg;gpl;Lg; ghh;f;f KbAk;.
„jkpo; nkhopf;fy;tp… fw;Fk; jpwid mjpfhpf;fr; nra;fpwJ.
khzth;fspd; jd;dk;gpf;ifia tsh;f;fpwJ.
xUtskhd ehl;Lf;F mbg;gil tskhd fy;tp KiwNa
MFk;. ,jw;F jkpo;nkhopf;fy;tp KiwNa rpwe;jJ.
xUtuJ gilg;ghw;wiy cUthf;f rpe;jid Mw;wiy
tsh;f;f cjTfpwJ.

ftpijg; Ngio - mopahr; nry;tk;
I. rpWtpdh:
1. fy;tpr; nry;tk; Fwpj;J ehybahh; $Wk; fUj;Jfisj;
njhFj;J vOJf.
fy;tpiag; nghUs; Nghy ghJfhg;ghf itj;jpUe;jhYk;
gpwuhy; ftu KbahJ.
xUtUf;F nfhLj;jhYk; FiwTglhJ.
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rpwg;gpid cila murhYk; ftu KbahJ.
xUth; jk; Foe;ijfSf;F Nrh;j;J itf;f Ntz;ba nry;tk;
fy;tpr; nry;tk; MFk;.
fy;tpr; nry;tj;ij tpl gpw nry;tq;fs; vy;yhk; nry;tk;
MfhJ vd ehybahh; $WfpwJ.
2. ehybahh; - E}w;Fwpg;G vOJf.
ehybahh; rkzKdpth;fs; gyuhy; vOjg;gl;lJ.
,e;E}y; gjpndz;fPo;f;fzf;F E}y;fSs; xd;W.
,e;E}y; ehyb ehD}W 'vd;Wk;> 'Ntshz; Ntjk;” vd;Wk;
miof;fg;gLfpwJ.
jpUf;FwSf;F ,izahf Nghw;wg;gLfpwJ.
mwk;> nghUs;> ,d;gk; vd;dk; Kg;gFg;Gfisf; nfhz;lJ.
II. rpe;jid tpdh:
1. fy;tpr; nry;tk; mopahj nry;tk; vdg;gLtJ Vd;?
rpe;jpj;J vOJf.
fy;tp fhyj;jhy; mopahjJ.
fs;tuhYk; ftu KbahjJ.
nts;sj;jhy; moahjJ.
fy;tpr; nry;tk; ms;s ms;sf; FiwahjJ.
nfhLj;jhYk; FiwT glhjJ> tsh;e;J nfhz;Nl ,Uf;Fk;.
vdNtjhd; fy;tpr; nry;tk; mopahj nry;tk; vd
miof;fg;gLfpwJ.
ciueil cyfk; - tho;tpf;Fk; fy;tp
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I. rpWtpdhf;fs;:
1. fy;tpNa mopahjr; nry;tk; vd;gij tpsf;Ff?
,e; j cyfj; j py; vy; y hr; nry; t Kk;
fy;tpr;nry;tk; xd;Nw mopahjJ.

mope; J tpLk;

,q;Nf xU nghpa Mykuk; ,Ue;jNj. mJ vq;Nf vd;whh;
xUth;. mJ mope;Jtpl;lJ vd;whh; kw;nwhUth;.
,Njh ,th; gj; J Mz; L fSf; F Kd; N d gl; l k;
ngw;wpUf;fpwhh;. ,g;NghJ> vy;yhk; nrythfpg;Ngha; ntWk;
gj;jhk; tFg;G Mfp tpl;lhu; vd;W nrhy;y khl;Nlhk;. fy;tp
vd;Wk; mopahjJ.
'Nfby; tpOr;nry;tk; fy;tp xUtw;F khly;y kw;w ait”
vd;w fy;tpapd; rpwg;ig ts;sth; $Wfpwhh;.
2. fy; t piaAk; >
xg;gpLfpwhh;?

tpsf; i fAk;

jpUf; F wshu;

vt; t hW

fy;tp Xh; xsptpsf;F. ,Uf;Fk; ,lj;ij xspkakhf
Mf;FtJ.
xUtd; fw; W tpl; l hy;
mspf;fNtz;Lk;.

fw; w f; f y; t pia

gyUf; F k;

fy;tp ,y;yhj ehL tpsf;fpy;yhj tPL.
tpsf;fpy;yhj tPl;by; ahh; FbapUg;ghh;fs;? tPL ,Ul;lhf
,Uf;Fk;.
fy;tp ,y;yhj FLk;gj;ij ahUk; kjpf;fkhl;lh;fs;.
fy;tpawpT ,y;yhjth;fisj; jpUts;Sth; tpyq;F vd;w
$Wfpwhh;.
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II. neLtpdh:
1. „tho;tpf;Fk; fy;tp… gw;wp tpthpj;J vOJf?
cyfpy; gytifahd nry;tq;fis
mopahjr;nry;tk; fy;tpr; nry;tkhFk;.

cs;sd

fhykwpjy;:
fhyk; kpfTk; mUikahdJ. mJ Nghdhy; tuhJ. Nkir>
ehw;fhyp Nghdhy; tUk;. Mdhy fhYKk;> NeuKk; Nghdhy;
tuhJ. xUkhztd; ehd;F ehs;fis tPzbj;J tpl;lhy;
NghdJ NghdJjhd;. ,d;ndhU khzthplk; fld;Nfl;f
KbahJ.
xsptpsf;F:
fy;tp Xh; xsptpsf;F. ,lj;ij xspkakhf;Fk;.
fy;tp gyUf;Fk; mspg;gjhy; xspjUk;.
fy;tp mwpT ,y;yhjtid jpUts;Sth; Nghy; Fiw $wpaJ
NtW xUtUk; ,y;iy.
fy;tp mwpT ,y;yhjtd; tpyq;F vd;fpwhh;.
fy;tpAk; gs;spAk;:
gs;spf;$lj;jpy; Mrphpah;fs; ,Uf;fpwhh;fs;.
khzth;fis kUj;Jth;> nghwpahsh;> mwptpay; mwpQh;fs;
vd;w milahsk; fhz;gJ Mrphpah;fs;.
vjphfhyj;ij cUthf;Fk; gs;spf;Ff; „Nfhapy;… vd;W ngah;
itj;jhh; „ghujpahh;….
fy; t pf; $lq; f spy; j hd;
eph;zapf;fg;gLfpwJ.

Foe; i jfspd;

vjph; f hyk;
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khzth;fis vjph;fhy Nkijahf fhl;LtJ gs;spNa
vd;fpwhh; „ghujp….
III. rpe;jid tpdh:
1. ey;y E}ypd; ,ay;Gfshf ePq;fs; fUJtd ahit?
ey;yE}y; vd;gJ
,Uf;fNtz;Lk;.

tho;tpay;

rpe;jidNahL

,ize;J

Mokhf rpe;jpf;ff; $bajhf ,Uf;fNtz;Lk;.
ey;yE}y;fis xUKiw gbj;jy; NghjhJ. kPz;Lk; kPz;Lk;
gbf;fNtz;Lk;.
ey; y E}y; vd; g J
,Uf;fNtz;Lk;.
ey; y E}y; f s;
Ntz;Lk;.

cl; n ghUis

ew; g z; G fis

iakhff;

czh; j ; J tjhf

nfhz; L
,Uf; f

ey;y E}y;fs; kPz;Lk; kPz;Lk; gbf;f Ntz;Lk; vd;w
Mh;tj;ij J}z;l Ntz;Lk;.

tphpthdk; - gs;sp kWjpwg;G
gs;spf; Nfhil tpLKiw:
gs;sp kWjpwg;Gf;F ,uz;L ehs;fs; ,Ue;jd. kjpthzd;
rpe;jpj;Jf; nfhz;Nl NgUe;J epWj;jj;jpy; epd;wpUe;jhd;.
'vd;d rpe;jidalh kjp?” vd;W Njhisj; njhl;lgb
Nfl; l hd; ftpd; . gs; s pf; F nry; t jh> gpd; d yhil
epWtdj;Jf;F nry;tjh vd;w Fog;gk; vdf;F vd;whd; kjp.
ehd; KbT gz;zpl;Nld;> 'ehd; gpd;dyhil epWtdj;jpw;F
jhd; nry;Ntd;” vd;whd; ftpd;.
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gpd;dyhil epWtdk;;:
gs;spf;F Nfhil tpLKiw tpl;lJk; kjpthzd; ehiye;J
ehs; f s; mf; f htP L > mj; i j tP L Ngha; te; j hd; .
njhiyf;fhl;rp ghh;j;J kfpo;e;jhd;. xU ehs; ftpd;
gpd;dyhil epWtdj;jpw;F mioj;jhd; rdpf;fpoik thur;
rk;gsk;. Gj;J kzpf;Fk; gpw;gfypYk; til> NjePh;> ,utpy;
gNuhl;lh> Njhir jUthh;fs;. ,jid ngw;Nwhh;fsplk;
nfhLj;jhy; kfpo;r;rp milth;. ,jidg; gw;wp Nahrpj;j
kjpthzd; gpd;dyhil epWtdj;jpw;Fr; nrd;why; 'ehk;
,d; W Foe; i j njhopyhsp” vd; W Nk njhopyhsp
MfptpLNthk;” vd;w rpe;jid cz;lhdJ.
kjpthzdpd; fdT:
kUj;Jth;> nghwpahsh;> ntspehl;L Ntiy vd;w fdT
mtDf;Fs; ,Ue;jJ. mk;Ngj;fUk;. mg;Jy;fyhKk; ,Ue;j
tpsk;gug; gyif mtd; fz;Kd; njd;gl;lJ. ,th;fisg;
Nghy czu „gbg;G… mbg;gilj; Njit vd;W kdjpy; $wpf;
nfhz;Nl epw;Fk; NghJ NgUe;jpy; $l;lk; tope;jJ. ftpd;
kjpthzdpd; ifiag; gpbj;J Ngha;tplyhk; vd;whd;.
fy;tpapd; mtrpak;:
NgUe;J epWj;jj;jpy; kjpthzd; mUfpy; Kjpath; te;J
epd;whh;. mth; mq;fpUe;j rpWth;fspy; xUtidg; ghh;j;J
'vd;dg;gh ,J ey;Y}h; NghFkh?” vd;W Nfl;lhh;. mjw;F
mr;rpWtd; 'ahUf;Fj; njhpAk;? vq;fSf;Fg; gbf;fj;
njhpahNj!” nghpatNu. . . ,ijg; gbf;f cq;fSf;F
njhpahjh> vd X . . . ntd;W Nfypahd xirapy;
rphpj;jhh;fs;.
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kjpthzdpd; kdkhw;wk;:
Kjpath; mtkhdg; gl; l ij ftdpj; j kjpthzd; >
fy;tpawpT ,y;iynad;why; ehDk; ,g;gbj;jhd; tho;f;if
KOtJk; mtkhdg;gl Ntz;Lk;. ey;yf; fy;tpawpT
jiyepkh;e;J epw;f itf;Fk;. ey;y gbg;Gjhd; rpwe;j
kdpjdhf;Fk; vd;w vz;zk; te;jJ. tpWtpWntd;w
elf;fj; njhlq;fpdhd; kjpthzd;. ;Nla; vq;flh Nghw”
Fuy; ftpdplkpUe;J te;jJ. gs;spf;Fg; Nghwz;lh” vd;W
$wp kjpthzd; rhiyia fle;jhd;. ngU%r;R tpl;lhd;.
,wf;iffis tphpj;J thdpy; gwg;gJ Nghy; ,Ue;jJ
kjpthzdpd; kdJ.

fw;fz;L - XnuOj;J xUnkhop> gFgjk;. gfhg;gjk;
FWtpdhf;fs;;
1. XnuOj;J xUnkhop vd;why; vd;d?
Xh; vOj;Nj nghUs; jUk; nrhy;yhf miktJ XnuOj;J
xUnkhop vdg;gLk;.
2. gjk; vj;jid tifg;gLk;? mit ahit?
gjk; ,uz;L tifg;gLk;. mit gFgjk;> gfhg;gjk;.
3. gFgj cWg;Gfs; vj;jid tifg;gLk;? mit ahit?
gFgj cWg;gfs; MW tifg;gLk;. mit gFjp> tpFjp> re;jp>
rhhpia> ,ilepiy> tpfhuk; MFk;.
4. XnuOj;J xUnkhop vitNaDk; ehd;fpid vOJf.
Neh - tWikik - mQ;rdk;I - jiytd;
Ng - Nkfk;
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5. gfhg;gjk; vd;why; vd;d? rhd;W jUf.
gphpf;f Kbahj nrhy; gfhg;gjk; vdg;gLk;. rhd;W: kuk;> cz;.
6. ngah;g; gFgjk; vj;jid tifg;gLk;? mit ahit?
ngah;g;gFgjk; MW tifg;gLk;. mit:
nghUs;> ,lk;> fhyk;> rpid> gz;G> njhopy;.
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